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ABSTRACT 
Safety and environment considerations necessitate the use of automatic 
emergency shut-off valves in nuclear power-plants, underground nuclear tests, 
oil pipelines and even oil wells. Such valves require actuators to move a 
member (e.g., a gate, a stem or a ball which may weigh hundreds of pounds) 
in a time that may be as short as a fraction of a second, and which must 
have some provision for decelerating the moving body at the end of its stroke 
to avoid a damaging impact. A device for satisfying these requirements with 
the high reliability required for such systems is proposed. This device con­
sists of a double-acting piston driven by gas generated by the combustion of 
a propellant, with the novel feature of using a precisely determined straight 
hole through the piston to provide a gas cushion for deceleration during the 
last part of the stroke. 
Predicting the performance of such an actuator required analysis and 
calculation of the rate of propellant gas generation, the rate of gas flow 
into the actuator cylinder, and that of gas flow through the piston hole. 
Because of the complexity of this analysis, a numerical solution was required. 
A computer subroutine for carrying out this solution was developed. Its 
applicability was verified by comparison of the predicted and experimentally 
measured performance of a spe;ific actuator. 
A complete program using this subroutine was then written for designing 
an actuator. This program incorporates a procedure which simultaneously 
satisfies seven design requirements by minimizing the sum of squares of the 
differences between calculated and required values of these requirements. 
The program is interactive with the user, communicating with him to report 
the progress of the design and to obtain design decisions during execution. 
Designs produced by the program were found to be efficient and consistent. 
No knowledge of thermodynamics or of the pyrotechnic gas generator process 
is required of the user. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
An automatic control system generally incorporates feedback, that 
is, a sensor determines whether or not a certain desirable condition 
exists, and activates a correcting device when required. However, many sys­
tems that do not include a feedback loop may also be considered automatic 
controls. These are referred to as "Open Loop Controls", an important sub­
group of which could be called "Emergency Only" systems. These systems are, 
hopefully, never to be actuated, but must always be ready for an emergency. 
Examples of such systems are temperature sensors that close fireproof doors 
and/or activate sprinklers, radiation detectors and pressure sensors that 
actuate valves to isolate a nuclear reactor in case of containment failure, 
and shut-off valves for the proposed Alaskan fipeline to minimize oil spills 
in case of line break. 
In general, such systems include: 
a) A sensor, to detect the emergency. 
b) An energy source, to ensure total independence 
of the system response from outside power. 
c) A means of converting the energy to motion of the 
emergency controlling device. 
d) A means of stopping the motion, once the desired 
effect has been attained. 
In many systems, the time interval between receiving the activation 
signal and achieving the final state is of no great importance. One such 
example is a typical warehouse fire-door. It may be acceptable to have this 
door close in a fraction of a second to several seconds. The velocity of opera­
tion can be low, so relatively little energy is required and stopping the door 
at the end of its travel is not difficult. For low energy systems of this 
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kind, the choice of energy source 1s dictated by reliability, cost, and 
convenience. Stored energy in the form of a raised weight, a compressed 
mechanical spring, high pressure gas, or electric batteries may be chosen 
by the designer, depending on available room, ambient conditions, or near­
by presence of other energy systems. Similarly, stopping the motion is not 
difficult when the system kinetic energy is low or when it is required to 
just stop the moving mass, in whatever position it may be. Spring or 
rubber bumpers are cheap and reliable. Crushable bumpers — like lead, 
honeycomb, or plastic foam — can absorb great amounts of energy at very 
high impact velocities. Fricticn or hydraulic shock-absorbers are availbable 
as off-the-shelf items. 
With large masses and high velocities design is less flexible. Only 
high pressure gas allows storage of sufficient energy in a reasonable volume. 
To stop a heavy, rapidly moving object at a very specific position (as the 
gate in a sealing valve) requires careful design. Bumpers cause bounce and 
crushable materials or friction pads may stop the moving imss too soon, fall­
ing to give the exact stroke required. 
Hydraulic decelerators, while nominally designed to exert a constant 
retarding force throughout their stroke, are made to give this force at some 
small but non-zero velocity at the end of their stroke. This results in an 
impact at the end of the stroke, with about 5% of the initial energy dissi­
pated in the blow. As a result, if the velocity of arrival is, for some 
reason, too low, the shock absorber can "float" the mass into final position, 
rather than bring it to a full stop before this desired final position is 
reached. For this reason, hydraulic decelerators are the preferred means 
of stopping moving masses at a definite position. Unfortunately, they are 
usually designed for high-mass low-velocity applications, such as stopping 
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a truck or freight-car at a loading dock; for high speed applications 
a standard decelerator requires, at the very least, a minor redesign. 
Furthermore, their cost (especially for high energy ratings) is consider­
able (e.g., a commercial, off-the-shelf, decelerator, capable of absorbing 
180,000 in. lb. in a distance of two inches, was priced in 19?2 at over $900.). 
The present design study is focused on actuators that would move masses 
of 20 to 1000 pounds through a distance of 4 to 20 inches in a time of 0.02 
to 1.0 seconds, such actuators are needed for closing containment-valves in 
a nuclear power plant or in underground nuclear testing, or to shield per­
sonnel during fabrication of explosives. 
The systems under consideration are for use in emergency situations; 
and because they may be unused, and hence neglected, for long periods of 
time, reliability of operation is of paramount importance. Failure to 
actuate, or failure to actuate properly, may have very serious consequences. 
Unintentional actuation is also highly undesirable. For these reasons, 
stored high-pressure gas is not an attractive solution; Leaks are always 
possible, requiring an inspection routine by skilled personnel versed in 
high-pressure gas technology. Safety of personnel located in the gas 
storage area requires gross over-design of the pressure system. Pyrotechnic 
gas generation avoids these problems, and simplifies remote initiation. 
Military and space exploration experience has given to pyrotechnic technology 
a very high level of reliability. Capacitor-discharge exploding-bridge-wire 
(EBW) initiators are now better than 0.9999 reliable at the 90% confidence 
level. The electrical system used to fire the initiator can be continuously 
monitored by a weak current, which would trigger an alarm if the circuit is 
interrupted. At the same time, a permissible no-fire current of over 200 
amperes reduces the probability of accidental initiation to a negligible 
value. 
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Thus, pyrotechnic-powered piston actuators offer a means of satisfying 
the reliability requirements of these systems; they can be depended upon to 
accelerate the mass to be moved to the high velocity required in the short 
time available, and yet not to actuate accidentally. 
The problem of stopping the mass at a definite position is presently 
handled, in such systems, by hydraulic decelerators. These are not only 
expensive and not readily available items, but are also a potential source 
of trouble. If they fail to operate properly due to theiv- f i.:id leaking out 
or freezing, the traveling mass will reach the end of its travel ai too high 
a velocity causing damage to some part of the sealing system. Not 
only will the operating system fail to seal, but any backup system may be­
come inoperative. 
Consideration of these deficiencies of hydraulic decelerators (i.e., 
nonexistence of high-speed-impact models, negative effect on system reli­
ability, poov availability and high price) led the author to consider using 
the generated gas to decelerate as well as accelerate the moving (Bass. -,• 
After some evolution, the system illustrated in Fig. 1 took form. It con­
sists basically of a double-act*,ng piston with a wsnt-hole. When the pyro­
technic gas-generator is fired, high-pressure gas flows into the cylinder 
head clearance-volure, accelerating the piston and the mass attached to the 
piston-rod. At the same time, the gas flows through the vent-hole into the 
buffer volume back of the piston, building up a gas cushion. If the cylinder 
volume, gas quantity, and vent are* are properly proportioned, the pvston will 
come to a stop just short of hitting the end of the cylinder.* Only a gross 
The author 1s not aware of any application of this idea. However, the 
possibility of its use to cushion the travel of a moving piston at the end 
of its stroke has been investigated previously (Ref. 1). 
DOUBLE -ACTING 
PISTON 
INITIATION 
C A B L E -
-MASS TO 
BE MOVED 
PYROTECHNIC 
GAS GENERATOR-
FIGURE 1 •• SCHEMATIC OF PYROTECHNIC-POWERED SELF-STOPPING ACTUATOR 
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occlusion of the vent could prevent deceleration of the piston. In addition, 
drilling a vent-hole or two through the piston is much cheaper than buying 
a hydraulic decelerator. 
Design of such a system involves analysis of the motion of a vented 
piston, driven by a gas produced by combustion of a suitable propellant. The 
rate of gas generation will vary with time, as will the temperature and 
pressure of the gas, subject to an equation of state other than the perfect-
gas equation. The desired performance must be achieved without exceeding 
the limitations of the materials and components available. However, over-
design should be avoided in order to make the cost of the system as low as 
possible. For example, actuation of the system in half the time required 
"just to be on the safe side" requires four times the energy. Stresses will 
increase, requiring more material, more expensive material, and more design 
effort. Costs will go up and reliability could even go down. 
A procedure for accomplishing these objectives is presented in the 
following sections. 
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2. SYSTEM DESIGN PRINCIPLES 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM 
Typically the design of a self-stopping actuator presents itself in the 
following form: Given M, the mass of a specified element, design an actuator 
to move it through a distance of L inches in T seconds jnd bring it to a 
stop without damage at the end of that movement. 
On the basis of the considerations detailed in Section 1, the general 
configuration of Fig. 1 will be utilized: i.e., the actuator will be powered 
by pyrotechnic gas, and will be self-stopping by means of a vent in the pis­
ton and a seal around the piston-rod. 
The system will be completely defined when the following quantities have 
been determined: 
1) Propellant charge in a specific pyrotechnic gas generator 
2) The diameter and length of the piston vent-hole.* 
3) The clearance-volume on the head-side of the piston. 
4) The buffer-volume behind the piston. 
5) The cylinder diameter. 
6) The piston-rod diameter. 
The design of the actuator involves, therefore, the determination of six 
independent variables that will pive the desired values of stroke and time 
for the system shown in Fig. 1. These values of stroke and time must be 
realized while satisfying the constraints imposed by the geometry of the 
system, and such limits as the allowable stress in the piston-rod, and the 
maximum pressure the system seals can be expected to withstand. 
* 
To ensure a f u l l y established pipe-flow, the length-to-diameter ra t io w i l l 
be taken to be f i f t e e n . Hence only one variable is involved. 
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Table I lists the variables enumerated above, and those defining 
system performance and constraints, grouping them by type and specifying 
the units which will be used. The right-hand column gives a mnemonic sym­
bol for each variable for use in the text and also in the Fortran programs 
to follow. 
BASIC DESIGN PROCEDURE 
The customary procedure for designing a system starts with selecting a 
configuration judged capable of the desired performance. An analysis of the 
system is made to express (analytically or numerically) the system per­
formance as a function of the least possible number of independent variables. 
Then, intuition or past experience is used to assign a definite value 
to each of these independent variables, thus identifying a specific system. 
The performance of this system is now calculated and compared to the per­
formance specified by the problem statement. If the calculated performance 
is found to be inadequate, the independent variables defining the system 
are assigned different values by a cut-and-try, or some other, more rational 
method, and the performance of the modified system is again evaluated. This 
procedure is repeated until the desired performance is adequately approxi­
mated by the calculated one, or until the designer decides that the problem 
is insoluble. 
The above procedure implies two essential assumptions: 
a) The performance of the system can be calculated, once its 
geometry, components, and dimensions are defined. 
b) This performance can be evaluated, i.e., compared quali­
tatively to the desired performance. 
The fundamental relationships involved in describing the performance of 
a pyrotechnic-powered self-stopping actuator will be outlined in the follow-
TABLE I 
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L is t cf Variables Involved in the Design of a 
Pyrotechnic-Powered Self-Stopping Actuator. 
Variables Units Symbol 
Specifications given in the problem statement: 
Mass to be moved lb r a WLB 
Stroke required i n . STR 
Time required for stroke sec TR 
Independent variables defining system: 
Propellant charge 
Piston vent-hole diameter 
Length of cylinder-head clearance volume 
Length of cylinder buffer volume 
Cylinder diameter 
Piston-rod diameter 
Piston thickness (vent-hole length) 
System constraints: 
Allowable f i na l veloci ty 
Allowable piston-rod stress 
Allowable gas generator pressure 
Allowable cyl inder pressure 
Calculated system performance: 
Time of stroke 
Final veloci ty 
Maximum piston-rod stress 
Maximum generator pressure 
Maximum head-end pressure 
Maximum buffer-end pressure 
9 PWGR 
in. HD 
in. HL 
in. BL 
i!i. CD 
in. PRD 
in. PT 
in./sec VFAL 
psi STAL 
psia GPAL 
psia CPAL 
sec TAC 
in./sec VFIN 
psia STMX 
psia GPMX 
psia HPMX 
psia BPMX 
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ing pages. I t wil l be seen in the next Section that, given the values of 
the six independent variables listed in Table I , a numerical integration 
is required to solve the set of relations developed. 
The cnitical remaining problem ii to conceive, and 
develop a national ami evident pivocedwut. ffiK determining thoie 
panticuZan. valuei of, the independent va/iiablei ixkich yield the. 
de&iJied iy&tem penfowiance. In the pnebent application thete ii 
no single vaniable to be optimized, but itathen teveJial ntquiAejmwti 
to be iatUfied. The ptoceduAe developed ii baied on minimizing 
the ium 0(5 the iquuviei of, the difietencei between tke deiiKed and 
the calculated valaei of, the dependent vcuUxtblei. 
ANALYTICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE DESIGN PROBLEM 
I t wil l be assumed that, in the physical system to be modeled, the 
length of stroke 1s fixed by some enclosing structure or sealing requirement. 
Thus, i f the moving element stops short of the ful l movement required (for 
example a f i r e door that must close the opening in the wal l ) , the actuation 
would be considered a fai lure. 
For this reason, in the numerical solution determining the performance 
of the model, the iteration by time-increments wil l be stopped when the stroke 
is equal to the stroke required; I . e . , the calculated stroke must always 
equal the required stroke. Another factor must be recognized, however: the 
moving element wi l l arrive at the required stroke with a f in i te velocity, -
and hence a f in i te kinetic energy. This energy must not result 1n damage 
to the element or to the stopping structure. 
Actually, i t Is advantageous to have some small finai velocity at the 
end of the required stroke, because the calculated performance of any real 
system wil l never give exactly the actual performance, and i f soms velocity 
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exists at the required stroke in the analysis, the stroke requirement is 
more likely to be satisfied by the real actuator. This final velocity is 
advantageous is another way: it gives a higher average velocity of travel, 
aiid hence permits the satisfaction of the time requirement with a lower maxi­
mum velocity. The penalty for these advantages is the possibility of damage 
to the moving element or to the stopping structure if excessive kinetic 
energy is present at impact. However, if the maximum allowable impact energy 
can be specified, or if past experience indicates a safe value for the final 
velocity, the actual final velocity can be made equal to this desired safe 
velocity, thus substituting the constraint of final velocity for that of 
the stroke as a problem requirement. 
Introducing this change into the problem statement, the design object­
ive can be represented by the following array of relations: 
TAC(PWGR,HD,HL,BL,CD,PRD) » TR (2-1) 
VFIN(PWGR,HD,HL,BL,CD,PRD) < VFAL (2-2) 
STMX(PWGR,HD,HL,BL,CO,PRD) <. STAL (2-3) 
GPMX(PWGR,HD,HL,BL,CD,PRD) <. GPAL (2-4) 
HPMX(PWGR,HD,HL,BL,CD,PRD) £ C?AL (2-5) 
BPMX(PWGR.HD.HL,.BL,CD.PRD) <. CPAL (2-6) 
with the variables as defined in Table I. Here, for example, Equation 2-1 
indicates that the time actually taken (TAC) for the piston stroke is a 
function of PHGR, HD, HL, BL, CD, and PRO, and is equal to TR, the time 
specified. Equation 2-2 shows that the final velocity (VFIN) is a function 
of the sane independent variables and must he less than or equal to VF/\L, 
the allowable final velocity. Equations (2-3), (2-4), (2-S), and (2-6) have 
similar Interpretations. 
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USE OF STANDARD COMPONENTS 
The configuration shown in Fig. 1 permits the use of some standard com­
ponents in the design. This may resul t i n considerable saving in component 
cost and fabr icat ion. A b i l i t y to adopt standard, readi ly available parts to 
carry out the functions required by the design i s a most powerful weapon in 
the arsenal of the designer. He should design anything his problem requires, 
but he should also make use of available components of known r e l i a b i l i t y and 
performance. 
For the configuration under discussion, i t can be seen that the gas gen­
erator would require an extensive test ing and development program. The p is ­
ton-rings and piston-rod seals cannot be produced in the average machine-
shop, and would also require a certain amount of development. The cylinder 
can be ei ther obtained in some standard diameter and cut to length as re ­
quired, or machined to the r i gh t dimensions from heavy-wall seamless tubing, 
and the two cylinder ends can be machined from sol id mater ia l . I f the 
cylinder i s of some standard diameter, i t and/or i t s ends can be pur­
chased from a hydraulic-cyl inder manufacturer. 
In regard to the pyrotechnic gas generator (PGG), several are available 
commercially. They have d i f fe ren t propellant loadings, actuation times, 
dimensions, and i n i t i a t i o n schemes. Consideration of these features and 
general ava i l ab i l i t y led to the selection of a par t icu lar type that could 
be loaded with 10.0 to 34.1 grams of IMR-4227 propellant with i n i t i a t i o n in 
less than 200 microseconds and fu l l - l oad pressure equil ibrium in less than 
three mill iseconds. These generators are avai lable with reasonable delivery 
t ime, of fer good f l e x i b i l i t y of loading, and give extremely reproducible gas 
pressures. I t i s of course, understood that any other PGG could be used, 
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provided its rate of gas generation is known, or determinable 
Piston-rings and piston-rod seals are also commercially available. 
They are made of many materials (e.g., cast iron to silicone rubber). To 
sustain gas pressures of the order of 30,000 psi, and give better sealing 
than can be expected from automotive-type metallic piston-rings, a hard-
plastic ring impregnated with molybdenum disulphide was selected for both 
the piston-rings and the piston-rod seals. These rings are available in the 
range from one to twelve inches in diameter, in increments of one sixteenth 
or one eighth inch. Thus, the choice of piston-rings (and hence cylinder 
diameters) and piston-rod seals (and hence piston-rod diameters) is now 
constrained to about one hundred discrete values, rather than the theoreti­
cally continuous range between zero and some maximum dictated by the system 
geometry. 
The designer is thus restricted to a propellant charge between 10. and 
34.1 grams, and to one of about a hundred cylinder and piston-rod diameters. 
Of course, if he concludes that a charge greater than 34.1 grams is needed 
two or more gas generators can be used. The same logic applies to the 
number of cylinders, and to the number of vent-holes per piston. Unless 
some very unusual problems are encountered, it is desirable to use a minimum 
number of components (i.e., cylinders, gas generators, vent-holes). To 
ensure that this philosophy is followed, a preliminary design should be 
made, with no restriction on cylinder or piston-rod dianeters, but with 
one cylinder, one vent-hole, and as many generators as required to accommo­
date the propellant needed, and seeking the least propellant weight that 
would satisfy the design requirements. This new requirement, I.e., minimiz­
ing the propellant charge, will ensure that the minimum number of gas 
generators is used In the design. Thus a new relation 1s added to the six 
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relations given by 2-1 to 2-6. 
Finally, four of the inequalities can be transformed into equations 
by the following rationale: 
It is a well established principle in engineering that a system is over' 
designed if some component is working at a level below an acceptable limit, 
such as a maximum stress lower than the allowable stress, or a maximum 
pressure lower than the allowable pressure. For an efficient design, there­
fore, an equal sign can be substituted for the "less-than or equal" sign in 
the relations 2-2, 2-3, 2-5, and 2-6. Note that the same treatment cannot 
be applied to relation 2-4, since the adoption of a standard gas-generator 
forces the acceptance of its working at less than maximum efficiency. 
The design problem is now reduced to solving the following seven 
relations: 
PwS -*• MINIMUM 
TAC(FWS,HD,HL,BL,CD,PRD) = TR 
VFIN(PUS,HD,HL,BL,CD,PRD) • VFAL 
STMX(PWS,HD,HL,BL,CO,PRO) * STAL 
HPMX(PUS,HD,HL,BL,CD,PRD) ' CPAL 
BPMX(PMS,HD.HL,BL,CD,PRD) X CPAL 
GPMX(i>W5,H0,HL.Bl..CD,PRD) £ GPAl 
SOLUTION PROCEDURE 
A convenient way of solving this array of nonlinear simultaneous 
relations is to use the optimizing computer program due to Powell (Ref. 2) 
which seeks those particular values of the n independent variables that 
minimize the sum of the squares of m nonlinear functions (m>n) of these n 
variables. For this purpose, the relations 2-7 to 2-13 can be rearranged 
2-7 
2-8 
2-9 
2-10 
2-11 
2-12 
2-13 
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to give the following 7 functions: 
F(l) = PWGR * NOGCl" 2-14 
F(2) = TAC - TR 2-15 
F(3) = VFIN - VFAL 2-16 
F{4) = STHX - STAL 2-17 
F(5) = HPHX - CPAL 2-18 
F(6) = BPMX - CPAL 2-19 
F(7) 
( = GPMX - GPAL 
if GPMX < 
if GPMX > 
m 
GPAL 
GPAL 
2-20 
It can be seen that if a minimum of FF = £ F. can be found, and if 
i»l 1 
the individual values of F(2) through F(7) are sufficiently close to zero, 
the system of relations 2-14 through 2-20 may be considered as solved. 
Once the unrestricted preliminary design is completed, and reported to 
the designer, he can select the standard piston-rod and cylinder diameters 
that are reasonably close to those determined in the preliminary design. 
If necessary, he can decide to use more than one cylinder (if no standard 
size can do the job by itself), and more than one gas generator per cylinder 
(if the minimum propellant required per cylinder is more than the maximum 
usable in one generator). If the vent-hole diameter determined in the pre­
liminary design 1s more than can be accommodated in the annulus between 
the piston-rod and the bottom of the piston-ring groove, the designer can 
call for more than one vent-hole. 
This 1s the total propellant charge per cylinder, and will remain nearly 
unchanged 1' the number of gas generators Is changed by the program when 
their maximum charge is exceeded. 
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Finally, the designer can weigh the advantages of having the simplicity 
of a single cylinder, of an awkwardly large diameter, versus the complexity 
of several cylinders of more conventional proportions. Similarly, a choice 
may have to be made to accept a higher maximum working stress in the piston-
rod (requiring the use of a more expensive material) versus the complication 
and expense of using two actuating cylinders. 
FINAL DESIGN 
When all these decisions have been made, a final design-search must be 
undertaken. The same seven conditions (2-14 to 2-20) must be satisfied 
(or approximated), but now the number of cylinders, generators per cylinder, 
and vent-holes per piston is fixed. The cylinder and piston-rod diameters 
are defined to be some definite, standard value, and the four unknowns to be 
determined ire the propellant charge per generator, the vent-hole diameter, 
and the head-volume and buffer-volume clearances. 
The same seven functions are now determined by four independent vari­
ables, and the Powell Least-Squares Program can again be used. Since the 
two standard values selected for the cylinder and piston-rod diameters are 
presumably fairly close to the optimum diameters determined in the prelim­
inary design, a final design-search can be initiated from a starting point 
involving the same head- and buffer-volumes, the same total vent area, and 
the same total propellant loading. The cylinder and piston-rod diameters 
are now fixed, as well as the number of cylinders, gas-generators, and vent-
holes. 
The procedure delineated above will determine the dimensions of a self-
stopping actuator, and the propellant charge, required to move a given mass 
through a given distance in a given time, using the minimum number of 
standard components, and a minimum propellant charge, and not exceeding 
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allowable values of final velocity, maximum piston-rod stress, and maximum 
cylinder pressures. The only condition required is that the preliminary 
design-search be started reasonably close to the desired optimum. Appendix 
III will describe one method of determining such a starting point. 
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3. DYNAMICS OF A GAS-DRIVEN VENTED-PISTON ACTUATOR 
The proposed actuator system is shown schematically in Fig. 2, 
with labels to identify the items that will be used in the calculation 
of its performance, i.e., in predicting piston position and velocity as 
a function of time. The basic relation for this is Newton's second law 
of motion: 
F = M - A - H § 3-1 
where F is the resultant force on the piston, M is the mass to be 
moved, A is the acceleration, U is the velocity, and t is time. 
Since the system starts from a known position and state (usually 
with the gas volumes at atmospheric pressure and amhient temperature, 
with zero velocity and known initial displacement and with a known 
initial charge of propellant), the state of the system at any later 
time can be determined by forward integration with respect to time. 
However, the force on the piston varies with time in a complex manner, 
so no analytical integration of Equation 3-1 can be made. But by putting 
the equation in finite difference form: 
F -
 M f 3- 2 
it can be solved numerically by stepwise forward integration. 
FORCES ACTING ON THE ACTUATOR PISTON 
The net force on the piston is primarily due to the gas pressure in 
the cylinder-head volume V„ and the buffer volume Vg. Combustion of the 
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propel 1ant in the PGG produces gas at temperature T- and pressure P-. This 
gas flows into volume V\, (as indicated in Fig. 2 by the arrows labeled m~). 
The force F H, exerted by the pressure P„ of this gas on the net piston area, 
is given by F R = £ (d* - d*) • P H . 
As pressure builds-up in V H, a gas flow will be established through 
the vent in the piston (as indicated by the arrows labeled m B ) . In the 
buffer volume V„, gas pressure P„ will rise, exerting a force F„ on the 
exposed piston area: F g = j (d* - dj - d^) • Pg . 
Additional forces acting on the piston include: 
F Q - the force due to gravity acting on the moving parts, at an angle 8 
to the actuator axis: F G = M • cos 6 
F D - the force due to the frictional drag of the gas flow on the vent 
wall: fp = f % (F] - fy)' w n e r e Fi a n d F 2 a r e thrust functions 
(Ref. 5, p. 49) evaluated at the inlet and outlet of the vent. 
F - the force due to atmospheric pressure acting on the piston-rod 
area: Ffl - £ d r • P a 
F - the force due to friction on the piston rings and piston-rod seals. 
This force can be calculated by an empirical equation derived from 
friction data submitted by the manufacturer {Ref. 12). 
F s = d s (k? + k 2 (AP) + k 3 {AP) 1 / 4) 
where k,, k 2* and k, are empirical constants, d s is the nominal seal 
diameter, and AP is the pressure differential across the seal. 
INITIAL CONDITIONS IN THE THREE GAS VOLUMES 
The state of a body of gas is usually determined by having certain 
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definite values for its temperature and pressure. However, in the present 
application it is more convenient to define each gas state by specifying 
its internal energy and its density, because the processes under investi­
gation deal specifically with changes in gas energies, masses, and volumes. 
Therefore, before determining the change in state over the initial time 
interval At, it is necessary to express the initial system state, specified 
by its pressures and temperatures, in terms of gas internal energies and 
densities. 
The gas occupying the three volumes Vg, V H, and V„ at time t = 0 is 
atmospheric air. The mass and internal energy are small when compared to 
those of the propel 1 ant gas generated. Negligible error would therefore 
be introduced by assuming this original gas to be propellant gas. This 
will eliminate the need to consider, in subsequent calculations, the mix­
ing of air and propellant gas in each volume. For this reason, although 
the perfect gas equation would be satisfactory for finding the initial gas 
specific volume, the propellant-gas equation of state will be used. 
THE GAS EQUATION OF STATE 
The Abel equation of state is commonly used in propellant calculations 
(Ref. 4, p. 243). It has the advantage of requiring only one more constant 
than the perfect gas equation of state, it is easily soluble for either P, 
v, or T, and is more accurate than most of the other approximations made 
in ballistic calculations. Corner (Ref. 3, p. 101) points out, however, 
that the virial equation: 
P v = R T (1 + |) 3-3 
is, "at each temperature a better representation" of the gas behavior 
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than the Abel equation (errors of the order of 0.7 per cent vs 2 per 
cent). Since this improvement does not bring any penalties (same number 
of constants, same solvability for P, v, or T), the virial equation will 
be used. Rearranging Equation 3-3 into a quadratic in v and solving for 
the specific volume: 
RT + V R 2 T 2 + 4 P R T B 3-3a 
where R is tht! gas constant for the propel lant gas and B is an empirical 
constant derived from pressure-temperature-density measurements. 
The gas masses present at time t = 0 in each volume can then be 
calculated as follows: 
3-4 
•"s.t-o : V 
raH,t=0 = V 
mB,t=0 = V 
THE INTERNAL ENERGY OF THE GAS 
Gas internal energies are usually calculated from an empirical 
expression for specific heat capacity. These expressions are available 
for many gases (Ref. 8 and 9), but their form is usually such that each 
equation is applicable to only a 1.mited range of temperature, and extra­
polates very badly outside this range. T.iis approach serves fairly well 
for calculating specific heats, but complicates energy calculations, and 
seriously hinders solving the reverse problem, namely, that of finding 
the gas temperature corresponding to a certain internal energy. For this 
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reason, a three parameter, readi ly integrable re la t ion was developed, to 
cover the ent i re expected temperature range. This re la t ion i s : 
c p " c l + T + c3 ~ r 3 " 5 
where T is the absolute temperature. 
This equation is compared, in Appendix I, with the more usual four 
parameter equation for the specific heat capacity, and is shown to be of 
comparable accuracy, while requiring a minimum of three experimental 
measurements (instead of 4) to be completely defined. 
At the pressures and temperatures involved, pressure effects on 
specific heat capacity are of the order of one per cent (Ref. 7, Appendix). 
Assuming this to be negligible, gas specific enthalpy at absolute temper­
ature T is given by: 
c , 
h T = / V T = / ( c l + T + c 3 1 ¥ > d T 
= C,T + c 2 In T + -j \rC T + c 4 
3-6 
and the specific internal energy, by: 
e T = h T - | T 3-7 
The initial internal energy of the gas in each volume is then: 
EG,t=0 = mG,t=0 ' eT 
EH,t=0 = V t = 0 * eT 3" 8 
EB,t=0 = mB.t=0 ' eT 
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CALCULATION OF THE RATES OF CHANGES 
Now that the pressures, temperatures, energies, volumes and masses 
of the gases in the PGG, V H, and V- are known for the initial piston 
position and starting (i.e., zero) velocity, it is possible to calculate 
the following four time-rates of change: 
a) the rate of propel1ant combustion m p . 
b) the gas flow rate m 6 out of the generator. 
c) the gas flow rate m_ out of the volume V H and into Vg. 
d) the acceleration of the piston A. 
RATE OF GAS GENERATION 
The propellant burning rate is calculated by the Vieille Equation 
(Ref. 4, p. 412), commonly accepted for burning pressures between 10,000 
and 50,000 psia (Ref. 3, p. 71). 
m p = m s K B Pa 3-9 
where Kg and a are empirically determined constants characteristic of the 
propellant, m is the initial propellant charge, and P the pressure. 
Assuming a to be a constant has been found adequate in gun internal 
ballastics, where maximum pressures do not vary appreciably from gun to 
gun and from round to round (Ref. 3). In the PGG, however, the charges 
vary between 10 and 34 grams, and the maximum pressures, between 2000 and 
30,000 psia, with correspondingly longer times spent at lower pressures. 
Assuming that a is a constant made it impossible to reproduce the experi­
mental performance of the PGG. 
No data could be found on how to calculate a for any set of conditions, 
but references 3 (p. 72) and 4 (p. 412-414) agree that a is mostly dependent 
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on pressure, and that I t Is usually found to be between 0.8 and 0.9 for 
gun applications. Reference 3 mentions that the highest value of a ever 
observed was 1.02, and that a particular propel!ant was found to show 
a • 0.96 at 22,000 psia, with a steady decrease "to about 0.5 at 1800 psia". 
This last value theoretically corresponds to a single, first-order reaction, 
and can thus be assumed to extend to atmospheric pressure. 
Thus, the following can be summarized: a • 0.5 at vtry low pressures, 
i t rises slowly, being s t i l l "about 0.5" at 1800 psia, then increases to 
about 0.96 at 22,000 psia for a particular propellant, and approaches 1.02 
asymptotically at very high pressures. This behavior closely resembles 
the growth law called "the logistic curve" (Ref. 11, p. 202). This S-
shaped curve is defined by specifying four parameters. Two of these can 
be the horizontal asymptote (a • 1.02 "for p » + ») and the value 0.5 at 
zero pressure. The remaining two parameters were found experimentally 
(Appendix I I I ) . 
Thus, before using Equation 3-9, i t 1s necessary to calculate a 
corresponding to the burning pressure by the equation: 
1.02 - b, 
° *
 b l + 1 + b 3 exp( -(1.02 - b ^ P ) 3 - ' ° 
where b, •
 0't 2'°fa 6 * n~T ^ T " ' a m l bl a n d b 2 a r e t w o e x P e r 1 m e n t a 1 1 v 
determined constants. This value of a is then used in Equation 3-9 to 
find m . This 1s only done as long as there is some unburned propellant 
in the PGG, after which m Is set to zero. 
RATE OF FLOW INTO HEAD-VOLUME 
The mass flow from the PGG to the volume V H is very complex: the flow 
starts axially in the annualar propellant chamber, continues through eight 
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radial ports, and flows out of the PGG through the circular central passage 
(Fig. 3). Flow would be approximated poorly by the constant-area adiabatic 
flow with friction as defined by the Fanno-Une relationships. Following 
(Ref. 13) the :.SME Fluid Meter Report, It can be represented by a Bernaulli 
flow, with an average coefficient of discharge to account for frictional 
losses and effective flow area. 
This yields the following expression for the flow rate: 
m G = K f D 2 V ( p i _ P e } pi 3 _ 1 1 
where K- is a constant determined by experiment and uniting the coefficient 
of discharge with some dimensional constants, D is the diameter of the 
minimum section, P* and p- are the pressure and density in the combustion 
region, and P is either the downstream pressure P„ or the critical 
pressure P* depending on the flow regime. Given the upstream and downstream 
temperatures and pressures, the applicable flow regime is determined by 
whether the critical pressure corresponding to the upstream pressure is 
higher or lower than the downstream pressure. The critical pressure ratio 
is a function of Y, which is a function of the gas temperature, and hence 
varies along the length of the flow path. However, the total range of 
this variation is not great, so an average y can be calculated iteratively 
and used to define the critical pressure ratio, and thus determine the 
value of P . The steps in determining P e are as follows: 
a) assume the flow is choked at some throat location. 
b) assume an "almost" Fanno flow from the inlet to the throat. 
The Fanno relation for the flow temperature is (Ref 5): 
HOUSING-
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T Y I ' 
r ° l^t g * H 1 a s H - ° 
'* i • Xf- r z 
therefore: 
2 _ YJ + Y 
T, -
 r -
£
— T f where y = * * 3-12 
Y + 1 c 
c) since y is not known, an iterative solution must be used. 
* 
Convergence is rapid because Y varies slowly with T. 
The sequence Is: 
1) Calculate Y-J corresponding to T^  by finding c p(T {) 
from Equation 3-5, then: 
cv<v • w • 5 3- i z a 
and Yi can be calculated by 
Y - ^ 3-12b 
2) Find T, - y ^ + T ^ 3-12c 
3) Find Y corresponding to T* . as 1n 1) 
Y + Tj 
4) Set Y = - ^ — 3-12d 
5) Find T; * ^ ^ — T, 3-12e 
Y + I 
29. 
6) Compare T; to T*. If a significant difference Is seen, 
set T; * T* , and return to 3) to calculate a new value 
for Y and 7 . This procedure is repeated until T* = Ti 
d) Calculate P, corresponding to 7 : 
JL 
P.-P, (^) ^ 
e) If P* is greater than P H , the flow 1s choked, and P « P* ; 
otherwise, the flow is not choked, and P » P„ . 
RATE OF FLOW INTO BUFFER VOLUME 
The mass flow ITU through the piston-vent closely approximates an 
adlabatic, one-dimensional flow with constant area, and can thus be 
calculated by the Fanno Line relations. These are nonlinear, implicit 
simultaneous equations in pressures and temperatures of the gas at 
entrance and exit of the vent, including geometric parameters (such as 
wall relative roughness and diameter-to-length ratio). This system of 
equations can be solved numerically, as delineated below. 
Given two volumes H and B (Fig. 4) connected by a constant area duct 
of length L and diameter D (Fig. 4), and given the pressures P H, P g (Pu>PR) 
and temperature T H, it is required to calculate the flow. As a first 
approximation, assume a friction factor in the middle of the turbulent 
range, say f = 0.0Z. 
30. 
FIG. 4 - NOMENCLATURE FOR PISTON VENT FLOW ANALYSIS 
The flow will consist of 
(a) An isentropic expansion in Volume H, from rest just outside 
the duct entrance to a pressure P 1 just inside the duct with 
a velocity V, such that a certain Mach number Mj exists at 
that point. 
(b) Fanno flow along the length of the duct, with pressure dropping 
to P ? just inside the exit. At this point, two possibilities 
exist: 
1) The flow becomes choked at the end of the duct (i.e., 
H- = 1); in this case the flow expands explosively into B. 
For this to occur, P. must be greater than Pg. The flow 
comes to rest irreversibly in B, and the pressure in B 
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cannot affect the flow upstream of point 2. 
2) The flow does not become choked (i.e., H, < 1); in this 
case there is a smooth variation in pressure between A 
and B, the flow again coming to rest irreversibly in B. 
The essential probelm is to calculate M. and M~ > the Hach numbers 
at tube entrance and exit, and ITU , the mass flow rate through the tube. 
However, the two Mach numbers are related through the friction factor, 
which is itself dependent on the mass flow rate. Furthermore, the temper­
atures in the system may vary over a wide range (500 to 7000 R), and 
therefore, gas properties such as Y . the specific heat ratio (which enters 
into both the isentropic and the Fanno flow formulation) and JJ , the 
viscosity (which enters into the Reynolds number, and hence the friction 
factor determination) must reflect this temperature variation. 
The total variation in y may be of the order of ten per cent, but 
the quantity r^ -r (which enters as an exponent into one of the equations) 
will go through a corresponding variation of over 65 per cent. Gas 
viscosity over the same temperature range may change by about 15 per cent. 
Instead of attempting to calculate the temperatures, and hence the 
related gas properties y and n along the length of the flow, it is con­
venient to use an average y* for the isentropic expansion as the 
arithmetic average of the values of y at H (determined for T„) and at 1. 
Similarly for the Fanno flow between 1 and 2, the average value of y 
will be 
Y -!l3 3-14 
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and finally the average value of the viscosity u (to be used to deter­
mine the flow Reynolds Number) will be: 
yi = '
 2 3-15 
Thus, calculation of H, , M„ , and m„ requires the determination of 
twelve auxiliary parameters: 
Y H Specific heat ratio of the gas in Volume H. 
TI.Y-IJPI Gas temperature, and corresponding specific heat ratio 
and viscosity, just inside the tube entrance. 
T 2 , Y 2 , U 2 Same properties evaluated just inside the tube; exit. 
Yj.Yf.I' Average values of gas specific heat ratio for the isen-
tropic expansion and for the Fanno flow, and the average 
flow viscosity. 
Re, f Reynolds number for the gas flow, and corresponding 
friction factor. 
This gives a total of fifteen unknowns .o be determined, and there­
fore requires a set of fifteen independent equations to be established. 
The following is one of thr possible equation systems: 
1) Y - f t . 
Y H c v 
c c 3 l n T H 
C l T H T H 
C
 +
C 2 + C 3 1 n T H C l T u T u •f 
3-16a 
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2) H. = , yf - i M 2 ( I + 
Y f 
1 -1/2 
2 ~ ' " 1 Hi ) 
V D T „ 2 T 2 •" -
 Y - 1 , 
"2 N , ( 1 + - S - M , Z ) I "2 ' J 
3-16b 
(from Equation 7.54 Ref. 5) 
3 ) Hg^Jj (I+IL^IN, 2) 
i 
1 + • M - ' 
1 + Tf 
- 1 
2 "2 
3-16c 
This equation was obtained by assuming P, = P„ ( i . e . unchoked 
flow) and combining the isentropic and Fanno pressure relat ions (Ref. 5, 
Equation 8.44 and 7.49). 
4) T, -
1
 "
 Y i " ] 2 
(Ref. 5, Equation 8.43) 3-16d 
5) T 2 = T, 
1 +• 
- 1 
2 "1 
1 + Yf 
- — H 2 
(Ref. 5, Equation 7.30) 3-16e 
6) Y, 
c + f£ +f3^Jl 
C l T 1 T l 
c 2 c 3 l n T, R 
C 1 + T^ + T, " J 
(from 3-5) 3-16f 
7) Y 2 = ^'
 T 2 T 2 
c 2 c 3 l n T 2 R 
c l + TT + ~C J 
(from 3-5) 3-16g 
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YH + -i 
8) Yi = $ " 3-16h 
Yl + Y ? 
9) Y f = 2 3-161 
10) m B = A p AH, ^ R T , (l + I l ^ l M, 2j *'" 
(by combining Equations 6.31 and 8.45 of Ref. B) 
3-16 j 
C • T 1 - 5 
11) iu- °° c \ f 3" 1 6 k 
This is the Sutherland Formula, (Ref. 5, Equation 2.2) giving the vis­
cosity of component i of the flowing gas at temperature T. The constants, 
C,., and C-., are readily available for most common gases (e.g., Ref. 5, 
Table 2.1). For each gas in the flow, the viscosity at T, and T, must 
be evaluated, then the average viscosity for this component can be found: 
12) p = ^ ^JJ 3-164 
1 + x . 
*i 
j=l 
where u^ is the average viscosity of the i-th component, x^ is 
the mole fraction of the 1-th component, and $.,. is given by: 
i , 35. 
KM 
1 3 )
 » I J " l r M I V 2 J 3 - 1 6 m 
frl 
The Equations 3-16J. and 3-16m are due to M ike (Ref. 10, 
Equations 73 and 14). 
14) Re = OyJL = - ^ 3-16n 
15) f = 0.0055 1 - |.?QO0OE
 + 1J_j (Ref. 5, Equation 2.21) 3-16o 
where E is the roughness of the vent wall. 
Since some of these fifteen equations are non-linear, an explicit 
solution is impossible, and iterative methods must be used. One of the 
simplest is the iterative back-substitution method. This equation system 
is arranged for this method, and gives a satisfactory convergence if 
started sufficiently close to the answer. 
In this particular application, the equation system is used to find 
flow rates and Hach numbers in the piston vent. For the first time 
interval, the pressure differential is small, the flow is unchoked, gas 
velocities are low, and the flow rate is close to the ideal (frictionless) 
flow rate. The value of M, can be assumed to be equal to that determined 
from the ideal flow velocity, and the value of M, can be assumed to be 
equal to M<|. The flow temperature T, and T. can be assumed equal to 
the temperature of the gas in volume A. Substitution of these quantities 
as needed, starting with equation 1), and updating each quantity as soon 
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as it is calculated, gives values for the Hach numbers to three decimal 
places after three or four iterations. The same equation system is 
used for choked and unchoked flow, the value of H, being set to 1 whenever 
a physically impossible value greater than one is obtained. After 
evaluating Equation 15), the old (stored) values of H-,, M™, m,, and f are 
compared to the new values. If the agreement is within a certain desired 
percentage (.1 percent was used in this solution), the iteration is 
terminated. 
For all succeeding time increments, the iteration is started from 
values of the variables found in the preceding time increment. Since 
the time increments are used in a forward integration, they are necessarily 
small, and thus each iteration is started very close to the answer, 
converging usually within two iterations. 
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PISTON ACCELERATION AND DISPLACEMENT 
To calculate piston acceleration at time t, the forces acting on 
the piston (enumerated at the beginning of the chapter) must be found 
for time t. They are listed below for convenience: 
Force due to gas pressure in the volume V H: 
FH = f < dc 2 " dv 2> PH,t 3"17 
Force due to gas pressure in the volume V g : 
FB - T < d c 2 " d v 2 " d r 2 > P B , t 3 " 1 8 
Force due to grav i ty : 
FG = M-cose 3-19 
Force due to drag of the vent flow on the vent wal ls : 
FD = H 2 < F 1 - F 2 > 
where the thrust functions F, and F, are found from the Fanno flow 
solution, in terms of P,, P 2, M,, and NU: 
F, ' P,(l - YfM/) 
3-20 
F z = P 2 d - Y f M 2 2 ) 
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Force due to atmospheric pressure acting on the exposed piston-rod 
area: 
Fa = K 2 p a 3-21 
Force due to piston-ring friction on the cylinder wall: 
Fpr * dc [ kl + k2 A P H B + k 3 < A P H B > V 4 ] 3' 2 2 
Force due to seal friction on the piston-rod: 
Frs = d r [kl + k 2 A PBa + k 3 < A P B a > V 4 ] 3" 2 3 
The resultant force acting on the piston can now be calculated, 
using the sign convection of Fig. 2: 
Ft ° FH,t + FG + FD,t - FB,t " Fa * F Pr,t ' Frs,t 3" 2 4 
This resultant force can be used in equation 3-2 to determine 
the rate of change of velocity for the piston and its load:* 
At " M 
In order to use a simple forward difference procedure for 
integration, the time-Increments At must be short enough so that 
3-25 
*The mass to be accelerated includes that of the load and of the piston 
and piston-rod. Since the latter is of the order of 2 to 3% of the load, 
this factor will be added to M in the design calculations. 
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the force on the piston (and hence the piston acceleration) remains 
constant during this time Interval. The distance moved by the piston 
during the tine increment At is then equal to 
AX t = U t At + \ £j7 (At) 2 3-26 
The new location of the piston is 
Xt +At * Xt + M t 3" 2 7 
and the velocity at the end of the time interval At is 
Ut +At = Ut + <£f> A t 3"28 
Now that the piston position for the end of the time increment is 
known (and hence the individual system volumes as well as the rates of 
change of energies and masses), the system state for time t+At can 
be evaluated: 
System Volumes: 
W t - vH.t+ K 2 «t 
and 3-29 
VB,t +At " VB,t " I < dc 2 " dr 2> i X t 
Gas Masses: 
mG,t+At = mG,t + "V.t^ " "fe,tAt 3-30 
40. 
mH,t+At " mH,t + nG,t f l t _ m B , t A t 
mB,t+At = mB,t + m B , t A t 
3-30 
Gas energies in each volume are found by adding to the internal 
energy of ths gas at time t, the enthalpy of the gas inflow (evaluated 
at the temperature of its origin), subtracting the enthalpy of the 
gas outflow and adding (or subtracting) the work done on (or by) the 
gas due to piston movement. 
The enthalpy and internal energy of the gas at each temperature 
are calculated from Equations 3-6 and 3-7. The internal energy gained 
by the gas in the PGG due to propel1ant combustion is determined as 
q „ t = iL +h At 3-31 
NP.t p,t 
where h is the effective propellant heat of reaction, experimentally 
determined so as to account for heat losses to the walls. 
The work done on the piston by the gas in a volume is equal to 
the total force exerted by the gas pressure on the exposed piston area, 
multiplied by the distance the piston moved: 
WH,t +At = f < d C 2 " dV 2> PH,t A X t 
and 3-32 
WB,t+At ' F < dc 2 " d r 2 - O PB,t & X t 
41. 
The energy of the gas in each volume, at time t + it, is thus 
equal to: 
EG,t+At = EG,t + QP,t " %A,t A t 
EH,t+At = EH,t + "fe,thG,t A t • m6,t hH,t A t " WH,t+At 3" 3 3 
EB,t+At ° EB,t + raB,thH,tAt + WB,t+At 
Note that the above equations assume the flows take place in the 
directions shown in Fig. 2, and flow enthalpies are evaluated at 
the temperature of flow origin. A suitable change must be introduced 
into the equations if any of the flows change direction. 
With the gas energies known for each volume, the temperature 
corresponding to each energy can be found by solving the internal 
energy equation for T. This was done by a Newton-Raphson iteration, 
starting at the corresponding temperature determined in the last time 
increment. Convergence (to .1 R) was usually obtained in two 
iterations, given Tg, T H, and To. 
Knowing the gas masses in each volume, and the extent of this 
volume, the gas specific volume can be found for each mass. Substi­
tuting those, with the gas temperatures, into the gas equation of state, 
will give the gas pressures at time t + At, the last property to be 
evaluated for this time increment. Equation 3-3 is easily solved for 
pressure, giying: 
P = ~ (1 + f) 3-34 
42. 
The state of the system at time t + At is now fully determined, 
and evaluation of the rates of change for the next time increment can 
now be undertaken, provided the end of integration is not yet reached. 
END OF ACTUATION 
The time integration should be stopped when either of two condi­
tions is satisfied by the system: 
a) If the new displacement X is greater than the maximum stroke 
allowed by the physical structure, the moving mass has impacted at a 
known velocity, and the maximum stresses, pressures, impact-velocity, 
and time of stroke are now known. It is now possible to make a judgement 
on how closely the system just analyzed came to satisfy the design re­
quirements; i.e., whether the final velocity is too great, or the maxi­
mum cylinder pressure, whether the time is too long, or the piston-rod 
stress is excessive. 
b) If the piston velocity changes sign before reaching the required 
stroke, the piston has reversed its direction of motion somewhere during 
the last time increment. During this increment, the velocity of the 
piston was zero, and a mechanical latch could have been engaged. This 
would demonstrate the full potential of a properly vented piston, but 
would be a less reliable design for a required stroke, as discussed in 
Section 2. 
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Determination of Constants: 
Fourteen system constants were needed in the analysis. They were: 
used in Equations 3-22 and -23 to determine 
seal friction forces. They were derived by 
fitting an arbitrary equation to experimental 
data obtained from the manufacturer. 
piston-vent wall roughness, used in Equation 3-16o 
to calculate flow friction factors. Vent wall 
roughness was measured by a profilometer and 
averaged by inspection, e was found to be equal 
to 0.0018 in. 
used in Equations 3-5 and -6 to calculate gas 
enthalpies and specific heats. These values 
were calculated from empirical data as detailed 
in Appendix I. 
The following six constants were determined from experimental data as 
detailed in Appendix II. 
Kg, b,, b~ used in Equations 3-9 and -10 to calculate pro-
pellant burning rates. 
B the first virial coefficient in the gas 
equation of state, used in Equations 3-3a and 
-34 to calculate specific valumes or gas pressures. 
K f the flow coefficient of discharge, used in 
Equation 3-11. 
kj, k 2, k 3 
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h the efflctlve heat of reaction of the pro-
pell ant (the actual heat of reaction reduced 
to account for heat loss to the walls). 
The last six constants were determined from experimental data as 
described in Appendix II. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF ACTUATOR ANALYSIS 
PROGRAM STROKE 
Following the steps outlined in Chapter 3, a computer program named 
STROKE was written for determining the position of a pyrotechnically 
actuated vented piston as a function of time. A listing of STROKE (a sub­
routine in the complete! design program DESAC) is given in Appendix IV. 
The input to STROKE consists of: 
WLB Mass to be moved (lb) 
STR Maximum stroke length (in.) 
PWGR Propellant charge per cartridge (g) 
HD Vent-hole diameter (in.) 
HL Length of head clearance-volume (in.) 
BL Length of buffer volume (in.) 
CD Cylinder diameter (in.) 
PRD Piston-rod diameter (in.) 
The program follows the calculation steps described in Chapter 3, and 
its output consists of: 
TAC Time actually taken by piston to come to (sec) 
rest. 
VFIN Final piston velocity (if the full stroke Ops) 
was achieved), 
or 
DST Length of stroke (if piston stopped short), (in.) 
STMX Maximum piston-rod stress. (psi) 
GPMX Maximum generator-gas pressure. (psia) 
HPMX Maximum gas pressure in head-volume. (psia) 
BPMX Maximum gas pressure in buffer-volume. (psia) 
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Experimental demonstration of the validity of a complicated computer 
program is essential to justify its use in the design of an expensive 
system. Therefore, before incorporating STROKE into a program that would 
solve the design problem described by Equations 2-14 to 2-20, an experiment 
was performed to compare the action of a real actuator to that calculated 
by STROKE. This experimental will now be described. 
RESTRICTION ON TEST SCALIN6 
The specific gas generator to be used in this design was originally 
intended to give between 1S50 and 6500 psi of gas pressure in a 38 cubic 
inch volume, when loaded with a charge of between 10 and 4 g of propellant. 
It would be desirable to test experimentally the accural of STROKE calcu­
lations with an actuator using a similar gas pressure and head-volume. This 
sets a lower limit to the physical size of the test actuator. It was esti­
mated that designing, fabricating and assembling such an actuator would 
entail approximately six months of time, and a cost of the order of ten 
thousand dollars. 
AVAILABLE ACTUATOR 
In order u. avoid such a long delay and high expense, it was decided 
to use an existing (and available) 18 inch Fast-Closing Gate Valve shown 
in Fig. 5. This valve has a 347.5 lb gate which can be moved through a 
total stroke of 19 inches in a time of 0.030 sec by four three-Inch cylinder 
actuators in parallel lach actuator being pressurized by one generator loaded 
with 24 g of propellai. After approximately 11 in. of acceleration the 
bottom of the piston in each actuator contacts a pre-packaged quantity of 
silicone-grease, and extrudes it through a shaped slot in the cylinder wall. 
This provides a decelerating force that slows down the gate to approximately 
FIG. 5 - 18-inch FOUR CYLINDER FAST-CLOSING GATE VALVE. NOTE BACK 
EDGE OF GATE AT TOP OF OPENING. 
FIG. 6 - ASSEMBLY OF THE 18-inch FAST-CLOSING 
GATE-VALVE. 
FIG. 7 - 18-inch GATE-VALVE ASSEMBLE!* IN THE TWO-
CYLINDER MODE. NOTE ONE GAS-GENERATOR 
LYING ON THE BODY, AND ONE MOUNTED IN THE 
LEFT CYLINDER. 
% 9.; 
FIG. 8 - ACTUATOR AND GAS-GENERATOR ASSEMBLIES, WITH ONE 
SET OF INTERNAL COMPONENTS. NOTE VENT-HOLE IN 
TOP OF PISTON. 
FIG. 9 - VALVE BODY AFTER ACTUATION, WITH COVER OFF. NOTE 
PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS ON BOTH ENDS OF LEFT CYLINDER, 
AND TEAR-BOLT BODY STILL IN THE GATE. 
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shows the valve body after actuation, with the front cover-plate 
removed. 
INSTRUMENTATION 
Pressures in head and buffer volumes were measured by piezzo-electric 
transducers . They can be seen on the left-hand cylinder in Fig. 9. The 
transducer outputs were recorded by two oscilloscopes. Positions of the 
valve gate versus time were recorded by a high speed camera* aimed to get 
a view through the valve. The field of view was such that the far edge of 
the bottom of the gate was visible through the valve before any motion took 
place (see Fig. 5); thus movement could be measured before the gate entered 
the valve opening. To simplify measurement of gate motion after its lower 
edge had passed the bottom of the valve opening, a line of alternating 
quarter-inch black and white strips was painted on the face of the gate 
(Fig. 9). The exact gate position at each time increment was obtained by 
projecting the film on a film reader with a micrometer adjustment for a set 
of cross-hairs. The "0"-ring groove machined in the front panel of the valve 
was used to establish a reference for all Fastax frames. Front-edge and 
back-edge positions were then calculated from the known dimensions of the 
valve and camera distance. 
Synchronization of the various measurements made during actuation Has 
achieved by starting the high-speed camera first. When 1t reached its 
operating speed of 4000 frames per second (in about 2 seconds), a signal was 
sent to trigger the capacitance-discharge-unit (CDU) energizing the initiators 
1n the two PGG's, one additional initiator suspended in the camera field of 
view, and the two oscilloscopes. Thus a zero-time signal was present in 
each measurement. 
*X1stler Model 603 
tFastax Model WF3T 
FIG. 10 - l8-1nch VALVE SET-UP FOR ACTUATION TEST, MOUNTED ON 
INERTIA BLOCK RESTING ON PLASTIC FOAM PADS. HIGH-SPEED 
CAMERA IS IN FOREGROUND. 
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INSTALLATION 
The reaction force due to the acceleration of the gate would (with a 
simplified, linear system) have raised the 3300 lb valve body to a height 
of approximately 0.836 inches. This was undesirable because the gate would 
begin to decelerate while the valve body was still in free fall, introducing 
second-order effects into an already complex system. The gate would come to 
the end of its travel while the body was still over 0.7 in. off the ground. 
To limit this effect, the valve was mounted on a S200 lb block of armor 
plate (Fig. 10). This reduced the jump to about 0.07 inches. At 0.065 sec 
(gate end of travel) the body (in free fall) would be about 0.003 in. off 
the ground, i.e., practically at rest. Thus, any secondary effects due to 
deceleration forces (and final impact) could not affect gate position by 
more than 0.07 in. which is close to the resolution limit of the film-reader 
position reading system. 
To shield operating personnel from the exposed gas generators, and any 
fragments that could have resulted if the gate hit the body with excessive 
energy, the valve (mounted on Its ballast block) was installed in a pit 
(Fig. 10). All control and data-acquisition wires were led out of the pit 
to the instruments on the ground floor. Lighting was arranged to illuminate 
the bolt-circle and "0"-ring groove region of the front panel of the valve, 
and the white cardboard placed behind the valve to faciliate observation of 
gate motion. 
RESULTS 
Figure 11 shows experimentally measured valve positons on a plot of 
calculated positions versus time. 
Maximum pressures measured and calculated are compared In Table II. 
20.0 
15.0 
~ MO 
5.0 
19 inches I 
o Experimental Points 
— Calculated Results 
TIME (MILLISECONDS) 
F I G . 11 - CLOSURE TEST ON 18-1nch TWO-CYLINDER GATE VALVE. 
70 
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TABLE II 
Measured Calculated 
Maximum Pressure in Head Volume (HPMAX) 
Time of Occurrence of HPMAX 
Buffer Pressure at 0.062 sec 
(i.e. just before transducer 
port occlusion) 
1406 psia 
8.27 msec 
3364 psia 
1438 psia 
8.30 msec 
3262 psia 
It can be seen total travel time was calculated to within 1.5% and the 
tine to reach maximum head-pressure within 0.4%. The calculated value 
of the maximum head pressure was within 2.3% of the value measured, and 
that of the maximum buffer pressure, within 3.1%. This agreement was 
considered good enough to justify using STROKE to predict the perfor­
mance of any similar actuator. 
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5. THE ACTUATOR DESIGN PROGRAM 
APPLICABILITY OF STROKE 
It was shown in the last section that, given the seven parameters defin 
ing a self-stopping actuator (i.e. the propellant charge, piston vent-hole 
diameter and length, head-volume and buffer-volume length, cylinder and 
pistoi-rod diameters) and the weight to be moved through a specified dis­
tance, STROKE can calculate the piston position as a function of time 
(and hence velocity and acceleration) with a maximum error of 1.5% on 
the time of arrival. 
Maximum piston-rod stress is easily derived from the maximum 
acceleration (or deceleration) value observed. Gas pressures in the 
generator, head-volume and buffer-volume are all calculated for each 
time increment, and their maximum values can be readily recorded. As 
shown in Table II, pressures are calculated with accuracies of the order 
of two or three per cent. 
The next step is to utilize POWSQ to determine those values of the 
seven independent variables that define the actuator whose performance 
(calculated by STROKE) is sufficiently close to the performance desired. 
OTHER CONDITIONS TO BE MET 
Since a specific PGG 1s to be used in all actuators to be designed, 
the loading limit of the PGG (i.e. to 34 g) must not be exceeded. At 
the same time, two generators with 15 grams each should not be used when 
a single generator can be loaded with 30 grams, unless it is required to 
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use two cylinders (with one generator each) to comply with geometry 
limitations on cylinder diameters. 
The same design philosophy Indicates the need for the least number 
of piston vents per piston; but if a vent length-to-diameter ratio of 
ten or fifteen (needed to form a well established Fanno flow) requires 
an unreasonably thick piston, then more than one vent (of smaller dia­
meter) may be used. 
All such decisions are very difficult to program 1n advance; yet 
they are routinely made by a designer. To facilitate these design 
decisions, it became clear that an interactive computer program was 
needed with an opportunity for the designer to nske these decisions and 
introduce them into the design, as they become evident to him. 
The actuator design program DESAC was written to do this. Its basic 
logic 1s shown in the flow-chart on Fig. 12, where the various options 
available to the designer can be readily followed. 
GENERALIZED DESIGN OF AN ACTUATOR 
The path used in designing a new actuator (with no information or 
limitations from past design) will now be shown step-by-step, with re­
ferences to key points on the flow chart shown in Fig. 12. 
The first step the designer takes 1s to give the program the three 
numbers defining the required system performance (WLB, STR, and TR) and 
the four system constraints (VFAL, STAL, GPAL, and CPAL). The program 
then asks the designer whether this Is a redesign of an existing actuator 
P«d vrrforcwe 
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whose dimensions and propellant loading would give a good point to 
start the POWSQ search (Point A in Fig. 12). Upon receiving a 
"NO" from the designer, DESAC uses the linearization detailed in Appendix 
III to calculate a feasible starting point. At this time the objective 
is to design a "prototype" actuator, that would merely satisfy the per­
formance design requirements, ignoring for the time being such geometri­
cal details as maximum usable cylinder diameters, and whether there is 
room for the piston vent-hole between the piston-rod and the 
piston-seal grooves. Therefore, it is assumed that there will be one 
cylinder, and one vent-hole. Since a specific gas generator will be used, 
the required total propellant charge will determine the number of gas 
generators supplying the one cylinder. To ensure a fully established 
Fanno flow through the vent-hole, a piston thickness of fifteen vent-
hole diameters is assumed. DESAC is now at Point B In Fig. 12, 
and has the specifications of a feasible actuator that will come fairly 
close to some design requirements (as close as 1% on final velocity) but 
be badly off on others (30 to 502 on maximum buffer pressure). 
The seven functions whose sum of squares is to be minimized are: 
F(l) = (PWGR-1O.)*N0GC* WT Weighted propellant excess 5-1 
over minimum charge 
F(2) • (VFIN-VFAL)/VFAL Normalized final velocity 5-2 
deviation 
F(3) = (STMX-STAL)/STAL Normalized maximum stress 5-3 
deviation 
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F(4) = (TAC-TR)/TR 
F(5) = (HPMX-CPAL)/CPAL 
F(6) = (BPMX-CPAU/CPAL 
F(7) 
a) 
b) 
(GPMX-GPAL)/GPAL 
(if GPMX>GPAL) 
= 0 (if GPMX<GPAL) 
Normalized actuation time 
deviation 
Normalized maximum head 
pressure deviation 
Normalized maximum buffer 
pressure deviation 
Norma"ized maximum generator 
pressure excess 
Zero if generator does not 
exceed rated pressure 
5-4 
5-5 
5-6 
5-7 
Two possibilities now exist: 
The propellant charge in the one or more gas generators is between 
10 and 34 grams. The problem is to determine the six unknowns: HD, 
HL, BL, CD, PRD, and PWGR (since PT has been set to fifteen times 
HD). N, the number of unknowns is set at 6 and POWSQ receives the 
dimensions and loading of the linearized actuator, and proceeds with 
its search for the desired performance (Point C in Fig. 12). After 
100 function evaluations {corresponding to 14 to 19 iterations), 
POWSQ has determined the five dimensions and the loading of a 
"prototype" actuator that will satisfy (to less than 10%) all 
seven design requirements (Point D). 
The propellant charge is less t N n the ten gram minimum loading for 
the gas generator. The generator will be loaded with the minimum 
charge, and the propellant weight is no longer a variable to be 
manipulated by POWSQ. This is accomplished by setting N=5, and 
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POWSQ is allowed to reduce the thermodynamic efficiency of the 
system by allowing the generator gas to expand into an oversize 
head-volume, while still seeking the five independent variables 
that would define the desired "prototype" actuator. 
Note that, during this search, POWSQ may switch back and forth 
between the two modes a} and b). Eventually, however, a definite 
"prototype" actuator will be specified, with definite values for HD, HL, 
BL, CD, PRD, and PWGR. 
The program DESAC now proceed'; to report to the designer (via tele­
type) the performance and specifications of the "prototype" actuator. 
Having the total propellant loading the performance seems to require, 
DESAC reports to the designer the possible permutations on the number of 
generators that can handle the required propellant loading, and the re­
sulting number and diameters of the cylinders and piston-rods that are 
required to satisfy the allowable stress and pressure constraints (Points 
E to F in Fig. 12). 
DESIGNER'S DECISIONS 
Now DESAC enters the interactive mode, requesting the designer to 
give some preferred (i.e. standard) cylinder and piston-rod diameters, 
with the number of cylinders required to give the same approxi­
mate total piston area as was arrived at in the "prototype" design. 
The annulus between cylinder and piston-rod is next given to the 
designer, as well as the diameter of the single vent-hole. The designer 
can now check the manufacturer's specifications on required diameters 
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.of piston-r ing grooves and report to OESAC the maximum acceptable vent-
hole diameter. One last design decision must be made by the designer, 
and that is to balance an acceptable piston thickness (which determines 
the length of the vent-hole) against a vent length-to-diameter ra t io 
that would j u s t i f y the assumption of Fanno flow in STROKE. The program 
allows the designer to repeat th is decision unt i l the designer signals 
his sat isfact ion by typing OK. 
FINAL DESIGN SEARCH 
The f i na l design search w i l l s ta r t with an actuator that w i l l have 
essent-ally the same to ta l propellant charge, to ta l cyl inder head- and 
buffer-volume, to ta l vent-hole area, to ta l approximate piston-rod and 
piston area, and a piston thickness and vent-hole diameter that w i l l 
give a well-established Fanno flow through the vent-hole (Points F 
to G, Fig. 12). 
The same two poss ib i l i t i es exist with respect to propellant charge, 
i .e . i t can be greater than the minimum of ten grams, or less than ten grams. 
The cylinder diameter and piston-rod diameter have now been de f i n i t e l y 
selected by the Cosigner, and hence are no longer to be varied by POWSQ. 
I f the propel lart charge is greater than 10 g per generator, N is set 
to 4 , and POWSQ begins the search for the f i na l design by varying the 
remaining variables: HD, HL, BL, and PWGR. Otherwise, N is set to 3, and 
POWSQ adjusts the three variables HD, HL and BL, with PWGR set to the 
minimum ten-gram charge (Points G to H, Fig. 12). 
POWSQ now has another 100 function evaluations (approximately 14 to 
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19 iterations), to determine the values of HD, HL, BL, and PWGR (for the 
specified values of CD and PRD) that minimize the same seven functions 
representing the design deviation from desired performance. 
Upon completion of the final design search, the program reports to 
the designer the performance and specifications of the final design 
(Points H to I in Fig. 12). 
Finally, the designer is given the choice of accepting the final 
design, or of returning to the stage immediately after Point E 
in Fig. 12, and making a new choice among the options offered. 
DESAC has been used on ten test-designs and has met the performance 
requirements (within 3%) and the constraint requirements (within 10%), 
using approximately 7.5 minutes of CDC 7600 computer time on each double-
search problem. Several of these test-designs will be described in the 
next Section. 
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6. TESTS AND APPLICATIONS OF DESAC 
Importance of Smooth Changes in Dependent Variables During the 
Minimizing Process' 
Of the seven functions minimized by the program POWSQ while carrying 
out an actuator design, six are highly nonlinear. These functions involve 
the dependent variables (i.e., TAC, VFIN, STHX, MPHX, BPMX, and GPMX). Since 
POWSQ was specifically intended to minimize the sum of squares of nonlinear 
functions, this did not appear to be a problem. Satisfactory convergence to 
a good minimum from the linearized starting-point was observed on the very 
first trial design. However, when the manual starting-point option was 
tried with the same starting-point (except for manual input round-off of the 
independent variables), POWSQ did not converge to the same minimum. Instead 
it decreased the sum of squares of the seven functions faster on the first 
three iterations, then failed to improve for the next six, and stopped (as 
programed) at a pseudo-minimum representing a very poor performance approxi­
mation. A study of the convergence history of these two cases, and of 
several additional examples of similar unpredictable behavior revealed the 
cause: subroutine STROKE (used to calculate the values of the six variables 
defining the actuator performance) calculated their values at exact multiples 
of the time increment. For example, VFIN was the velocity determined at the 
end of the time increment during which the required stroke had been exceeded. 
This sometimes produced a whole time-increment change 1n calculated actuation 
time, with considerable changes in the other five dependent variables, for 
a very small change in one or more of the independent variables changed by 
POWSQ. The result was a different convergence path for unpredictably small 
differences in starting point position, and a fortuitous convergence to a 
good minimum some (but not all) of the time. Reducing the time increment 
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from 10 to 10 sec improved the situation, but at the expense of a ten­
fold increase in computation time. 
The problem was resolved by calculating the time and velocity at the 
actual end of the stroke. This was done by backward calculation (assuming 
the same constant acceleration) once the stroke-length was exceeded, instead 
of taking the time and the velocity at the end of the time increment itself. 
This gave a smooth variation in time of action and final velocity. A 
Lagrangian interpolation was used (based on the last two values of buffer 
pressure, and the buffer pressure at the end of the time increment after 
the stroke length had been exceeded) to calculate the value of buffer pressure 
at the exact time of the end of travel. This, of course, was the maximum 
buffer pressure. The maximum head-volume pressure was found by assuming a 
parabola through the last two (increasing) and the first (decreasing) head-
volume pressures, and finding the maximum point of the parabola. The maxi­
mum piston-rod stress was found by using either of these two methods, de­
pending on whether the maximum stress occurred during acceleration or de­
celeration. This approach gave a smooth variation in calculated performance 
variables for any change, no matter how small, in the independent variables. 
POWSQ then converged reliably. 
WEIGHTING FACTORS ASSIGNED TO THE FUNCTIONS TO BE MINIMIZED 
The absolute values of the seven variables used to form the squares whose 
_3 
sum is to be minimized vary from 10 for actuation times, through approxi-
3 
mately 3 for propellant charge and 30 for final velocity, to 10 for 
maximum cylinder pressure. In view of this range, 1t is reasonable to normalize 
the functions which are squared so that they would all be quantities of the 
same order of magnitude, thereby refraining from creating a preferred minimi­
zation direction due to arbitrary choice of units. Dividing the difference 
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between the desired and actual values of the dependent variables by the 
desired value gives a simple normalizing scheme, and results in function 
absolute values generally located between zero and one. 
Note, however, that there 1s no desired (i.e., specified) propellant 
weight. For this variable, the minimum possible value is desired. Therefore, 
to give it the same order of magnitude as the other six functions calculated 
by subroutine STROKE, an arbitrary weighting factor WT was introduced, setting 
F(1)=(PWGR-10)*WT. The initial magnitude of WT was set to 0.02. 
TEST A: REDESIGN OF EXPERIMENTAL ACTUATOR 
The observed performance of the experimental actuator was to move a load 
of 356.5 lb through a distance of 19 in. in 0.065 sec, and arriving at the 
end of the stroke with a velocity of 300 isp. To this were added the con­
straints (not present 1n the original actuator) of maximum piston-rod stress 
of 20,000 psi, and of maximum cylinder pressures of 5000 psia and generator 
pressure of 32,000 psia. Test A used DESAC to design an actuator satisfying 
these specifications. Results are given in Appendix V with all the details 
of the P0WSQ iterations. 
Referring to pages 120-128 the steady decrease 1n FF ( the sum of the 
squres of the seven functions to be minimized) can be followed iteration by 
Iteration. Note how, during the prototype design, FF was reduced from 0.0847 
(for the linearized model representation) to 0.0256, after 15 iterations (95 
STROKE evaluations). The program then reported to the designer the calculated 
performance and specifications of the proposed prototype design, and entered 
the interactive communication mode. At this point the designer's judgement 
was introduced Into the picture: he decided that a 1 inch piston-rod (the 
nearest standard diameter to the 1.045 in. diameter recommended for the proto­
type design) Is too slender for a 19 Inch stroke (and some 24 inch length), 
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and selected a 1.25 inch diameter. This forced a proportional Increase to 
2.5 Inches Instead of 2 in. for the cylinder diameter. An arbitrary choice 
by the designer of 1.75 Inches for piston thickness resulted in a 15.3 L/D 
ratio (calculated by the program) for the one vent-hole, and was approved 
by the designer's OK. Note that, due to the designer's change to non-
optimum piston-rod and cylinder diameters, the value of FF jumped to 0.11 
(an over forty-fold increase). It took twenty more iterations (and 101 
function evaluations) to reduce it to 1.62 x 10" 3. A further 
reduction 1n FF could probably have been achieved by further iteration, but 
would have given only a small improvement in performance (3.63! error on 
time required is the largest error observed). 
Appendix Via gives the history of the same problem as it appeared on 
the designer's teletype (i.e., without showing all the intermediate POWSQ 
function evaluations). Table III compares the two-cylinder actuator used 
to verify STROKE, with the DESAC- designed system. Note that for the 
same actuation time (3.6% off for the DESAC design) and final velocity (1.2% 
off), the job can be done with one 2.5-inch cylinder instead of two 3-inch 
ones, and with one piston-rod 1.25 1n. in diameter instead of two 1-11/16 
ones. Finally, a total propellant charge of 10.6 g is required in only one 
gas generator, Instead of 20 g in two generate s. 
The DESAC design is obviously the cheaper and more efficient of the 
two. 
TEST B: EFFECT OF THE ARBITRARY WEIGHTING FACTOR ASSIGNED TO F(l). 
To investigate the influence of the weighting factor WT used in the 
propellant function F(l), the design of the experimental actuator was repeated 
with the value 0.05 given to WT instead of 0.02. This encouraged minimization 
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TABLE III 
Experimental 
Actuator 
DESAC-Designed 
"A" Actuator 
Performance: 
Time to travel 19-i 
Velocity of arrival 
stroke (1ps) 
nch stroke (sec) .063 
at end of 
300. 
.065 
303.5 
Components: 
Cyli nders 
Gas generators ro
 
ro
 
1 
1 
Dimensions: 
Cylinder diameter 
Piston-rod diameter 
Vent-hole diameter 
Total propellant charge (grams) 
2 x 3.00" 
2 x 1.6875" 
.165" 
20 
1 x 2.5" 
1 x 1.25" 
.1191" 
10.6155 
of propellant charge over that of the other six functions listed in 
Equations 5-2 to 5-7 by a factor of 2.5. Examination of the prototype design 
(pages 129-132 ) shows that this resulted in a considerably smaller charge 
for test B (10.746 g after 13 iterations for B against 14.868 g after 15 
iterations for A). Also note that both prototype designs came to acceptable 
convergence in less than the maximum number of 100 function evaluations. 
Table IV compares the two prototype designs. 
It can be seen that test B yielded a faster convergence than test A, 
and arrived at a better performance approximation for all parameters except 
final velocity. As might be expected, the sum of squares is lower (0.00565 
versus 0.0265). 
Examination of the final design convergence (page 132 ) 1n test B shows 
that the sum of the squares FF has changed very little from the last Iter­
ation of the prototype design (0.0065 at Prototype Design Iteration 13 10 
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to 0.025 at Final Design Iteration 0). This is due to the very small 
changes introduced by the designer in the Interactive section. 
TABLE IV 
Number of iterations (function evaluations) 
Design A Desiqn B 
15 (95) 13 (77) 
Sum of squares minimized .0256 .00565 
Normalized Desiqn Deviations (per cent) 
9.736 3.730 Excess over minimum propel 1 ant 
Deviation from required time of travel 9.881 I./SZ 
Deviation from allowable final velocity 1.849 2.719 
Deviation of max. stress from allowable 5.194 4.019 
Deviation of head-space max. pressure from allowabl e 4.631 3.887 
Deviation of buffer max. pressure from allowable -3.467 0.989 
Excess of generator max. pressure over allowable 0. 0. 
Further history of the two designs, however, breaks away from the pre­
viously established pattern. Design A continues for 100 more iterations, 
and is stopped before POWSQ is satisfied that a minimum 1s reached (I.e., 
that no reduction in FF can be made by taking steps smaller than the required 
accuracy on the independent variables). It can be seen, however, that only 
small changes are being made, and only very small Improvements 1n FF are 
obtained between the 14-th and the 20-th iterations. Design B continues for 
only five more Iterations (30 function evaluations), stopping with a very 
small improvement over iteration zero, and with a larger FF than the one 
found for the prototype design. 
Table V summarizes the convergence history of the two final designs: 
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TABLE V 
Number of iterations (function evaluations) 
Desiqn A Desiqn B 
20 (100) 5 (30) 
Sum of squares to be minimized .00162 .01927 
Normalized Desiqn Deviations (per cent) 
1.231 3.478 Excess over minimum propel 1 ant 
Deviation from required time of travel 3.607 -0.281 
Deviation from allowable final velocity 1.161 11.351 
Deviation of max. stress from allowable 0.547 5.340 
Deviation of head-space max. pressure from allowable 0.061 4.766 
Deviation of buffer max. pressure from allowable 0.027 0.721 
Excess over generator allowable pressure 0. 0. 
Evidently Design A, handicapped by a wide deviation from the prototype 
design, utilizes another 100 function evaluations to good advantage and 
ends up with a very close approach to the desired performance, while Design 
B cannot find any major improvement to an already acceptable performance, 
and quits after only five iterations. Design A even requires 0.045 g less 
propel 1 ant than Uesign B (10.651 g versus 10.696 g), in spite of having a 
lower weight attached to propellant minimization. 
Actually, either design would be acceptable, showing that weighting the 
functions to be minimized may affect the path of the design search, and hence 
the rata of convergence, but if convergence does occur (i.e., if all functions 
to be minimized do Indeed reach small values), will not even guarantee that , 
the most heavily weighted function will be the one most reduced, since it is 
the sum of the squares that P0WSQ minimizes. 
TEST C: EFFECT OF POOR STARTING VALUES 
The linearized model used to calculate the starting point in tests A 
and B gave (perhaps fortuitously) a fairly good starting point (FF was 0.085 
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for test A and 0.11 for test B). To demonstrate that a less favorable start­
ing point wi l l not deter convergence by PONSQ to a minimum, test A was 
selected because I t show*! great improvement from designer-modified proto­
type to the final design. Each independent variable defining the modified 
prototype in test A was altered by the amount of i ts improvement In the 
final design, bi t in the opposite direction. For example, the head-space 
length was decreased from an In i t i a l value of 2.7057 in . to the final value 
of 1.4763 1n. in test A. For test C, this space was increased by the same 
amount ( I .e. .1.2294 in. ) resulting in a head-space length of 3.9351. This 
was done to the other Independent variables resulting in a starting point 
located On the design six-space) in a direction away from the minimum pre­
viously found. 
The option of answering "Yes" to DESAC's request for a starting point 
was used, and the calculated "poor" values for each variable were read-in. 
The program made a normal 18 Iteration (101 function evaluations) search 
and converged to a good value for the sum of squares (FF = .001942). 
Another 100 function evaluations reduced the sum of squares to .001904, a 
very small Improvement for double the computing time. The dimensions of 
the actuator obtained in tests A, B, and C are summarized in Table V I : 
TABLE VI 
Actuator Test A Test B Test C 
Cylinder diameter CD 2.5 2.5 2.5 
Piston-rod diameter PRO 1.25 1.25 1.25 
Piston vent-hole diameter HD 0.1111 0.1094 0.1054 
Head space length HL 1.4763 1.3955 1.332B 
Buffer length BL 20.4019 20.3730 20.3628 
Propel1 ant charge PHGR 10.615 10.696 10.152 
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It appears evident that all three designs are very close to each other, 
and that variations in manufactured dimensions are likely to be of the same 
order of magnitude as the differences between these three designs. 
TEST D: PARTIAL REDESIGN OF AN EXISTING. FASTER ACTING VALVE 
To investigate the behavior of DESAC under a different set of operating 
conditions, a partial redesign was made of the original four-cylinder valve 
described in Section 4 and illustrated in Fig. 5. The mass to be moved is 
slightly greater than that in the experimental valve (374 lb instead of 
356.5 lb m), but the actuation time is less than half that of the experimental 
valve (0.030 sec instead of 0.063 sec), and the final velocity is 200 ips 
instead of 300. This valve requires, therefore, a considerably more pro­
nounced deceleration action. 
To be able to re-use the major components of the four-cylinder valve 
(i.e. the body, cylinders and pistons), the option of by-passing the proto­
type design was utilized. The performance of the original four-cylinder 
valve was given as the required performance. The number of cylinders (4), 
and the cylinder and piston-rod diameters (3 in. and 1.6875 in.) correspond­
ing to the existing valve were given to the program, as well as starting 
values for the four remaining Independent variables: HD, HL, BL, and PWGR. 
Starting values for these four quantities were selected blindly, and proved 
to be very por. nuesses (FF, the sum of the squares, was found to be 2.287, 
Indicating a very poor approximation of the desired performance). 
DESAC ran for 17 iterations (100 fu.iction evaluations) and arrived at 
a design that gave an actuation time of 0.0285 sec (0.030 desired), a final 
velocity of 210.7 1ps (200 desired), and acceptable values for the maximum 
stress and pressures, while using 22.48 g of propellant in each actuator 
(Instead of the 24 g originally used). 
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TELETYPE RECORDS 
The designer - program Interaction for all four test cases can be 
followed In Appendix VI, with designer's Inputs marked by a suitable comment. 
73. 
7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
A computer subroutine STROKE has been written for the purpose of 
describing the action of a self-decelerating pyrotechnic actuator. It 
has been tested and found to reproduce experimental data of actuator per­
formance with good accuracy. STROKE has been incorporated into an inter­
active computer program DESAC for the design of such actuators. DE'.'.C has 
been tested and shown to operate as intended and to converge to consistent 
and efficient designs. DESAC may be used by a designer having only gen­
eral actuator-design experience and a minimal understanding of the mat. e-
matics involved. No knowledge of thermodynamics or pyrotechnic gas gener­
ation is needed. 
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APPENDIX I 
A Four Parameter Equation For Calculating Gas Enthalpies 
The enthalpy of a gas at a certain temperature T is calculated from 
the definition of specific heat capacity: 
C
P - ar 
giving 
0) = /c pdT 
where c is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure. 
To perform the integration in Equation (1), an algebraic expression is 
needed giving c as a function of T. This expression is usually in the form 
of a polynomial in powers of T (sometimes these powers are negative or 
fractional). One of the better known is due to Hackay, Barnard and Ellenwood 
(Ref. 10), and the equations for c is: 
C = A < BT + CT 2 + D T " 1 / 2 (2) 
Integration of Equation (2) gives: 
h = / A + BT + CT 2 + DT"'/'2 dT 
• / ' 
= AT + \ BT 2 + ^  CT 3 + 2 D T 1 / 2 + K 
(3) 
Equations (2) and (3) apply t " narrow ranges of temperature. For example 
Ref. 10 gives, for a i r , two sets of coefficients for Equation (2): 
a) from 400 to 1200 R A = 0.2405 B = - 1.186 x 10"5 
C = 20.1 x 10"9 D = 0 
The letters A, B, C and 0 are commonly used to denote the constants in such 
equations. Note, however that in the actuator analysis (Section 3) these con­
stants are denoted by c,, c 2 , Cg and c^. 
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b) from 1200 to 4000 R A = 0.2459 B = 3.22 x 10" 5 
C = 3.74 x 10" 9 0 = - 0.833 
This dual equation system is awkward but usable when solving for 
enthalpy, given the temperature. It is much more complicated to solve 
for the temperature, given the enthalpy. Furthermore, gas temperatures 
over 5000 R were expected to occur, while Ref. 10 equations only extended 
to 4000 R. 
The most recent enthalpy information available to the author was in 
the form of enthalpy tables (JANAF Thermochemical Tables, by the Dow 
Chemical Co., Midland, Michigan). It was decided to develop an Independent 
equation to fit the JANAF data. Eleven uniformly spaced temperatures were 
selected (720 R to 7920 R at 720 R intervals) and enthalpy values for these 
temperatures were taken for each gas of interest in this study (i.e., 
nitrogen, carbon monozide, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and steam). After 
trying several equation forms to fit this data in the least-squares sense, 
the following form was selected: 
h = A + BT + C InT + D In 2 T (4) 
thi. would fit the data over the total temperature range with a higher overall 
accuracy than the fit of Equation (3) to the same data, even though only four 
parameters are used in (4). 
Table III compares the fit of both equations and the per cent error 
at six arbitrary points 1n the range of the data. 
TABLE I.A 77. 
Comparisons of enthalpy errors calculated by Equation (3) and (4) at six 
arbritrary temperatures, for the five propel 1ant gases. 
720 1800 3060 4500 5760 7200 
H 2 enthalpy per JANAF 1273 8899 18419 30326 41386 54571 
enthalpy by Eq. (3) 
per cent error 
1268 8872 
-0.394 -0.304 
18420 
0.005 
30276 
-0.165 
41342 
-0.106 
54572 
0.002 
enthalpy by Eq. (4) 
per cent error 
1263 8395 
-0.792 -0.045 
18401 
-0.098 
30325 
-0.003 
41402 
+0.039 
54580 
+0.016 
H20 enthalpy per JANAF 1495 11176 24817 426/5 59177 78849 
enthalpy by Eq. (3) 
per cent error 
1473 11318 
-1.494 +1.271 
24901 
+0.338 
42534 
-0.096 
59231 
+0.091 
79081 
+0.294 
enthalpy by Eq. (4) 
per cent error 
1515 11135 
+1.338 -0.368 
24880 
+0.254 
42577 
+0.005 
59123 
-0.091 
78839 
-0.013 
C02 enthalpy per JANAF 1724 14371 31617 52454 71127 92768 
enthalpy by Eq. (3) 
per cent error 
1711 14479 
-0.760 +0.752 
31661 
+0.139 
52469 
+0.029 
71178 
+0.072 
92848 
+0.086 
enthalpy by Eq. (4) 
per cent error 
5730 14375 
+0.348 +0.028 
31632 
+0.047 
52444 
-0.019 
71120 
-0.010 
92773 
+0.005 
CO enthalpy per JANAF 1280 9329 19764 32276 43450 56369 
enthalpy by Eq. (3) 
per cent error 
1268 9448 
-0.946 +1.276 
19813 
+0.248 
32274 
-0.006 
43490 
+0.092 
56456 
+0.154 
enthalpy by Eq. (4) 
per cent error 
1288 9328 
+1-.625 -0.011 
19/84 
+0.101 
32270 
+0.019 
43438 
-0.028 
56371 
+0.004 
N 2 enthalpy per JANAF 1278 9232 19544 31970 43090 55960 
enthalpy by Eq. (3) 
per cent error 
1266 9348 
-0.948 +1.256 
19587 
+0.220 
31948 
-0.069 
43112 
+0.051 
56033 
+0.130 
enthalpy by Eq. (4) 
per cent error 
1288 9227 
+0.782 -0.054 
19570 
+0.133 
31962 
-0.025 
43073 
-0.039 
55961 
+0.002 
*In BTU/lbm mole 
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TABLE I.B 
Values of Constants in h = A + 8T * C InT + D I n 2 T, BTU/lb nole 
GAS A B C 0 
H 2 
H 20 
co 2 
CO 
N 2 
1.153E+5 
-1.156E+5 
1.172E+4 
-5.761E+3 
-1.084E+4 
1.152E+1 
1.699E+1 
1.593E+1 
9.544E+0 
9.611E+0 
3.552E+4 
3.829E+4 
-1.756E+3 
2.2i:3E+3 
3.825E+3 
-2.896E+3 
-3.398E+3 
-2.289E+2 
-3.338E+2 
-4.609E+2 
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APPENDIX II 
Determination of Six Gas Generator Constants 
To calculate the performance of a given actuator by means of STROIC, 
six constants determining the functioning of the gas generator had to be 
evaluated. They were: 
Kg, b,, t>2 used in Equations 3-9 and 3-10 to calculate 
propellant burning rates. 
B the first virial coefficient in the gas 
equation of state, used in Equations 3-3a and 
3-35 to calculate specific volumes or gas 
pressures. 
K- the flow coefficient of discharge, used 1n 
Equation 3-11. 
h the effective heat of reaction of the propellant 
(the adlabatic heat of reaction reduced to 
account for the heat loss to the walls). 
Three test firings of the PGG hart been made, with propellant loadings 
of 34, 20 and 10 grams. All three were made with the PGG flow discharging 
3 
1nt-> a 38 in. ullage volume, and gave the following seven data points; 
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34-gram charge: 
1) Time to reach maximum generator pressure TPHAX • .00164 sec 
2) Value of maximum generator pressure: PMAX • 28650 psia 
3) Time to reach pressure equilibrium: TP34 = .00265 sec 
4) Value of equilibrium pressure: PE34 = 6460 psia 
29-gram charge: 
5) Value of equilibrium pressure: PE20 = 3350 psia 
10-gram charge: 
6) Time to reach pressure equilibrium: TP10 = .0081 sec 
7) Value of equilibrium pressure PE10 = 1532 psia 
These seven data points were assumed to be functionally dependent 
on the six constants defined above. A simplified version of STROKE 
(obtained essentially by considering the mass to be moved to be In­
finite, the piston vent hole diameter to be zero, and the head volume 
to be 38 in. ) was used to calculate the seven quantities corresponding 
to the seven experimental points. Program P0WSQ was used to find those 
values of the six constants that would minimize the sum of the squares 
of the following seven functions: 
F(l) * (TPMAX - .00164)/.00164 
F(2) - (PMAX - 28650)/28650 
F(3) •» (TP34 - .00265)/.00265 
F(4) = (PE34 - 6460J/6460 
F(5) = (PE20 - 3350)/3350 
F(6) • (TP10 - .0081)/.0081 
F(7) = (PE10 - 1532J/1532 
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This procedure gave the following values for the six constants: 
K B = 3.9374 
bj = 0.19079 
b 2 = 0.043892 
B = 0.13131 
Kf = 0.0401636 
h = 1241.58 BTU/lbm 
The calculated values of the seven data points using the above 
results are compared to their experimental values 1n Table I I .A . 
TABLE I I .A 
Ouantitv 
Experimental 
Value 
Calculated 
Value 
Per cent 
Error 
TPMAX 0.00164 0.00195 '8.9 
PMAX 28650.OOCCi 31180.000000 8.84 
TP34 0.00265 0.002747 3.65 
PE34 6460.00000 6469.000000 .138 
PE20 3350.00000 3405.000000 1.63 
TP10 0.0081 0.0080 1.17 
PE10 1532.0000 1547.00000 1.03 
The calculated total history of PGG pressure versus time is shwwn in 
' Fig.II.Afor a l l three loadings, with experimental values marked. 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
PRESSURE 
I - T I M E 
10 Em. 
.009 
TIME (SECONDS) 
FIG. u.k CALCULATED GAS GENERATOR PRESSURE VERSUS TIME 
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APPENDIX I I I 
Determination of a Realistic Starting Point 
All solutions of nonlinear simultaneous equations are essentially 
trlal-and-error solutions, and hence, require a startin ;:~int. In the 
case of mathematical models of real systems, this starting point must be 
a realistic point, i . e . , one that wi l l not give results contradictory to 
the basic limitations of the system being modeled (such as negative abso­
lute temperatures or masses). 
In the system being considered, desired performance is defined by 
specifying values for the following quantities: 
t t total time of travel 
V f f inal velocity at end of travel 
S maximum stress in piston-rod 
P maximum cylinder pressure 
while moving a given mass M through a stroke S t . 
The starting point is defined when definite values are assigned to: 
d cylinder diameter 
d r piston-rod diameter 
W propellant charge 
Lu length of head-volume 
L„ length of buffer-volume 
du vent-hole diameter 
L h vent-hole length 
To obtain an explicit (but approximate) solution for the above seven 
quantities, the following procedure was used for simplifying assumptions 
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defining the actuator performance: 
(1) Assume the piston moves with a constant acceleration A for an un­
known acceleration time t_, then decelerates at the same constant rate 
a 
and arrives to the end of the stroke (S.) at the desired total travel 
time t+ , with a final velocity V f equal to the maximum velocity allowed. 
Applicatlcn of the well-known constant acceleration equations for dis­
placement and velocity, and considerable algebraic manipulation, gives 
the following quadratic equation in A: 
t t 2 A 2 + (Z t t V f - 4 S t ) A - V f 2 = 0 
This can be solved for A In terms of c t , t t and V f : 
A . 4 S t - 2 V f * V ( 2 V f - 4 s t ) 2 * 4 w 
2 V 
Knowing A, the acceleration time t can be found: 
t t ^ y A 
*a " 2 
and the force required to maintain the constant acceleration: 
F = WA 
(2) By making the assumption that the maximum gas pressure 1n the head 
cylinder was twice the average pressure, the values of d £ and d r are than 
calculated: 
d„ -./IE 
.*! TT 
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and 
dr = 
(3) It can be shown that, for a mass M moving through a distance S in a 
time t under constant acceleration and deceleration, the kinetic energy 
at maximum velocity (i.e., energy input required) is Independent of the 
relative magnitude of acceleration and deceleration, and of the final ve­
locity, and is equal to: 
KE = 2 M ( f ) Z 
Thus, the energy required for actuation is: 
Assuming a 50% efficiency 1n transforming propellant chemical energy 
into kinatic energy of the mars, the propellant charge required is: 
wp * 778.3 h " 389:i5"li 
where h is the effective heating value of the propellant, 1n BTU/lb. 
(4) After calculating propellant gas pressures for many loadings and 
ullage volumes (using the program developed in Appendix I I ) , a 4-parameter 
expression was developed to f i t this data In the least-squares sense. This 
expression (giving the final pressure P reached 1n a given volume V by a 
given propellant charge W ) , when solved for the volume, gives: 
5.4254 + 1.3258 In Wp - In Pc 
V
 " .019489 + .004406 In I T 
where P 1s the allowed (and desired) maximum cylinder pressure. 
Substituting Pc and W_ into this equation gives V, the head-volume 
VP; 
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that will give the maximum desirable cylinder pressure with the given 
propellant loading. With the cylinder diameter already known, the length 
of the head volume can be readily found: 
L H " 
Tdc 
With no more information readily available, a buffer length at the 
end of the stroke equal to the head-volume length was assumed: 
LB " LH + S t 
(5) The vent-hole diameter is calculated by assuming an orif ice (instead 
of a Fanno) flow. The ASME orif ice flow formula 'jives: 
w = .525 d h 2 K Y, J p 1 Ap 
where w is the gas flow rate, d h is the vent-hole diameter 1n inches, 
Ap Is the pressure differential across the orifice, in psi, and t, the 
upstream density in lb /ft , K is the flow coefficient (including the 
velocity of approach factor), and Y 1 is the compressibility correction 
factor. 
Squaring and transposing: 
H 4 - w 2 
h
 ( 525 K Y,)* p, 
Assuming an average value of .85 for (KY|) and solving for d h gives: 
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I t 1s now required to e^mate w, p, and Ap. 
a) Assuming half the propellant gas flowed through the vent during 
t . the acceleration time, and the In i t ia l flow as double the average 
a 
flow, the mass flow rate for the initial conditions 1s: 
w - £ 
b) The average temperature of the head-volume gas is estimated as 
follows: 
The maximum temperature of the propellant gas is the isochoric 
flame temperature, which is approximately 5000 R. After the gas 
flows Into the head-volume and comes to a stop, its temperature may 
be raised by a factor equal to y , i ts specific heat rat io. Thus, 
the gas temperature 1n the head-volume may be as low as ambient 
(520 R) and as high as 5000 Y . At average value can be taken as: 
. 5000 v + 520 
ave " 2 
For this approximate calculation, the perfect gas equation of 
state can be used for finding p, the gas density at maximum head-
volume pressure P c : 
a - P ' V 
P 1
 • r ^ 
(c) Flow can be assumed to be choked, and the pressure differential 
Ap is then: 
/ 2 \ Y " ' 
* "
 Pc - Pc ( T T T ) 
(6) To ensure that pipe flow is well established, a vent length equal 
to fifteen diameters 1s assumed for the prototype design: 
88. 
Lh = 1 5 d h 
This concludes the determination of the seven quantities specifying 
a realistic starting point for the design search. 
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APPENDIX IV 
Listing of Actuator Design Program DESAC 
90. 
PROGRAM OESAC(TAPE59,DESOUTiTAPE3=OFS0UT) 
C THIS INTERACTIVE PROOPAM PROVIDFS THE OIMFNSIONS IIM INCHES) «ND 
C THF PPfiPELLANT CHARGE(IN GRAM) FOR A SELF-STOPPING GAS-POWERED 
C ACTUATOR. UTILIZING THE CTL-10359 HIGH PRESSURE CARTRIDGE FOR GAS 
C GENERATION. TELETYPE INPUT REDDEST ASKS THE FOLLOWIHGl 
C 
C WLB MASS TO BE MOVFn (POUNDS) 
C STR PHYSICAL LENGTH OF STROKE (INCH) 
C TP TIME REQUIRED FOR STROKE (SECOND) 
C VFAL FINAL VELOCITY ALLOWED (IPS) 
C STAL MAXIMUM STRESS ALLOWFO IN PISTON ROD (PSD 
C ISPAL MAXIMUM PRESSURE ALLOWFD IN GAS GENERATOR (PSIA) 
C CPAL MAXIMUM PRESSUPE ALLOWED IN ACTUATOR CYLINOER(PSIA) 
c 
C AFTER 6 PRELIMINARY DESIGN RUN, THE PROGRAM WILL REPOPT RESULTS 
C BY TEIFTYPE AND ASK FOR DESIGNER,S DECISIONS ON PREFERRED SIZFS 
C AND NUMBER OF COMPONENTS BEFORE MAKING A FINAL DESIGN. 
C 
C ALL IMPORTANT DATA ARE RECORDED IN DISK FILE DESOUT, WHICH CAN 
C BE ISSUED BY ALLOUT TO HSP OR RJET TO SUPPLEMENT THF INTERACTIVE 
C TELETYPE PAGE. 
C 
C 
COMMON /GEOM/ CD,PRD,HD,HL,RL,CFV,THET,PHI,PT,WLR,VHA,ELOD,STR 
COMMON /SPECS/ TVMAX,TITLEI]0),REOU(7),NOSO),NC,NORC,NH 
DIMENSION X(6),FI7>,XS(M 
CALL D rVICE (feHrPFATf,AHDESOUT.?0000iMF) 
IF (NF.NE.O) PAUSE 
IN=IT==9 *NAG=0 
RSVP=?»NO 
WRITE (59,60) 
WRITF (3,60) 
C 
C IOENTTFY DESIGN PROBLEM 
READ (*9,6S> TITLE 
WRITF (3,70) TITLF 
WRITF IS9.75I 
WRITE (3,75) 
C 
C OBTAIN NUMBERS DESCRIBING REGUIREO PERFORMANCE 
CA1L DATA (REnU,7.IN,IT) 
WRITF (3,80) PEOU 
WLB=RFO|i()) 
STPsRFOIJIS) 
TR=RFC'P(3) 
VFAL=PF(JU(4) 
STALsPFOU(5) 
CPAL=RFOU<7) 
WRITE (S9««0> 
WRITF (3.40) 
C 
C CHECK TF THIS IS A MODIFICATION OF AN EXISTING MODEL 
READ (*<M()S> RFSP 
WRITF (3,110) RFSP 
IF (PFSP.E0.3HYES) GO TO 30 
C 
C MAKE I'NEARIZEO AND SIMPLIFIED FIRST MODEL 
CALL START (X) 
9>. 
WRITE (3.BO 
CALL PPOTOT <F,X) 
C 
C RECORD PRELIMINARY 0E5IGN RESULTS FOR POSSIBLE RE-USE 
00 5 1*1,6 
5 XS!I)=X(I) 
)6 CALL HAGGLE (F.K.NAG) 
15 WHITE (3,R5) 
CALL FtNOI-S <F,X) 
WRITE (3.90) 
CALL REPORT (F.X) 
WRITE (59.100) 
WRITE (3.95) 
WRITE (3,100) 
READ (=9.105) RSVP 
WRITE (3.1101 RSVP 
IF (RSvP.EQ.SHYFSl GO TO 25 
C 
C RESET VALUES OF X TO STARTING POINT FOR NEW SEARCH 
00 20 T = !,6 
26 X(I)=X«!(I) 
GO TO 10 
25 WRITF (3,115) 
CALL F»IT 
36 WRITE (51,45) 
WRITE (3.45! 
CALL DATA IF,7,IN,IT) 
WRITE (3.BO) F 
PT=F'~I 
00 35'T=1.6 
X<I)=F(I> 
35 CONTINUE 
X<3!*X(3)-HEQU(?> 
WRITE (59.50) 
WRtTE (3.50) 
CALL OATA <N0S,3»IN.IT> 
WRITE (3.55) NOS 
NCrNOSM) JN0GC=N0S(2) SNH.N0SI3) 
GO TO 15 
C 
C 
40 FORMAT (/47H00 YOU HAVE A REASONABLE FIRST GUFSS< YFS OR NO) 
45 FORMAT (3RHGIVE VALUES OF HO,HI ,BL,PWRR,CD.P«O.PT> 
56 FORMAT (26HGIVE VALUES FOR NCNOGCNH) 
55 FORMAT (21HITELFTYPE INPUT! — > ,315) 
60 FORMAT (///43HGTVE TITLE FOR THIS ACTUATOR DESIGN PBORLFM/) 
65 FORMAT I10A7) 
70 FORMAT (20HUFLFTYPE INPUT) «>,/,X,l0A7) 
75 FORMAT (/46HGIVF VALUES FOR WL R , S T R , T R , V F A L , S T A L , G P A L , C P A L ) 
60 FORMAT <23H(TELETYPE INPUT) — > /7E10.3) 
R5 FORMAT (//5SHF0LLOWING IS THE POWSO OUTPUT GIVING THE SEARCH HISTn 
iRY/) 
96 FORMAT (//.10X.35HREP0RT ON THF FINAL DESIGN FOLLOWS!/) 
95 FORMAT (//46HPH0GR6M IS AGAIN INTERACTIVE WITH THE TELFTYPE/1 
100 FORMAT (//riRHIS THE ABOVE DESIGN SATISFACTORY* TYPE YES TO EXIT. N 
10 TO TRY AGAIN] 
!05 FORMAT (A3) 
,10 FORMAT (21HITELFTYPE INPUT) — > ,A3) 
1)5 FORMAT (//SHALL DONE) 
END 
92. 
SUBROUTINE CALFIIN (MtNiF>X) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED BY POWSQ TO CALCULATE THE VALUES OF 
C F<I>»T=1»7 EXPRESSING THE DEVIATION OF A PARTICULAR PFSTPN FROM 
C THE DE^IREO PERFORMANCE. IT CAK.S SUBROUTINE STROKE TO FIND 
C THIS PFPFORMANCF AND KEEPS TRACK OF THE PROPELLANT I OADING. ADDING 
C GENERATORS AS NFCFSSARY TO CONTAIN THF HEOUIRFD AMOUNT OF PROPEL-
C LANT, OR ALLOWING USE OF A NON-OPTIMUM HEAD VOLUME TO AVOID OVER-
C DRIVIN" THE PISTON BY THE GREATER-THAN-OPTIMUM 10 GPAM LOAD. 
C 
DIMENSION X<S>,F<7I 
COMMON /GEOM/ cn,PR0»HO,HL»RL,CFV,THET,PHI,PT,WLR>VMA,eLOD»STB 
COMMON /PERF/ TAC«HPMX,RPMX,6PMX,STMX,VFIN 
COMMON /SPECS/ TVMAX,TITLEC10>,BEOU<7V,NOS(3>.NC.NOGC,NH 
H D = A P s r x < i n 
H L = A P S ' X ( ? > ) 
B L = A R S t X < 3 ) ) » R E O U ( ? l 
I F < N . I E , 4 > GO TO 10 
C0=ARS(X<4>> 
PRPsARSCXtS) ) 
PWGR=ABS<X<M> 
PWTOT=PWGB»NOGC 
N0GC=IFIX(PWT0T/34.)*1 
PWPR«PwTOT/NOGC 
IF (PWGR.LT.10.) PWGR=10. 
5 CALL STROKE (PWPR) 
FII > = (RWGR-10.l,1.on220<i»NOGC»NC 
F(?> = tvFlN-RE0l)l4))/RF0ut4) 
F(3)«(STMX-REOU<5l>/REOU<5> 
I U)BfTAC»RF(UI(^M/R?ftll(1t 
C 
C IF PWGR IS HELD AT 10 GRAM (I.F, MlNIMUh CHARGE), HPMX IS ALLOWED 
C TO FLOAT TO REOUCE THERMODYNAMIC EFFIGIENCY AS NEFDrO, SO F(5)«0. 
F(S)=P. 
IF (PKGR.GT.IO.OOOOOK F(5)«<HPMX-RF0U<7))/REOUtTI 
C 
C IT IS ALWAYS DFSIRABLF TO KEEP BPMAX AT ALLOWABLE PRESSURE. 
F<M»(BPMX-REOU<7>>/REOU<7> 
C 
C AS LONfl AS GENERATOR PRESSURE IS SAFELY BELOW GPAL« Ft7)=0. 
F(7)»0. 
IF (GP«X.GT.REOu<fi)l F(7>*<GPMX-pE0u(ft)I/REOU(oi 
C 
C IF BOTH TAC AND VFIN ARE NEGATIVE, PROBLEM IS NOT CONVERGING. 
IF (TAf.LT.o.ANO.VFIN.LT.o) PAUSF 
C 
C IF VFI M IS NEGATIVE, IT IS THE DISTANCE AT WHICH PISTON STOPPFD 
C AT MIO STROKE" WITH A NEGATIVF SIGN. PERFORMANCE IS DEFINITELY 
C IN THF WRONG MODE. HFNCE F(?> IS GIVEN A PENALTY FUNCTION. 
IF (VFTN.LT.O.) F(2)=SEQu<4>o<RF0U<?>»VFIN)»I. 
RETURN 
16 P W F R s A l l S ( X ( 4 ) l 
CO*ABSrX<<0> 
PRDSAPS(XIAI) 
IF (PVffR.GT.34.il PWGR=3ft.l 
IF <PW<"-R.LT.I0.> PWGP=10. 
GO TO B 
END 
93. 
SUBROUTINE FANNOF (Pi tPg. 11 tTytFMUP.EMON.FF.EMDOTtFORCE) 
C 
C THIS F*NNO SOLVER IS FOP. FASTEST SOLUTION FROM A GOOD GUESS 
C 
COMMON /GEOM/ CO.PBD.HD.HL.WL.CEV.THET,PHI,PTtWLB«VHA,FXOO,STo 
COMMON /GASP/ R.SR.«Ki9CtbB.A,R,C»D,PHV 
COMMON /PARS/ PI»PIF,XJ,P»,TAiGCSF,CNF 
COMMON /PPTT/ PSUP,PSON,TSUP.TSnN 
C 
C FIND DIRECTION OF FLOW 
IF (Pl.LT.P?) GO TO 5 
PZ*P1 
TZ=T! 
PS*P? 
GO TO IP 
5 PZ=P? 
TZ-T? 
PS=Pj 
C FIND SPFCIFIC VOLUME OF GAS AT RESERVOIR CONDITIONS 
10 DISC*P«TZ»(R»TZ«S7*.*PZ*SB> 
SVA=[P<>TZ*SORT(nlSC>>/(288.*PZ) 
GAMAZ=RAMGA5(TZI 
GAM1=FAMGAS(TSUP) 
GAM?rGAMGAS(TSDN) 
GAMIS=,«i*(GAMA7»GAMll 
G=,S»((=AM1»GAM?) 
GMeG-j. 
GP«G»). 
C 
C CHECK FOR VERY LOW PRESSURE DIFFERENTJAL 
IF (»PS(PZ/PS»1.).LT..(1)) GO TO 20 
C 
C RECORP PRESENT VALUES TO EVALUATE NEXT LOOP IMPROVEMENT 
15 EMUPO=FMUP 
EMONOsFMON 
TSUPOeTSUP 
TSONOnTSON 
EMDO=FunoT 
FO=FF 
GAR> <).«,5»GM«EMUP»EMUP1/(1.*.5«GM«EM0N»EMDN> 
C 
C JMPROVF EMON IF FLOW IS NOT CHOKED 
EMON=FMUP»IPZ/PSl»SORT(GAR)• (] .».5»(GAMIS-1.I«EMUP«FMUP)*•(GAMIS/( 
il.-G6»»TS>> 
C 
C IF EMPN IS FOUW TO BE GT.1.0, FLOW WAS REAALV CHOKFO 
IF (EMnN.GT.l.) EMONsj. 
C FIND F"t'P FOR EITHER CASE 
GAPB=G«P«FMDNOFMON/(E»"UP*EMIIP> 
EMUP=J./S(]RT(G«FFH>ELOD*l./<EMt>l«eMDM)».S»GP*»LOG<GAPRI> 
C 
C IF EMUP AND EMDN ARE FAR FROM CONVESGF/Dt IGNORE OTHFR FACTORS 
IF (APMEMUP-EMUPO>.GT..05.0R.ARS(EM0N-EMONO).GT..0S> GO TO IS 
C 
C FIND TSUP AND TSDN FOB BETTFR GAMAS AND VISCOSITIES 
TSUP«T7/(1.«.S»(GAMIS-1.I»EMUP«FMUP) 
TSDNsTeUPoGuR 
GAM1=G6MG6S(TSUP) 
GAM?»G»MGAs(T<!ONI 
94. 
GAM!S*.«>»<GAMA7*GAM1) 
<3=.5»<nAMl»GAM2) 
GMtG-1 . 
GP«G»I. 
I F <ARS(TSUP-TSUP0>.GT..5.0R.ARS(TSNN;TSDN0>.GT..5> GO TO 1 5 
CALL MIICOMP ITSIIP.UPMU) 
CALL MHCOMP (TSDN.ONMU) 
»V"U=,=;»(UPMU«DN«U) 
c 
C FIND FMDOT FOR NEW CONDITIONS 
SVUPrSV«»<I.t.5»<GAMls-l.)«EMUP»EMUP)««(l./<GAMIS-l.M 
VGUP=FMHP»SGRT<GC«GAMIS«R»TSUP> 
EMDOTcVHA»VGUP/ <SF*SVUP> 
C 
C FIND NFW REYNOLDS NO. AND FRICTION FACTOR 
REN=«.»EMDOT/<AVMU*PIi*Hn> 
FFe,00=5°U.«(3A./HO*l.E6/REN)»»<l./3:)> 
C 
C EVALUATE THE IMPROVEMENT ON IMPORTANT PARAMETERS 
IF <APMFMUP-EMUPO].GT..001.0R.ABS(FMON-EMONO>.GT..It01) GO TO IS 
IF <AB'!(TSUP-TSUPO).GT..l.OR.«RS(TSnNiTS0NO).GT..l) GO TO Is 
IF («BS(EHDO-EMPOT).GT..0O1.OH.JBS!FF-FO).GT..0001! GO TO IS 
C 
C FIND DRAG FORCE ON WALL OF TUBE. POSITIVE IN DIRECTTON OF FLOW 
PSUP=P7/t(l.«.5«(GAMIS-l.)»EMUP«EMUP)»»IGAMIS/<GAMIS-l.>M 
PSPNsP";up«EMUP»50RT (GAR) /EMON 
FORCE«VHA<M PSUP*().•G'EMUPOEMUP)-PSDN»(1.•G»EMOH«FMnN)> 
RETURN 
C 
/• trr\n t i^nv i m.j rsrjr**i»i inr n t r c c n r n * p ( < n#»r n r n n * r t i i . i y r n n i T r n M 
~?0 VGUPsSORT(2.»GC»SVA«'(P?-PSr)'""'' 
EMDOT=VHA»VGUP/(SF»SVA) 
FORCF=H. 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FINDFS CF,X> 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE STARTS POhSO ON A FINAL DESIGN SEARCH ONCE THF 
C NUMBFR OF COMPONENTS, AND THE CYLINDER AND PISTON-ROD DIAMETERS 
C HAVE PFFN SELECTED. 
C 
COMMON /PERF/ TAC,HPMX,RPMX,GPMX,STMX,VFIN 
COMMON /SPECS/ TVMAX,TITLF<10).HEOU(7),NOSt3t,NC.NOGC.NH 
COMMON /PARS/ Pt.PIF.XJfPA.TA.GC.SF.CIJF 
COMMON /GASP/ R.SB»BK.RCtBB«A.U>C»0,PHV 
DIMENSION X(6).F(fi),F(7) 
M*7 
N'A 
DO S Ir],4 
5 EII>*l.E-4 
ESCALF=?5D. 
IPRINTel 
MAXFUN*I00 
IF <ARqlx<4>),LT.10.0000011 N«3 
CALL PftWSO <M,N,F.X.E.ESCALE.IPRINT,M«XFUN> 
CALL FMPTY (3t 
RETURN 
END 
95. 
SUBROUTINE HAGGLE (F.X.NAG) 
C 
C THIS SMBBOUTINE BFPOBTS THE RFStlLTS OF TMF PRFLIMTNABY PFSIGN AND 
C BEtElV^S PESI6NFR.S T"STRUCTION«; ON PREFERRtO (STANOABO) CYLINDER 
C ANT) P7<!TON-B0D MASTERS. AND NUMBER OF COMPONENTS. 
c 
DIMENSION FIT) .*IM.OIAM(?! ,N!(3) 
COMMON /PFRF/ TAC.HPMX.BPMX.GPMX.STMX.VFIN 
COMMON /GASP/ H»SP..HK,HC.BH«A.P.C.D,PMV 
COMMON /PARS/ pf.Plr.xj.PA.iA^fir.SF.cuF 
COMMON /SPECS/ TVMA»,TULE()0).PfnU(Tf,NOSI3).NC.NOI!C.NH 
COMMON /CEOM/ Cfl.pRO.H(l,HL«(U..CFv»THET»PHI»MT.irLB.VMAiFLOr>.STP 
I N » I T » M 
WLP»BFf>lM 1) 
STP.RFni'l?) 
TRsPFRUO) 
VFAt«flrouU) 
STAL.RFOIKsl 
CPAL«BF0UI7I 
NAGcNA<*.«) 
IF INAB.EO.H NB»N0GC 
IF (NAR.OT.I) GO TO ?f> 
WRITE I S ' . * * ) Nnr>CtT»C.VFlN.5TMX,GPMX,KPMX.HPMX 
WRITF (3i*5> NOGCtTAC«VFIN»STMX,GP«X.HPMX.BPMX 
5 HD*Ancf«(|>> 
ML'ABStXI?)) 
BL«An$IX<i))«STR 
COtARSfXU)) 
PRP.ABStKtslI 
pwBR*«os(X(r.n 
ui'Ai —uj M P!r" r !>TR 
BVOUipi »piF»(CO«CB-PP0«P«D> 
WRITE I59«70> PwfiR.Hn.HL.et-.CO.PRO 
WRITF 13.70) PWGR.HO.HL.PL.CO.PBD 
WBITF (SB.7*1 
WRITF 1 3 . 7 0 
CAIL PPOPOSE (PwGRtX.NOGC) 
WRITF (3iR0) 
WRITF !S9i*a> 
WRITF »3.*0> 
REAO <KQ,l|K| RSVP 
WBITF I3 .170) RSVP 
IF (RSvP.EO.3HNO | GO TO 30 
WRITF (59t0«l 
WRITF Cl.«s> 
CALL DATA I N I . 2 . I N . I T ) 
PVGR»PV6R»N0GC/(NIIJ)»NI(2)) 
NC»NI<1) 
NOGC«»'T (? ) 
WRITF O i l l l S ) Nt 
WRITF (*9.90> 
WRITE O»90> 
CALL DATA ( 0 I A M , 2 , I N , | T I 
WHITF '3«9<:> OHM 
cn«xtM*on»n> 
PRP*XIA)>OIAM(?) 
ANC».5»(0I«M(||-0TAM(?>) 
IF IPWfiB.LE.10.) GO TO 25 
X(A)«pvr.R 
HL«HVOl/(PIF»C0»CO) 
96, 
XI7UHI 
BL«HVOI /(PIF»(CD«CO-PqO«PRDII 
X(3)inl-STR 
1© HO«HO/WBT (FLOAT IUC«NH1 \ 
XUt°H» 
15 WRITE 159,100) «NC,Ht> 
WRITE (3«l00> ANC.HD 
CALL PATA <DIAM.1,IN,IT> 
NH»IFT»<HO»HD/(nl»M(l)»DIAM(l)))«l 
H0»H0/«0RT(FLOATCNH>) _ . .. 
WRITF (J.95) OIAM(l) 
WRITE («9.U0) NH.HD 
WRITE (3.110) NH.HD 
PT.l5.»HD 
WRTTF (59.125) PT 
WRITE (3.125) PT 
CALL CATA (DlAM«ltIN,;T> 
PT«DIAM<)> 
WRITE 13.95) PT 
ELOD«PT/HO 
WRITF (R9.»5> ElOD 
WRITE (3««S) ELOO 
READ (K9.115) RSVP 
WHITF (3.120) RSVP 
IF <RSvP«E0.3HNP I 60 TO IS 
RETURN 
26 N0GC«Nfi 
WRITE (59,130) NAG.NORC 
WRITF (3(130) NAG.NOGC 
GO TO e 
25 PWARsin, 
X(?l.p,»667»0IAM(j) 
X(3)>X(7> 
GO TO IC 
36 WRITE (69.50) 
WRITE (3(50) 
CALL n«TA (N0S«3.JN.IT> 
NG»WOSf1» 
N0RCeNOS(?) 
NH«NOS(3> 
WRITE 11.105) NOS 
WRITE (69.55) 
WRITF (3.551 
CALL DATA (F.7,IN,IT) 
WRITF (3.60) F 
PT«F(7) 
00 35 TiO.6 
3s XII)sF(l) 
CALL F«PTY (3) 
RilORH 
C 
C 
•6 FORMAT (//A9HIS ONE OF THE ABOVE PROPOSE ACCEPTARLE< YES OR NO) 
*6 FORMAT (/A9HYOUR CHOICE OF VENT LENGTH GIVES AN L/O "ATIO OF ,F5.l 
|,10H 0" °R NO<) 
56 FOpMUT <A?HsPECTFY YOUR VARIATION FOR THE FINAL DESTGN sEApCHt NC, 
JNOCC.WH) 
55 FORMAT (AAHBIVE YOUR VALUES FOR HD.HL.BL.PWGR.CO.PRO.PT) 
60 FORMAT tJZHlTELETYPE 1NP|.IT> «•> ./,7F1«.3> 
37. 
65 FORMAT <3/,?6HFIRST TRY1 1 CYLINDFR,»I?»2f>H GAS 6FNFR4T0RS A 1 
I VENTl .3/14H PFRFORMANCE/21HTIME FOR FULL STROKE .E10.3.22H SEC 
P. FJWAL VELOCITY,Ell.3.4H IPS/14HMAX.BOO STRESS,TX.Eltl.3,??H PST 
3 MAX.GEN.PRESS..Ell.3.5H PSIA/21HMAX. HEAD CYL. PRESS.,ElO.3,23 
4H PSIA MAX. BUFFER PR.,E10,3,KH PSIA/1 
76 FORMAT (/1RH ACTUATOR SPECS:/?IHHFIGHT OF PROPELLANT ,F9.*»P5H K 
fRAM VENT-HOLE OIAM. ,FT.4,5H INCH/14HHEAD CLEARANCE,7X.F9.4,?5H 
? INCH BUFFER LENGTH ,F7.4,SH INCH/21HCYL7NDEB DIAMETER »Fo 
3.4,2SM INCH PISTON-ROD DIA. ,F7.4.«;H INCH) 
75 FORMAT (//.IBHOPTIONS AVAILABLEI/68HCYLINDERS GEN./CYL. TOTAL GEN. 
t CHARGFIGRAMI/GEN. CYL.OlA. P.ROD OlAi/I 
BO FOPMAT <///»10X,50HRECORD OF INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS WITH TSLET 
1YPF/) 
85 FORMAT (/46HSFLFCT OPTION - TYPF NO. OF CYL. AND GEN./CYL.I 
90 FORMAT (/4RHTYPE PREFERRED CYLINDER AND PISTON-ROD nlAMETERS) 
95 FORMAT (?1H(TFLFTYPE INpUT! " > .ZFlOjS) 
100 FORMAT (/33HTHERE IS AN ANNULAR CLEARANCE OF .F5.3.P4H INCH (VENT-
iHOLE n'AM.o ,F5.3.]H)/3fiHTYPE MAX. ACCEPTABLE VENT-HOLE OIAM.I 
105 FOPMAT (??H(IELFTYPE INPuTl — > ,3151. 
JIO FOPMAT I/14HTHERE WILL BE ,I?,34H VFNT-HOLES PEP PISTON, OF APPROX 
].|F5.3,11H INCH OIAM.iEOKORNOI 
115 FORMAT U3) 
120 FORMAT (22HCTELETYPE INPUT) — > ,43) 
125 FORMAT I/44HMJN. VENT LENGTH (I.E. PISTON THICKNESS) IS ,F6.3,6H T 
tNCH.,/,32HTYPF PREFERRED VENT-HOLE LENGTH.) 
130 FORMAT <//»I2,25H -TH TRY KITH I CYLINDER,,I?,29H GAS GENFRATORS A 
)N0 1 VENT I/) 
END 
SUPR0UT1NE INTERP <1],Y2.Y3«X3,nX»YMAX,N) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE FITS A PARAROLA THROUGH THREE DATA POINTS(Yl,Y2. 
C Y31 AT F.OUAl INTERVALS OX, THEN FINDS THE VALUE OF THE MAXIMUM ON 
C THAT PARABOLA. N IS A SENTINEL TO INDICATE THE ROUTINE HAS 8EFN 
C CALLED. 
C 
OIMENSTON Y(3l.A(3,3),X(3),B(<»),R(3),«H3),Vt3) 
COMMON /MLRUNIT/ OUB 
OUPan 
Y(1)"Y3 
V(?)»Y? 
YI3)«Y1 
DO 5 1*1,3 
A(T ,3>»1 . 
A ( I , ? ) > X 3 - ( I - 1 ) * D X 
A ( I , 1 ) > A ( I , 2 ) * A ( I , 2 ) 
CONTINUF 
IM*M>N>3 
CAIL MIR (IM,M,N,AfY,X,B,R«H,V) 
YMAX»XI3) -X<2)«X(?) / (4 .»X(1) ) 
N = l 
RETURN 
END 
98. 
SUBSTANCE MOLE-PER-CENT HOL. HT. 
c-oe •3.9RB • • • o n 
CO .. • • • I S ? 8 . f l l l 
H?-0 3.BSA l«.fl lfc 
H2 35.03? 2.016 
u? 12 . *09 j B . o l * 
SUBROUTINE MUCOMP (T.MUMS 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE GETS THE VISCOSITIES OF THE S PROPELLANT GASES 
C THE MIXTURE COMPOSITION IS THE ONE GIVEN TO V.K. RY LOCKHEED FOB 
C THFIR OIFLE-POWC1EB GAS GENER6TOP CTL-10359 LOADED WITH 35 GBAMS 
C OF IMB»42?7 POWOEB. DISCHARGEtl INTO AN ULLA6E VOLUMF OF 3«.5 IN.3 
C C O M P O S I T I O N 
C 
C 1 
c ^ 
c 3 
c « 
C S 
c 
C VISCOSUtES OF TNDIVIOIIAL COMPONENTS ABE CALCULATED BY THE SEMI 
C EMPIRICAL FORMULA OUE TO SUTHEBLANO MU»Cl»T»<M3/?)/(T»C?) 
C WITH CONSTANTS FOR EACH GAS INSERTED TN THE PROGRAM EQUATIONS 
c 
REAL MUM 
OIMENSTON U(5).X(«S>.WM(S> 
OATA y/.4398B..04*15..03B56t.3sn32..1S>709/ 
DATA W u / 4 4 . 0 U . 2 B . n i l . ] 8 . 0 1 6 i 2 . H 1 6 > ? e ; 0 1 6 / 
P c T * * f > . / ? . ) 
U ( l )»? .«?E- f l»P / (T»*20 . ) 
U(?)«?.1BE-B»p/ (T»I96. ) 
U ( 3 ) » ? . B 5 F - P « P / l " . l l f l 5 . ) 
U U » » 1 . 0 l E - B » P / ( T « l ? 7 . ) 
U(^)»?. l6E- f l»P/ (T«lB«.> 
CALL MllMIX (UiX.MMiMuM) 
RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE MUMIX <MU.MF,MW,XMU) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE. DUE TO F.MOPRISON. CALCULATES THE VISCOSITY 
C OF A G»S MIXTURE GIVEN THE COMPOSITION, AND THE VISCOSITIES AND 
C THF MOIECULAR WEIGHTS OF THE COMPONENTS. THE METHOD IS DUE TO 
C C.B.WIIKE.U.CHEM.PHYS. 18.S17-S19). 
C 
REAL MH.MF.MW 
OIMENSTON MUt5).MF(5)»MW(s> 
XMU»O. 
Do II) T«1,S 
DENOMift, 
00 S J»1»S 
RB»1•»<SORT <MU(TI/MU(Jl11•<MW(J)/MW11U••.?5 
SB«(B.M1.»Mw<II/MW<J)l> 
0EN0M«OFNOM« MF(J)•Rfl«»B/SORT(SB1 
5 CONTINUE 
16 XMU«XMIl»MF(I)»MII(I)/DENOM 
RETURN 
END 
9!;. 
SUBROUTINE POWSO (M.N.F.X.E.ESCALE.IPRINT.MAXFUN> 
C 
c 
C POWSO MINIMIZES A SUM OF SQUARES OF NONLINEAR FUNCTIONS 
c 
C M IS THE NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS IN SAIO SUM 
C NOTE M MUST BE fiREATER THAN OR EOUAL TO N 
C 
C N IS THF NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
C NOTE N MUST BE GREATER THAN OB EQUAL TO S 
C 
C F IS A ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF LENGTH M CONTAIING FUNCTION 
C VALUES 
C 
C X IS A ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF LENGTH N CONTAIING VALUES OF 
C THF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
C THE INOEPENOENT VARIABLES AND SHOULD BE SET TO A STARTING 
C POINT FOR THE SEARCH 
C 
C E IS A ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF LENf.MT N CONTAING ABSOLUTE 
. C ACCURACY LIMITS FOR THE X(I). CONVERGENCE WILL BE ASSUMED WHEN 
C X<!> HAS BEEN FOUNO TO ACCURACY E(T> FOR ALL I 
C 
C ESCALF LIMITS THE STEP SIZE OF THE SEARCH. NORMALLY X(I) WILL 
C NOT PE CHANGED BY MORE THAN ESCALE»EII) IN A SINGLE STEP 
C 
C IPRINT CAUSES THE VARIABLES AND FUNCTION VALUES TO BE PRINTEO 
C OUT AFTER EVERY IPRINT ITERATIONS. SET IPRINT TO ZERO FOR 
C NO PRINTOUT 
C 
C MAXFUN LIMITS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CALLS TO CALFUN 
C 
C ON EXIT FROM THF ROUTINE.THE ELEMENTS OF F AND X WTLL BE SET TO 
C THF REST CALCULATED VALUES. IF THFSE ARE NOT THF DESIRED 
C MINIMUM VALUES AN APPROPRIATF MESSAGE WILL BE PRINTED OUT 
C 
C THE COMMON BLOCK VD02ACM CONTAINS WORKING SIORAGE r1R VD02A IN W 
C THF ARRAY W MUST RE OF LENGTH <N«IM*3»N/2>*(N*1)I 
C 
C THE USFR MUST SUPPLY SUBROUTINE CALFUN(M.N.FtX). THIS ROUTINF 
C MUST SET F(II TO THE VALUE OF THF APPROPRIATE FUNCTION 
C AT THE POINT X FOR ALL I.l.LE.I.LEJM 
C 
c 
DIMENSION F(1).X|1).E<1) 
INTEGER UN 
COMMON / POWSOCM / W(IOOO) 
UN»3 
MPLUSN«M*N 
KST»N»MPLUSN 
NPLUScNM 
KINV»NPLUS« (MPLIISNM) 
KSTOPF«KINV-MPLUSN-l 
CALL CILFUN (M.N.F.X) 
C 
C ALARM FOR CALFUN PROBLEMS 
IF (M.I T.O) RETURN 
NN»N*N 
K«NN 
DO S I«I»M 
KBKM 
W(Kl=FH) 
S CONTINUE 
IINVa? 
K=KST 
1*1 
10 XU>=XfI)»EII) 
CALL OLFUN <M.N.F«X) 
C 
C ALARM FOR C«LFUW pROPLEMS 
IF (h.l T.0) RETURN 
X<I)=X<I)-E<I) 
KsK«l 
WlK)=n. 
W(J)=o. | 5 CONTINUE 
KK=NN 
DO 2(1 J«1«M 
KK=KK*1 
f ( J ) = f ( J I » V ( K M 
Sl)M=SUW»FIJ,»F(J) 
20 CONTINUE 
IF <SU") 2 5 . 2 5 , 3 5 
2 t WRITE ( P 9 . 4 1 0 ) I 
DO 3 0 .1=11M 
N N r N N H 
F ( J ) B V I N N ) 
•?B CONTINUE 
6 0 TO t 3 5 
3 5 SUM«l . /SORTP(SUM> 
J * K - N » T 
» < J > = F < ! > " S U M 
DO 4 5 .1 *1 .M 
K=K*1 
W ( K ) = F ( J > » S U H 
00 *o 1 1 = 1 , 1 
KKcKKtMPLUSN 
W(TI):U(M)«W<KK1*W(K) 
40 CONTINIIF 
»S CONTINUE 
ILFSSsT-1 
INCINV«N-!LESS 
INtINP«INCINV*l 
IF (IirSS) 50.50,S5 
50 W<KINVI=1.0 
GO TO 91 
55 &«].« 
DO 6o J=NPLUS»Ifi«H»X 
W(J)=o. 
60 CONTINUE 
KKlKTNV 
DO R() TT*]iILtSS 
IIP=IT»N 
K(IIPl«W(IIP|*W(KK)*WttI) 
JL=II«1 
IF (JL-ILEsS) 61.65,75 
63 00 70 JJtJL.lLESS 
KK*KK»i 
JJP«JJ»N 
WHIP)«WMIP)»U(KKI»WIJJ! 
W(JJP)«K<JJP)»W(KK)»W(TI) 
70 CONTINUE 
7B B=R-WITT)»W(np) 
KK«KK-»tNCINP 
Bo CONTINUE 
B=1./R 
KKiKIMV 
00 O n TIsNPLUS.IGnMA* 
BB»P«W(II ) 
00 As .IJ'I I . IGitMAX 
W(KK)*W(KK1-BB«W(JJ) 
KK«KKO 
BS CONTINUE 
WOCKjePB 
KK«KK*»NCINV 
96 CONTINUE 
W(KK)*o 
'<S GO TO ' 1 1 5 . 1 0 0 ) . IINV 
100 1»I»1 
IF ( ! • » ) 1 0 . 1 0 . 1 0 5 
l (m I1NV.1 
FF=o. 
KL«NN 
DO U( i I«1-,H 
KL*Kt»5 
FUlsWfKL) 
FF*FF«FM)»F(I ) 
110 CONTINUE 
1J0NT«' 
1S3»1 
MC«N«j 
IPP«IPRINT*iIPRTNT-l) 
ITC»0 
IPS»1 
1PC*0 
115 IPC»1PC-IPRINT 
IF (IPr» 12fl.125.125 
120 WRITE 13.415) ITC.MC.FF 
WRITE 13.420) (X<I)tI*l.N) 
C 
C 31 F0P"»T(5X,0HV»R1«BLES./(5F24.1*>, 
WRITE (3.425! IF < I) .Ic'l >M| 
CAUL EMPTY (3) 
C 
C 32 F0R»»T(5>:.'»HFUNCT10N!;t('<SE24.1*!) 
IPC«IPR 
GO TO (125.145). IPS 
125 GO TO 1155.130). ICONT 
1*0 IF tCMMIGE-l.) 13S.135.1S0 
135 IF (IPOINTI 145.145.140 
l»0 WRITE (3.430) 
IPS«2 
GO TO 120 
145 RETURN 
156 ICPNT«1 
1S5 ITC«ITr«i 
00 t*5 1=1lN 
K=K»1 
W(K)=0. 
KK=KK*N 
W(T>=0» 
DO 160 J=1»M 
KK=KK»I 
N(I)=V<I>*W(KK>*F(J> 
160 CONTINUE 
165 CONTINUE 
DM=0. 
K = W > 
DO jSp 11=1«N 
IIPeIT«N 
w(nPi="(irp)*w(Ki*«(ni 
JL=II«1 
IF (JL-N! 170.170.180 
170 DO 175 JJ=JL.N 
JJP»JJ*N 
K=K*1 
Mmp\=MitiP)«wtK>«wtjm 
K(JJP)=W(JJP)«W(K(*W<II| 
I75 CONTINUE 
K=K«1 
1B0 IF (0M-ABSF(W(T1)«W(IIP))) 185.190.190 
1B5 OM»AeSF(W(II)«W(llCl> 
KL=U 
190 CONTINUE 
IIiN«wPLUSN»KL 
CH«N<5F=0. 
00 205 1=1.N 
JL=N*T 
W(t)=o« 
DO 195 J=NPLUS.NN 
JL=JL»«PLUSN 
W(U=WtI)»W(J)oW(jL) 
195 CONTINUE 
II*H*1 
H(II»=W(JL) 
IF <AP<$F<E(I)<tCHANfiE)-AHSF<W<I>)> 200S200.205 
200 CHANfiFe«HSF(K(I) /ElI) l 
205 CONTINUE 
no 210 1=1.M 
11=11*1 
JL=JL»1 
WITIUWIJL) 
WtJL>= c U> 
FCsFF 
ACCcO.I/CHANGE 
IT=3 
XC»fl. 
XL=o-
'5=3 
TEP=-MIN]F(0.5lESCALE/CHANGE) 
(CHHNGE-1.0) 215.215.220 
215 ICONT=> 
c 
c 
220 CALL SFdRCH (ITtXCtPCS.ACCiO.I ,XSTEP>. 
IF (ACC.ST.o.) GO TO ?25 
M=-M 
RETURN 
C 
c 
??5 GO TO (230,315,315.315), IT 
230 MC=MC*' 
IF (MC-M4XFUN) ?4(|»24P,23S 
235 WRITF (3,435) MA;!FUN 
I S S I ? 
GO TO ''IS 
240 XL«XC-»t 
DO 24"; J=1«N 
X(J)=X(J>*XL°W<J» 
?45 CONTINUE 
XL=XC 
CALL C«LFUN (M,N,F,X) 
IF (M.IT.O) RETURN 
FC=o. 
PO 250 J«l iM 
FC=Fr»F(J)«F(j) 
250 CONTINUE 
Go To <?70»270,255>. IS 
265 K=N 
IF (Ff-FF) 260>?20»2*5 
260 IS=2 
FMINcFC 
FSECcFF 
GO TO 500 
265 IS=) 
FMIN=fF 
FSEC=> <• 
GO TO TOO 
i?70 IF (Ff-FSEC) 275.220,220 
275 K=KST0°F 
GO TO '280s?B5>. Is 
2S0 K=N 
2«5 IF <Ff-FM!N) 295.2?o«290 
290 FSFC=F<" 
GO TO 300 
295 IS«3-I"! 
FSEC=F"IN 
FMTN«F<" 
300 DO 3d? J=I,N 
W(K)=X(J> 
305 CONTINUE 
no sin J=I.H 
W(K)cF(J) 
310 CONTINUE 
GO TO ??0 
3J6 K=KSTO»F 
KKiN 
GO TO (325.320.325>« IS 
320 K=N 
KK=KST«RE 
325 SUM*0. 
DM=o, 
JJ«KSTORE 
00 330 J=1.N 
K=K«1 
KK=KK»1 
JJ-JJ»1 
X<J)=W<K) 
W(JJ)eU(Kl-W(KKl 
330 CONTTW»F 
00 335 J=l.M 
K=K*1 
K,KrKK*1 
JJ=JJ*1 
F<J)=WCK) 
W(JJ»=«<K)-W(KK) 
suw«sy«*w { J M *«( j j\ 
DM«DM«MJ)«W(JJ> 
335 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1340.135). ISS 
340 J=KINV 
KK=NPIHS-KL 
00 3*5 1=1.KL 
K=J«KL-I 
J=K*KK 
W(I)>W(K) 
W(K)»WIJ-)) 
145 CONTINUE 
IF (KL-NI S 5 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 
35O KLsKL.l 
JJ=K 
DO 355 I=KUN 
K=KM 
J=J»NPLUS-I 
W<I)=W(K) 
W(K)=WU-1) 
3e,t, CONTTNt'F. 
W ( J J ) = V t K ) 
B=1,/WIKL-1> 
W t K L - 1 t = W < N ) 
GO TO US 
360 B=1./W|M) 
3<,5 K=KINV 
DO 375 1=1 . H E S S 
Brt«B»WII) 
DO 370 J « I . i L F S S 
«(K)cW(KI-BR«w(J) 
K=K»1 
3 7 0 CONTINUE 
K=K»I 
375 CONTINUE 
IF (FMIN-FF) 3 B 5 . 3 8 0 . 3 8 0 
360 CH«NGF=0. 
Go To ?">» 
105. 
3B5 FF=FMIM 
CHANGF=ABSFIXC)'CHANGE 
390 XL»-BM/FMIN 
SUM«1 ./SORTF (SU<"l»DM»XL> 
K=KST0RF 
DO 395 t=] iN 
K=K«1 
H(K)=<;llM»W(K) 
W<I)en. 
39«i CONTINUE 
00 40* 1=1.H 
W(K)»«;llH«(W(K)«XL*F(I)) 
KK=NN*T 
00 400 J=1' N 
KK=KK«MPLUSN 
W(J)=W(J)»W(KK)*W(K) 
400 CONTINIIF 
405 CONTINUE 
GO TO *S 
C 
C 
4)0 FORMAT <5X,SHPOWS13 E(,I3«S0H) UNREASONABLY SMALL! 
4J<! FOPMAY (//1X.9HITFRATION.14.19.)6H CALLS OF CALFUN.SX.SHFi.EJ4.14) 
420 FORMAT (5X.9HV«l»lABLES./(3E?3.13)) 
4?S FORMAT (5X.9HFUNCTIONS./<3E23.13>> 
430 FORMAT (//SX.45HP0WS0 FINAL VALUES OF FUNCTIONS AND VARIABLES) 
435 FORMAT (5X»5HP0WS0.Ie*laH CALLS OF CALFUN) 
END 
SUPROUTINE POXTRAP (VI .Y2.Y3«t)T.T3.YMAX.TAC> 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE USES A LAGRANGIAN POLYNOMIAL TO EXTRAPOLATE 
C OATAIY1.Y2.Y3) AT EOUAL INTERVALS DT. TO GIVE THE V6LUE OF Y FOR 
C TAC. BETWEEN T3 AND T». 
C 
T?iT3.nT 
TlsT?-"T 
FTcY)»(TAC-T?)•< TAC-T3) 
S T = Z . » V ? * < T A C - T 1 ) » ( T A C - T 3 ) 
TT«V3»(TAC-T1)»<TAC-T?) 
YMAXs(FT-ST«TT)/<2.»DT»DT) 
RETURN 
END 
106. 
SUBROUTINE PROPOSE (PWGR.X.NOGCI 
DIMENSION X(6) 
M!NSe|FI)(<PWGP»N0GC/3».)»l 
MAXG=IFIX(PWGB»NOGC/10.) 
Do 16 T=liMAXG 
DO S JiMINGiHAXG 
IF (MontJiD.NE.tl) GO TO S 
NGpC=J/I 
PWPG«PUGR»NOGC/J 
OCD«XU)/SORT(FLOAT<!)) 
OPRDsXIS)/SORT(FLOAT(I)I 
WRITF «;<)il5) I,NRPC,J,PWPG,OCP.OPRO 
WRlTF <3l)S> I.NGPC.J.PWPG.OCD.OPHO 
GO TO !C 
5 CONTINUE 
10 CONTTNMF 
RETURN 
e 
c 
15 FORMAT (I5.5X.I5|5X,I5.10X.F7.3.<>X,F7;3<*X,F7.3) 
END 
SUBROUTINE PROTOT (FiX) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE STARTS THE POWSO PROGRAM ON A PRELIMINARY SEARCH 
C WITH NO CONSTRAtNTS ON STANDARO SIZES BUT KITH PROVISION FOR 
C ADDITIONAL GENERATORS IF NECESSARY. 
C 
DIMENSION XjijiFif,! ;F!?i 
S M«7 
N»* 
DO JO T«|,6 
10 E(I)«l.F-3 
E(?)»1.F"A 
ESCALF=?S«» 
IppINTd 
MAXFUN=100 
C 
C ARRANPF FOR OPTIMIZING M V I A CONSTANT MIHIHUM CHARGE IF NEEOFD. 
IF «AP«<X I6H.LT. ID. 000001> Nx5 
C 
C GET PRFLIMINARY OESIG^ 
CALL POWSn (1.N.F,K,F.ESCALE.IPPI'JT,M«XFUM 
CALL FKPTY (3) 
RETURN 
ENO 
107. 
SUBROUTINE REPORT (F.X) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE REPORTS THE FINAL DIMENSIONS, LOADING, AND THF 
C PERFORMANCE OF THE OPTIMIZED DESIGN, 
C 
DIMENSION F(7).X(A) 
COMMON /SPECS/ TVMAX,TITLEU0I.PEOU(7V,N0S(3),NC.NO6C.NH 
COMMON /PERF/ TAC.HPMX»Bt,MX«GPMX.STMX,VFIN 
COMMON /GFOM/ CD.PRD.HO.HL.BL.CEV.THET.PHI.PT.WLB.VHA.ELOn.STP 
WRITE (59.5) 
WRITE (3,5) 
WRlTF (59.10) NC.NOGC SwRlTE 13.10) NC.NOGC 
WRTTE (59.15) X(5),X(6) 
WHITF (3.15) X<s>.X(6> 
WRITE 159.20) HLiBL 
WRITF 13,20) HL.BL 
WRITF lR9«25> PT.NH.X(I) 
WRITE (3.25) PT.NH.X(I) 
WRITF 159,30) X<*> IWRITE (3.30) X(4> 
PCET.T/lC/REOUO) 
WRtTF 159,35) TAC.BEOUI2)tPCET 
WRITF (3,35) TAC.REQU(?).PCET 
PCFV.VFIN/RE0LK4) 
WRITF (59,40) VFIN.PCEV 
WRITF (3,40) VFTN.PCEV 
PCFS»STMX/RE0U(1) 
WRITF >5<l.45> STMX.PCES 
WRITF I3«4S> STMX.PCES 
WRITF (59,50) MPM»,BE0u{7) 
URITC <?,ROt WPM».RFnil(7] 
WRITF 159.551 BPMX.REOU(T) 
WRITF (3iSS> RPMX.RE0U(7) 
WHITE (59,60) GPMX.REOu!M 
WRtTF (3.60) GPMX.REOUit) 
CAIL FMPTV (31 
RETURN 
C 
C 
S FORMAT (//.19H DESIGN COHPLFTFDl 
16 FORMAT (//•!?,I*H CYLINDERS WITH ,I?.?OH GAS GENERATORS EACH) 
15 FOPMAT (/.IRHCVLlNOER OlAHETER .F7.4.P7H INCH. PISTON-ROD DIAMETER 
1 .F7.4.SH INCH) 
20 FOPMAT (IPHHEAD CLEARANCE »F7.4.?|M INCH. BUFFER LENGTH .6X.F7. 
lli'H U'CMI 
25 FOPMAT (7MPIST0W .F6.3.I7H INCH THICK HiTH .I3.10H VENTS OF .F6.4. 
HON IN, DIAM.t 
3(1 FDPHAT tjHIHPROPFLLANT LOADING! .FA.3.19H GRAM PER GFNfRATOR) 
35 FOPMAT (//JAM PERFORMANCE!/.FA.4.15H $EC. TO CpOSS .F7.4.10H INCH 
)ES ( .F5.3.IRM OF TIME RFCIllNFm) 
40 FORMAT I22MVELOCW OF ARRIVAL! .F«,.I.6M IPS (.FS.1.2TH OF FINAL 
IVEIOCtTV ALLflwFDII 
45 FOPMAT tfAMH*ll»UM PISTONoROD STRESS .F7,|.*H PSI (.FS.3.I9H OF ST 
IRESS AILOwmil 
56 FORMAT (?«HM««1"UH HEAO-SPACE PRESSURE iF7.1.??M PSIA (PRESSURE RA 
ITING.FT.I.ftH PSIAI) 
55 FOPMAT (»4HH4X|HUH BUFFER PRESSURE .Ff.l.?3M PSIA (PRESSURE RATING 
I ,F7.I.fM l>SIA)l 
to FORMAT t?7MH««|MUH GENERA10R PRrSS'JRE .F7.I.23" P S U (PRESSURF RAT 
)JNS (FT.l.AH PSTAI) 
END 
103. 
SUBROUTINE SEARCH (ITEST.X.F,MAXFUN,ARSACC.RELACC.XSTEP) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS A MINIMUM OF A FUNCTION OF A SINGLE VARTARLF 
C A STARTING VALUE OF X MUST PF PROVTOED AS THF PROCEDURE IS 
C ITF&ATIVF.AND THF MINIMUM FOUND WILL NORMALLY BE THF NEAREST 
C ONF IN A DOWNHILL DIRECTION FHOM THE STARTING VALUE 
C FIX) MUST BE SPECIFIED IN THE CALLING ROUTINE IN THE WAY 
C DESCRIBED BELOW. 
C ON ENTOY TO THF ROUTINE ITEST MUST BE SET TO J OR 3 AND X MUST RE 
C SET TO THE STARTING VALUE OF THE VARIABLE. SET TTFST TO 3 IF 
C ON FNTRY F « F(X), AND SFT IT TO Z OTHFRMISE. IN THE FORMFR 
C CASF A FUNCTION EVALUATION WILL BE SAVED. 
C 
C DUPING EXECUTION ITEST IS AN INDEX TO CONTROL A COMPUTED GO TO 
C 
C ON THF FINAL EXIT OF SEARCH.F WILL BE SET TO THE MINIMUM VALUF 
C OF F(X), AND X WILL BE SET TO THE CORRESPONDING VALUE OF THE 
C VARIABLE 
C 
C THF SUOROUTINE WILL BE LEFT AFTFR MAXFUN FUNCTION EVALUATIONS 
C 
C ABSACC AND RELACC MUST BE SET TO SPECIFY THE ACCURACY TO WHICH 
C THF FINAL VALUE OF X IS REQUIRED. IF THE CURRENT POSITION OF 
C THF MINIMUM IS AT X. AND THE NEXT PREDICTED POSITION IS AT XX. 
C THF SUBROUTINE WILL BE LEFT IF EITHER 
C ABS(X-XXI.LT.ARS(ARSACC> 
C OR ABStX-XX).LT.ABS(XX»REL»eO 
C 
C XSTEP SHOULD BE SET TO A REASONABLE CHANGE TO BE MADE IN THE 
C VAPTOMLE IN PEGINING TO SEARCH FOR THE MINIMUM. A BAO 
C ESTIMATE WILL CAUSE MORE FUNCTION VALUES TO RE RFOUESTED.BIlT 
C SHOULD NOT AFFECT THE FINAL CONVERGENCE. 
C 
C DUPING EXECUTION THE SUBROUTINE WILL RETURN TO THE PALLING 
C PROGRAM FOR VALUES OF THE FUNCTION; ON THESE RETURNS ITEST 
C WILI BE SET TO UNITY FOR A COMPUTED GO TO, AND THE CALLING 
C PROGRAM MUST SET F=F(X> AND THEN EXECUTE THE INITIAL CALL 
e OF THE SUBROUTINE AGAIN WITH ITEST SET TO UNITY. 
C 
C ON THE FINAL RETURN ITEST WILL BE SET TO ?,3, OR A. 
C 2 MINIMUM FOUND TO REQUIRED ACCURACY 
C 3 ROUNDING ERRORS HAVr. PRFVfcNTED COnVFRGENCE 
C A MAXFUN FUNCTION VALUES HAVE HFEN IISFO 
C ON RETURN X AND F ARE SET TO THE BEST CALCULATED 
C 
C THE CODING TO DRIVE SEARCH SHOULD APPPAR AS FOLLOWS 
C ITFST « ? (OR 3) 
C 5 CALL SFARCHIITEST.X.F.MAXFUN.AHSACC,RELACC.XSTEP) 
C GO TO t].?.3.«).ITEST 
C 1 F • F||NC(X) 
C GO TO <5 
C 2 CONTINUE 
C 
GO TO (35.5.5). ITEST 
5 IS»*-ITFST 
ITFST«IINC«I 
XINC.VSTEP»XSTEP 
IF CMC) *5»*5.30 
109. 
16 HC"MC«I 
IF (MAXFUN-MC) 15t30i30 
IB ITFST«» 
F«FR 
IF <FP-FC) 30.30.?S 
25 X«DC SF«FC 
C 
36 RETURN 
C 
35 60 TO (85.75.50.40). IS 
4(i ISc3 
45 0C«X «FC=F 
X*X»XSTEP 
60 TO 10 
50 IF IFC-F) 60.55.6B 
S 5 X=X«XIMC 
XINC«XTNC»XINC 
GO TO ]0 
66 OB*X «FB=F 
XINC=-*TNC 
60 TO To 
65 DB«DC 
FR«FC 
DC*X 
FC«F 
7n X=f>C*nc-OB 
is«a 
60 TO 10 
75 DA«un 
OBeDC 
FAsFB 
FKcFt 
66 O C X 
FC«F 
60 TO 135 
65 IF tFP-FC) 105.00.90 
90 IF <F-FR) 95.R0.80 
95 FA«FB 
OAcOB 
100 FBnF 
DH.X 
GO TO 135 
105 IF CFA-FC) 115.11S.11I> 
1\0 XINC«F» 
FA»FC 
FC.XTNP 
XINC«n« 
DA-DC 
OC»XI«C 
i t* xiNc.or 
IF <{n.nB>«(0-DC>l 80 . lSO. l jO 
1»0 IF (F-FAI 125.130.130 
126 FC»FB 
OC>DR 
60 TO 100 
130 FA«F 
DA aX 
13« IF (FP-FO 1*0»1 * 0 » 1 * 5 
1*0 U N O ? 
110. 
c 
xiNC«nc 
IF (FB-FC) l *5 .P05.14S 
J 4 5 D=<FA-Ffl)/(DA-OR)-<FA-FC)/<OA-DC> 
C TRAP Fn D.E0.0 . 
IF (O.NF.O.) GO TO 150 
WRITE (59.215) 
A8SACC»-ARsACC 
RETURN 
ISO CONTINUE 
C 
IF (D»(PB-DC») 185.155.155 
155 D*0.5«(nR»DC-(FR-FC>/0) 
IF <AR<;F<D-X>-ARSF<ARSACC>> 165.165.160 
160 IF <AP<!F(D-X>-ARSF<n»RELACC)> 165.165,170 
165 ITFSTs? 
GO TO ?0 
170 !S»1 
x=n 
IF (m«-DC)»(DC-D)> 10.210.175 
175 IS=g 
60 TO (1R0.19M. IINC 
180 IF (AR"iF(XINC)-ABSF(OC-0)l 19o.10.10 
1B5 IS=2 
60 TO H90.200I. IINC 
',90 XsDC 
60 TO «5 
19S IF (AR«F(XINC-X»-ABSF(X-OC)» 200.200.10 
200 XsO.sXXINS.OC) 
i f <(Xli»C-»i»iX-OCi* J iu .2 i0 . i i " . 
205 X=0.5»f0R«DC) 
JF t<nn-x)* tx-nc>> 210.210.10 
210 ITFSTn -" 
60 TO ?0 
c 
c 
215 FOPHAT (RHO EO A. I 
ENO 
SUPROUTINE SEEKT (GEN.XT.ACIUI 
C 
C THIS SIIRROUTINE FINDS GAS TEMPFPATURES. CIVEN THE INTERNAL ENFRGY, 
C USING THE NEWTON-RAPHSON ITFRATIVl METHOD WITH THE VK EQUATIONS 
C FOR PpnPElLANT GAS INTERNAL ENFPGV AND SPFCIFIC HFAT (USED AS THE 
C ANALYTICAL DERIVATIVE OF THE ENFRGY1. 
C 
COMMON /GASP/ R.SR.RK.RC.RB.A.R.C.O.PHV 
COMMON /PARS/ PT.PIF.XJ.PA.TA.GC.SF.CUF 
NL-0 
FX*GA<F»(XT)-GFN 
ELT.ALrr.lXTt 
OER»n.r /XT.?.«0«ELT/»I -B/XJ 
COR'FX/DEP 
XT«KT-rdR 
IF IARMCORI.lT.ACCU) RETURN 
NL>NL*1 
IF (Nt .OT. lool MUSE 
GO 10 K 
END 
111. 
SUBROUTINE START (XG) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE ACTUATOR DIMENSIONS ANO LOADING 
C ASSUMING A VERY SIMPLE. LINEARI7E0 SYSTEM. THIS ALLOWS THE OPTI-
C MIZIMF SEARCH TO BE STARTED FROM A FEASIBLE POINT. 
C 
DIMENSION XG(frl 
COMMON /SPECS/ TVMAX,TITLE(10liREOU(7).NOS(3).NC.NOGC,NH 
COMMON /PaRS/ PI.PIF.XJ.PA.TA.GC.SF.CUF 
COMMON /GASP/ R.SB.BK.RC.BB.A.R.C.DiPHV 
COMMON /GEOM/ CH.PRD.Hn.HL.HL.CEVtTHET.PHI.PT.WLB.VHA.ELOD.STB 
WLpsRFOlMl) 
STR=RFnU(2> 
T R B R F O H O ) 
VFAL=Rr0U<4> 
STAL=RrOU<5) 
CPAL»RFOU(7) 
NC=NOSr=NH=i 
C 
C CONSTANT ACCEL, A DECEL. TO VFAL FOR STR.TR GIVES A QUADRATIC IN A 
BQ=?.»«FAL«TR-4,«STR 
DISCP=BO«80«4.«VF«L«VFAL*TR»TR 
ACC=<-BO*50RT(OTSCR>)/(2.»TP»TR) 
FOpCEc«CC»WLB/3R6.088 
TVMAX=.5*(VFAL/ACC»TR) 
C 
C ASSUME MAX GAS FORCE IS DOUBLE THE AVERAGE (CONST.ACCEL.) FORCE 
FMAXs?.«FORCE 
PRAiFMAX/STAL 
PRD=RGBT<PRA/PIF) 
C 
C ESTIMATE ENERGY NFEDED FROM THE AVERAGE VELOCITY 
ENID»?.»WL8»STB«STR/(*633.056«TP»TR) 
C 
C ASSUMF SO* ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY 
PWS«ENTD/<3R9.1"H>PHV) 
PWGR=PWS»453.6 
5 IF tPW"-R.GT.3*.> GO TO 15 
IF (PWGR.LT.10.) GO TO 20 
C 
C USE CPAL AND FMAX TO FIND MIN. CO 
CA«FMAV/CPAL 
CD»SORT(CA/PIF> 
C 
C USE CIIPVE-FITTEn CONSTANTS TO FIND HVOL NECESSARY TO GIVE CPAL FOP 
C THE ASSUMED PWGR. 
ELP'AinG(PWGH) 
AK«5.4a«l*«1 .3?S««FLP 
BKK«.(ll<)4BiJ*.0f>4406*ELP 
HVOLcNOGC*t AK-AlOG1CPAL >)/BKK 
HL>HVOI /CA 
IF (HI .LT.O.t GO TO 20 
C 
C ASSUMF AN END-OF-MOTION CLEARANCE EQUAL TO STARTING HEAD CLEARANCE 
10 BL«STP»HL 
c 
C ASSUMF A PISTON VFNT-HOLE KNOWN TO RE TOO SMALL BY TREATING FANNO 
C FLOW t<; SIMPLF ORIFICE FLOW.ASSUME AVERAGE GAS TEMPFRATURE RFTWEEU 
C FLAME AND AMBIENT. THE PERFECT GAS FOllATION OF STATFiAND THE 
C FLOW OF HALF THE GAS PRODUCED DURING THE ACCELERATION TIME 
112. 
C ASSUMF THE ASME FLUID METER CONSTANT K(1)»Y « .H5 
C ASSUMF CHOKED FLOW 
TAVs<Kn00.»GAMG»S<S0O0.>»TA>».5 
SVH*R«TAV/tCPAL«SF> 
G=GAMGAS<TAV> 
RC=(?./<G»1.))»»(P/<G-1.)) 
pOTFFsOpAL<>U.-RCt 
GMF=PWVTVMAX 
HO= <5.»SVH»GMF»GMF/PDIFF> • • .25 
PT«l«i.»HD 
C 
C STARTING VALUES PACKEO INTO XGnl TO XG<6> ARE THUS 
C 
XGd)=Hn 
XG(2)=HL 
XG<3>=PL-REQU(?> 
XG(4t=<"0 
XG(S>*PRf> 
XG(«):PNGR 
RETURN 
C 
C THFRE MUST BE AT LEAST ONE MORE GENFRATOR TO HOLD THAT MUCH 
C PROPFLI.AM, AT WOT MORE THAN 34, GRAM PER GENERATOR. 
IB PWTOT=PWGR»NOGC 
NOGC=NOGC»] 
PWGR=PWT0T/N06C 
GO TO c 
C 
C SINCE 10. GRAM IS THE SMALLEST USABLE CHABGE. PWGR IS SET TO 10.. 
C AND OVFPORIVING IS AVOIDtU MT Al LOWING n<IOL "0 FNLASSE. WITH 
C ATTENPANT LOSS OF AVAILABLE ENERGY DUE TO EXPANSION INTO RIGGFR V. 
2(j PWGRc|(i. 
ELP»A|.nG(PWGR) 
CP»CPAI 
AK=5.4»5««1.325R*ELP 
BKK».P194B9«.00440«.*ELP 
C 
C ASSUMF HL.CD/A..HENCE HV0L»PI»CD»«3/Z*.BACK SUBSTITUTION FOR CD.HL 
?S C0N*SOPT(FMAK)'<PIF»CP)» 
HV0LeP1F»CD»«>Vf.. 
CPNaFXP(AK-BKK*HVOLl 
IF (ABS(C0-C0N).LT..01.AN0.ABS(cP-CPN)..LT.l.) GO TO 30 
CPsCPN 
CO«CON 
GO TO 55 
36 CO*COM 
HL«Cn«.)666? 
GO TO 10 
END 
113.. 
SUPRO'JTINE STROKE (PWGR) 
C 
C THIS "SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE PERFORMANCE OF A SElF-STOPPING 
C ACTUATOR DRIVEN HY THE CTL-103S9 HIGH-PRESSURE CARTRIDGE LOADED 
C PWGR CRAM OF IMR-4??7 PROPELLANT. SELF-STOPPING ACTION IS 
C OBTAINED BY USING A VENTED PISTON. 
C 
COMMON /GEOM/ CD.PRO,HD,HL,BL,CEV,THET.PHI.PT,WLB,VMA,ELOO,STR 
COMMON /PGGIV EOA.CVOL.PVOL.CPAI. 
COMMON /6ASP/ a,W»BK»«tt8B»6iB,C»D,I>VW 
COMMON /SPECS/ TVMAX.TITLEIlOl.REOUITl.NOSOl.NC.NOGC.NH 
COMMON /PERF/ TAC.HPMX,BPMX»GPMX,STMX,VFIN 
COMMON /PARS/ PI«PIF,XJ,PA,TA,GC.SF,Cl)F 
COMMON /PPTT/ PSUP»PSDN,TSUP,TSnN 
DATA PT.PIF.XJ.PA / 3.1*l59?Aci3<;B98, .T8539R163397*.778.3»1*.7/ 
DATA A.B,C.D / -13?*.36186, .S?(1«;302RI .532.320597,-51 .?36*5n9/ 
DATA R.SR^BK.BC.BB.PHV /60.497,. 13131.3*937*,. 19079, .0*389,1?*1 .6/ 
DATA EOA.CVOL.PVOLtCUF /.2259?,<S,14]IB,.70*858.<T?B,/ 
DATA TMET,PHI,CEV,TA,GC,SF /0.tl5n?.«B3BiS30. t3?.l7*tl**. / 
C 
C SET A FEW STARTING VALUES 
STMXxGPMX=HPMX»BPMX«VEL«ACC=TTE=EMDOT8»EMD0TB«F0r -:«FC«DSTsRPF«0. 
HGP«BGP=GGP=PA 
HGT«BGT=GGT=TSUP*TSDN=TA 
FF*»03 
BKC«RK 
TRF»*4ftO. 
PWS*PWr.R«. o o a e o»6 
PWL«PWQ 
FMIIPaFMrtNs.g? 
ACCUR«.) 
NSTiNHPcNPPso 
STMXO»«TMXL=0. 
GPMXO«RPMXL=0. 
HPMXO«HPMXL=0. 
6PMXO«PPMXL=o. 
C FIND A FEU BASIC OUANTITIES 
HCA»PIF»CD»CD 
VHA«PIF*HD»HD 
PRA«PIF«PRD»PRD 
BCA«HfA-PRA 
DT«.oo«l 
GVOL'CVOL 
HVOLS*«CA«HL»CEV 
BVOLS«PCA*BL 
C 
C CALCULATE SPECIFIC VOLUMES. GAS MASSES, GAS ENERGIES IN 3 VOLUMES 
D1SC«P«HGT» (ROHGT**>76.«HGP»SI<) 
SSV*IR*HGT«S<1AT<DISCH/(?BR.>HGP) 
SVHG'SVPG'SVGG'SSV 
GGM*(fiVAL-PWL*17.|969>/tCUF*SV(SG) 
HGM»HVni.S/ (CUF*SVHG > 
BGMaBVLS/(CUF'SVBG) 
SSGFiGASEMITA) 
GGFaGGM»SSGE 
HGFIHG»*SSGF 
BGF»BGM»SSGF 
HVOLiHVOLS 
BVOL«BVOLS 
114. 
C START TIME INTEGRATION 
5 TTE=TTF*DT 
C 
C AVOID UNREAL BURN IF THERE IS NO MORE PROPELLANT (I.E.P-KCsO) 
DPR»o« 
IF CP.KC.LT.l-E-ij) GO TO 15 
OPR=P.KC*PWS«DT*<=GP»» (CALALFA (GGPI) 
IF (PWL.GT.DPR) GO TO 130 
C 
C IF PWL.LT.DPB. RURUOUT OCCURRED DURING THE LAST TIHF INCREMENT 
C FIND GGP s GPMX AT EXACT TIME OF BURNOUT By EXTRAPOLATING THE LAST 
C THREE PRESSURE VALUES BY POXTRAP. 
FB=PWL/DPB 
DPP=PW1 
BKC=o. 
TPMX=TTE-<i.-FR|»DT 
TTMoTTF-DT 
CALL POXTRAP (8PMXL,GPMXL»GPMXN,DT.TTM.GPMX.TPMX) 
lo PWL=PWI -OPR 
GGVoL*«VoL-17.1<)6<:»pWL 
C 
C USE SFALED SYSTEM BEFORE DISC BURST 
IF (Fr.LT.I.E-l?! GO TO \20 
C 
C SELECT DIRECTION OF CARTRIDGE FLOW 
IS IF (GGP.LT.HGP) GO TO 20 
PUP»GGP 
PONsHf.P 
TUP«GGT 
FCC«FC 
GO TO SS 
2fl PUP«HSP 
PDW«OC-P 
TUP«HPT 
FCC«-FC 
C 
C ITFRATF FOR AVERAGE GAMA ACCROSS CARTRIDGE GAS FLOW 
25 GUPG«C-AMGAS(TUP) 
TSTAR=?.«TU?/<GilPG«l.) 
30 GSTARrfiAMGASCTSTAR) 
G«MAV».S»IGUPG*KSTAR) 
TSTARN»?.«TUP/((!AMAV»1.( 
IF (ARSITSTARN-TSTAR).LE.O.l) GO TO 3^ 
TSTAR«TSTARK 
GO TO 10 
C 
C FIND CHOKED PRESSURE 
35 PSTAPeP(IP»l?./IGAM»V.I,))**(GAMAV/(GA»AV»l.)) 
C 
C FIND PRESSURE PF AT EXIT FROM PGG, DETERMINING KIND OF FLOW 
IF (PSTAR.GT.PON> GO TO 40 
PEsPON 
GO TO 4S 
46 PEePSTAR 
C 
C USF ASMF FLUID METER FLOW FORMULA 
45 EMnoTP"sFCC»SQRT((PUP-PEI/SVGG) 
C 
C FIND FANNO FLOW THROUGH VENT(S) 
115. 
CALL F'NNOF <HGP.RGP,HGTiBGT.EMIJP.EMDN,FF,EMDOTB.FORCE) 
I F (HGB.LT .RGP) EMDOTR=-EMf>OTR 
I F ( H G P i L T . B G n ! FORCE=-FORCE 
C 
C F I N D FORCES ON P ISTON 
FH=HGP»(HCA-VHA«NH> 
FBeBGP*(BCA-VHAONH) 
FG.WI.B«COS<THET«PI/lB0. )/NC 
C 
C CALCULATE VENT-WALL DRAG 
FD=NH»FORCE<MCOStPl*PHI/180.>) 
C 
C ATMOSPHERIC FORCE ON PISTON ROD 
FABPRA«PA 
f 
C PISTON-RING AND ROD-SEALS FRICTION FORCE (RINGS TURNEO OUTWARn) 
FFPR=PnLYPAK(HGP»PA,CD)*PDLVPAK(1GPtP«»C0) 
FFPS=pnLYPAK(BGP.PAiPRO) 
FFOP«FFPR*FFRS 
C 
C TOTAL ACTIVE FORCES ACTING ON PISTON 
PAF»FH»FG*FD-FB-FA 
C 
C FRICTION FORCES OPPOSE VELOCITY (IF ANY) 
IF (VFI..EO.0) GO TO "50 
FDIR=FFOP«VEL/»BS<VEL) 
C 
C ASSUMF KINEMATIC FRICTION IS ?S« LOWER THAN STATIC 
PPFaPAF-FniRo.T"! 
fin Tn *n 
C 
C IF ACTIVE FORCES PREVAILf NET FORCE PRODUCFS ACCELERATION 
5(1 IF (AP<!(PAF).LT.(FFOP*TBF/NC)) GO TO 5S 
RPF-PJF-FFOP 
GO TO *o 
C 
C IF FRICTION FORCES PREVAIL (AT VEL=0) NOTHING HAPPENS 
55 ACC»0. 
ODST=o-
GO TO A5 
C 
C CALCULATE ACCELERATION OF PISTONi THEN VEL At.3 OST 
i0 ACC*RPF»3B6.0fl«*NC/WLB 
D0ST»VFL»DT».5«ACC»DT«DT 
VEL«VFL»ACC»DT 
DST»DST»DDST 
C 
C FIND NFW VOLUMES. GAS MASSES AND GAS gNERGIES. 
HVOL=HVOL*HC»«DDST 
BVOL«RVOL-BCA«DOST 
65 GGH«fif iM«.<33 ? 4 «DPB-EMOOTG«DT 
HGM«HGM»EMf)6TG»r>T«NOGC-EM0OTB«OT»NH 
BGMxBGK»E>*DOTB«DT»NH 
C 
C F IND FNTHALPY OF FLOWS 
I F (GGP.LT .HGP) GO TO To 
SHGG=G«SEN(GGT)»R*GGT/KJ 
GO TO 7 5 
TO SHGG»G»SFN(HGTI«R<'HGT/KJ 
7 5 I F ( H G P . L T . R G P ) GO TO 8 0 
116. 
SHnr,sR»SEN(HGT)»R«HGT/XJ 
GO TO «•; 
80 SHBG*G»SEN(BGT>*R»BGT/XJ 
C 
C FIND WFCH. WORK DONE ON AND BY GAS. AND GAS INTERNAL ENERGIES 
85 WH=(HrA-WHA»NH)«HPP«ODST 
MR= (RC«-VHA»NHI *Bf.P*nnST 
GGFtGr.F«DP»»PHV-EMDOTG»DT'>SHSG 
BGF«BI=F»EMD0TR«DT*SHRG»NH»WH/9339.6 
C 
C FIND TFMPERATURFS FROM SPECIFIC ENERGIES 
SG6E=P<=E/GGM 
CALL SFFKT (SGGF.GGT.ACCUR) 
SHGEsHflF/HGM 
CALL SFFKT (SHG'%«GT,ACCUR) 
SBGE*Rf!F/SGH 
CALL SFFKT (SBGFtRGT.ACCUR) 
C 
C FIND PRFSSURES TN THE 3 VOLUHES, AFTER GETTING SPFCIFIC VOLUMFS 
SVGGsGCVtlL/ (CIIF«GGM) 
GGP=R«fiPT«(l.«StVSVGG>/<SVGG»SF> 
SVHG=HVOL/(CUF«HGM! 
HGPsReHGT* 11.»SB/SVHG)/(SVHG»SFI 
SVBG«RVOL/ICUF«GM> 
BGP=R»PGT*<1.»SP/5V8G)/(SVBG«SF> 
C 
C RECORD MAXIMUM "STRESSES OR PRESSURES. SF ANY 
PRS=AR«(RPF/PRA) 
jr Jpj>*^ .[. ?„-. .r~~ I GO TO sOu 
IF ISTMXL.LT.PRS) GO TO 125 
C 
C IF GROWTH OF A VARIABLE HAS REVERSED. USE TNTERP TO GET MAXIMUM 
C OF PARHROLA THROUGH THE LAST THREE POTNTS. 
IF (NRT.ED.o) CULL INTFRP (STMXO.STMXL.PRS.DT.TTE.STMX.NST) 
90 IF (HPMXL.LT.HGPf 60 TO I35 
IF (NHP.EO.O* CALL INTERP <HPMXO,HPMXL,HGP.UT»TTE,HPMX,NHP) 
95 IF (BPMXL.LT.PGP1 GO TO 140 
IF (NPP.E0.01 0*LL INTERP IBPMX0.BPMXL.8GP.CT.TTE.BPMX.NBP) 
C 
C CHECK FOR EXCESSIVE RUNNING TIME 
IOC IF (TTF.GE..5) GO TO 105 
C 
C CHECK FOR SHORT STROKE 
IF (VFI..LT.O! G.I TO Jin 
c 
C CHECK FOR END OF STROKE 
IF (DST.GT.STRI GO TO 115 
C 
C REOUIRFO STROKE NOT YET REACHED 
60 TO = 
C 
C POST SFNTINEL FOR EXCESSIVE RUNNING TfME 
)05 TAC*-n«T 
VFTNs.VEL 
RFTURM 
C 
C POST SFNTINEL FOR SHORT STROKE 
110 VFIN=-nST 
TACiTTF 
117. 
RETURN 
C 
C REOUIPFD STROKE HAS REEN OVERSHOTi RETURN KITH CONSTANT ACCELFRSTT 
C TO FINO TIMF OF ACTUAL TRAVEL, 
115 STM»r>ST-STR 
DIRC=VFL«VEL-?.»ACC*STM 
VFlN»SI5RT(niSC> 
TDEC*(VEL-VFINI/ACC 
TAC.TTF-TDEC 
C 
C USF PO*TRAP TO INTERPOLATE FOR RPMX AT TRUE END OF STROKE 
IF (NRP.EO.O) CALL POXTRAP (BPMXO.BPMKL.BGP.OT.TTF.RPMX.TAC) 
RETURN 
C 
C BURST niSC STILL INTACT 
120 GGH*GP»».92?*»nPB 
SVGG«GBVOL/(CUFfcGGM) 
GGF»GGF*DPR»PHV 
SGGF.C-GE/KGM 
CALL SFFKT (SGGE.COT.ACCUR) 
6GP»R»GBT»(1.«SR/SVGG)/(SVGG»SF) 
C 
C IF DISC STILL INTACT, REPEAT BURN IM SEALED SYSTEM 
IF (GC-P.LT.?000.) GO TO 5 
C 
C IF DISC RtlRST, BURN ON WITH NEW GEN. VOLUME AND WITH FLOW 
6V0L«CV0L»PV0L 
FC»EOA 
GO TO c 
C 
C HtTAIN Tut LAST i UK 3 VALUtS FOH POSSIBLE INTtRPOLATION 
l?5 STMXO«<!TMXL 
STMXliORS 
GO TO °<l 
130 GPMXOrKPMXL 
GPMXLsBPMXN 
GPMXNsCRP 
GO TO 1(1 
13S HPMXOsMPMXL 
HPMXl«HfiF 
GO TO <1S 
1A0 BPMXOeRPMXL 
BPMXLr«r,P 
GO TO 100 
END 
118. 
FUNCTION C A L A L F « ( P ) 
C THIS FUNCTION GIVES ALPHA FOR PURN-RATE EOUATION MDOTeK»P»»ALPHA 
c COMMON /SASP/ R.SR.BKtBC.BBiA.B.CtD.PHV 
Xg-O.^-OtSi/BC 
TP'P'OaOOOI 
TOp"1.0?»X? 
BTM*l.»RC<»EXP{-TOP»BB»TP> • 
CAIALF»=X2«T0P/RTM 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION GAMGASIT) 
C 
C THIS FUNCTION GTVFS THE SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO FOR THE PROPELLANT 
C GAS USING THE ENTHALPY EQUATIONS DEVELOPED bY VK 
C 
COMMON /GASP/ R.SBiBK.BC.BBiA.BtC.D.PHV 
ELT«AL"G(T) 
CP»R»C/T»2.«D»ELT/T 
CV»CP-"''77fl.3 
GAMGASsCP/CV 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION GASEN(T) 
C 
C THIS FUNCTION GIVFS THE PROPELLANT GAS INTERNAL ENEPGY USING THE 
C ENTHALPY EOUATIONS DEVELOPED BY VK 
C 
COMMON /GASP/ R.SR.BKiBC»BB.A,R,C.O,PHV 
COMMON /PARS/ PTiPIF>XJ,PA.TA,GCiSF,CUF 
ELT»ALOG(TJ 
GASfNrA«B»T«C»ELT*0»ELT»ELT-R»T/XJ 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION POLYPAK(PHI,PLO>DIA) 
C 
C THIS FUNCTION FINOS THE POLYPAK-SEALS FRICTION FORCE BY AN 
C EXPERIMENTALLY FITTED FQUATION. 
C 
PDIFoARStPHI-PLO) 
P0LYPAK«0IA«(j.<lg4T»PDIF»».25».nl3S?8«P0IF«38.I(l7)»ft.(H 
RETURN 
END 
119. 
APPENDIX V 
A Complete History of Test Designs A and B 
120. 
a. Complete History of Test Oeslgn A 
GIVE T ITLE FOI! TMiS ACTUATOR DESIGN PI109LEH 
EFFECT OF WTSPUI ON FINAL VALUE OF fWOR. W T « 0 2 
OIVF VA'.UES FOR Wl-E.STR. TH,VFAL.STAL.GPAL.CPAL 
ITELETYl'E INPUT I - - > 
3 .SOSE*02 I .SOOE'OI S . 3 0 0 E - 0 2 3 .00OE«02 2-OOOE'O.t 3 . 2 0 0 E « 0 « S .O00E«03 
0 0 VO'J HAVE A REASONABLE FIRST BVESS? YES 0I» NO (TELETYPE INPUT I - • > NO 
FOLLOWINO IS THE POHSO OUTPUT 0 I V I H 3 THE SEARCH HISTORY 
ITL. IATION O 7 
VARIABLES 
' . 2"'70JU2i">91&U9E-t}l 
_- 3338363681 4C.1E »C0 
FUNCTIONS 
e. 281 ess ioo2va! e - oi. 
6.6997S267B2I39E-02 
,0E«00 
CALLS OF CALFUN 
I.O23*4*03Z70taF.-O2 
S.334919238G690E-02 
S.4791 «SSI22(317E-02 
2.4492l042a9094E«00 
I.314091770OI4OE«Ot 
5. 7l>S0230a70»E-02 
-2.E47S7103929I4E-01 
VARIABLES 
I.J7001S33422ISHE-C' 
2.~590143S607!.'3E'CC< 
FUNCTIONS 
S.S293283I 10S23E-02 
3. 73901794SM00E-02 
.OE'OO 
13 CALLS OF CALFUN 
1.199941*81J309E-02 
9.9799033773013E-02 
7.73SG9G9732711CE-02 
2.3423977394701E»00 
1.291<I7G4I5S328E>0I 
9.9044909393917E-02 
-2.344S17C79S3SIE-0I 
ITERATION 2 
VARIABLES 
I . I9232660I372-IE-0I 
2.I7096SI19BS3CE »00 
FUNCTIONS 
6 . 1 9 9 S S 0 9 U 4 2 4 9 7 E - 0 2 
8 . 4 I 3 3 3 2 3 1 0 2 0 8 ; > E - O i 
. 0 E * 0 0 
19 CALLS OF CALFUN 
3.i9ass7i7dooaaE»oo 
1.09S39£&7S2I30E«00 
1.2410791340929E-02 
6.390164423SSS9E-02 
3. 914 «40a24S496E - 02 
2.3704472000912£«00 
I.4090280492123E»01 
.S37S34SS7293UE-02 
. I131004514279E-0I 
ITERATION 3 
VARIABLES 
I.IS232669I3724E-0I 
2.1709651165633E«00 
FUNCTIONS 
S. IP65S09B.!2.|9?E-02 
6.4133323192GS2E-02 
.0E*00 
2S CALLS OF CALFUN 
3.1933871780088E»00 
1.0863928792130E*00 
1.2410791340329E-02 
6.390K5442S5339E-0Z 
3.314434002434SEE-02 
2.3784472000612E-M30 
I.409&29049212SE»01 
6. 837S54St>72930E-02 
-1.11S1004514279E-01 
12). 
i TERATION 4 
VARIABLES, vt CALLS or CALFUN 
>.I*3243(0f04(«E-0t 
?.OSO«J5CI»?fI5£-iO 
FUNCTIONS 
« . i s i47 l«327*3e -0Z 
9. » l > 4 . ' > l t H U i - » 
. OE-00 
3.»3> 737732l4fIE«00 
1. S7SMI 9394M2E -01 
9.073l2(9t333«62-02 
2. 7079094((SMOIC-02 
2.3(370*41 MO«K>00 
i . <*2*i3s»iM«oe«oi 
9 . • 3 ( * 4 ( 4 7 ? l H 2 E - 0 * 
-3.97I9O1MS3I27E-02 
I TERAT (ON 9 
VARIABLES 
l.tc*«2G»3<197Cr£-0t 
2.O»7aO0(77A7»»E-OO 
FUNCTIONS 
9. 73»4it3(3£;>^9C£-02 
-02 
•00 
39 BALLS <# CALFUN F» 2.S73>2239M7t09C-02 
3.M471*aS*0)MC*00 
i .a«MtMfwiciM*oa 
I .(32S3397472C0E-02 
4.(4C93307(7(2tf-02 
2.3M13t I0949t4€.00 
I . 4 (7*?2W(. I«9£«0I 
S. XI0C43M3§443f-Of 
-3 .4742t2 l»293** l -02 
ITERATION • 
VARIABLES 
I . 14B82033AS?«7E-CI 
2. Of ?aa»»7?4?»9£ >oo 
FUNCTIONS 
9. 7334S3(323>!!>SE-02 
9.901 24«/ie.I0SSE -C2 
.OE>00 
41 CALLS OF CAkFUH 
3.S**7)t00tOU*E«OO 
1.044lt0»IS0OIC*I-OO 
1 . S32S3337472C0E-02 
4. •4C93307*7*9IC-O2 
2.9?332*39(07203E -02 
2.39313(I0M(14£<00 
t . 4S7C7XItOKSEtO) 
9.210043K3S443E-02 
-3.4742*ZI«2(3ME-02 
ITERATION 7 
VARIAOLES 
l . t4(B(*a73933(£-0) 
2.0S7e9«37t3lflOe>00 
FUNCTIONS 
9-7503S»34l2e7.1E-02 
9 .09793907997976-02 
,0£«00 
47 CALLS OP CALFUN 
.• (339*31 K019E.0O 
. 0449•2»0247«3€«00 
. i33Z2$4!»l7S4E-02 
.9413147241797E-02 
2.970S4929907330E-02 
2.39312H194090E«00 
t.4(79ia<M70*34E*0) 
S.2043I3 ' *»939£-02 
-3 .4SM7I IO4S3SE-02 
ITERATION • 
VARIABLES 
I.I4SS8W73S399E-0I 
2.00769637!>3I«OE»00 
FUNCTIONS S.7903S934I2C74E-02 
9. 807S3907S3797E-02 OE-00 
93 CALLS OF CALFUN 
3. ((3399311C019E«00 
1.044(KI0247S3E*0O 
l.(332Z(41S17(4E-02 
4.94I314724I797E-02 
2.970M92S907930E-02 
2.393I2SS *94090C*00 
I.4979II4S70S34E*01 
9.2043I34991933E-02 
-3.4SBS7IIC94I9SE-02 
ITERATION VARIAOLES 
1.l47233CVei23^e-OI 
2.03959310.13131 E«CO 
FUNCTIONS 
9. 73989946339,££-02 
9. 88070(39<>1393E-02 
.0E*00 
99 CALLS OF CALFUN 
3.S7S7S38623SI2E<>00 
I.04941M2137S9E*00 
I.8492«0»25<S62CE-02 
4.9314004B73899E-02 
2.3C279S90379S79E-02 
2.3930291920700E*00 I.4097929734S99E*01 
9.1939339144403E-02 
-3 .49709324(49I7E-02 
122. 
ITERATION 10 
VARIABLES 
! . 147£5367Slisg2E-01 
a. ossssg 1040131 E * ?o 
FUHCTIONS 
B.735B594693976E-02 
9.8007G3306139SL--02 
.0E-»00 
63 CALLS OF CALFUN 
1 .8492808254626E-02 
4.6314004673896E-02 
2.50279650379675E-02 
5.1936339144403E-02 
-3.4670952484617E-02 
ITERATION I I 
VARIABLES 
1.I4725367812S2E-0I 
2. 08651.940-331 3! Z >0C 
FUNCTIONS 
3. 7V5S859469397 5L- 02 
..800708JOJl39^--02 
.OL*00 
71 CALLS OF CALFUN 
1 ,84C260025.:626E-02 
4.5314004S73096E-02 
2.56279G50379675E-0a 
.1936339144403E-02 
.4670952484617E-02 
i A .'ON 12 
VAftlASLES 
• . I472S3S?«1:?U.:.-01 
.•.i:0856t"40.!..< SllT'OO 
FUNCTIONS 0.7358B94. C39701--02 ? 880708386'035L 02 
.0E*00 
77 CALLS OF CALFUN 2.S6279650379675E-02 
VARIABLES 
I.147253S7eIK92F-01 ? 1983C9-1043I31E100 
FUNCTIONS 9. 7358594S9S-J761E-12 9. fci«07033861 395E-02 
.0E*0O 
83 CALLS OF CALFUN 
1.8492808254626E-02 4.6314004673896E-02 
2.56279S50379675E-02 
ITERATION 14 VARIABLES 
1 . 1472536701292E-C1 
2.08836940 :3ir«IE«00 
FUNCTIONS S.7388594633976E-02 9.880?00?661.->9SE-0S 
. 0E< 00 
S3 CALLS OF CALFUN 
3.6767656625612E< 00 
1.04541I42137S5E+00 
1 . 8492808254626E-02 4.S314004673396E-02 
2.S6279650379675E-02 
2.3930291920700E*00 
1.4867929734699E+01 
JlcRATlON 16 VARIABLES 
1 . I4''2060838074£-0I 1
. 08l>S7J3656971 El TiO 
FUNCTIONS 9. 7 .137955080: 9Sc - 02 3.8806517S790S8E-02 
.OE+OO 
B5 CALLS OF CALFUN 2.55278016339512E-02 
2. 393028078321 7E+00 
1.4867897769010E*01 
123. 
POWSQ FINAL VALUES OF FUNCTIONS AND VARIABLES 
ITERATION IS 
VARIABLES 
1 . 14-'2560838874E-01 
2. 0085733696971E»00 
FUNCTIONS 
9.73S795S3S01SSE-02 
9.8806517579066E-02 
. 0S-»00 
95 CALLS OF CALFUN 
3.8767337754149E*00 
1.0454133690471E»00 
<.8492110873S0OE-O2 
4.6314S31277097E-02 
2.5627601(33(512E-02 
2.3930280713217E«00 
1.4SG78»77St010E«01 
5.193SS07497SC4E-02 
-3.<67097484*0t3E-02 
1 CYLINDER, 1 GAS GENERATORS 8 1 VENT: 
PERFORMANCE 
TIME FOR FULL STROKE 
MAX.ROD STRESS 
MAX. HEAD CYL. PRESS. 
6.922E-02 SEC. 
2.104E+04 PS I 
5.232E*03 PSIA 
FINAL VELOCITY 
MAX. GEN. PRESS. 
MAX. BUFFER PR. 
3.055E»02 IPS 
5.335E«03 PSIA 
4.627E*03 PSIA 
ACTUATOR SPECS: 
WEieHT OF PROPELLANT 
HEAD CLEARANCE 
CYLINDER DIAMETER 
14.6679 GRAM 
3.8787 INCH 
2.0886 INCH 
VENT-HOLE 01AM. .1147 INCH 
BUFFER LENGTH 21.3930 INCH 
PISTON-ROD DIA. 1.0454 INCH 
OPTIONS AVAILABLE: 
CYLINOERS GEN./CYL. TOTAL GEN. CHARGEIGRAM)/GEN. CYL.DIA. 
1 14.888 2.089 
P.ROD DIA. 
1.045 
RECORD OF INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS WITH TELETYPE 
IS ONE OF THE ABOVE PROPOSE ACCEPTABLE? YES OR NO 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> YES 
AND GEN./CYL. SELECT OPTION - TYPE NO. OF (TELETYPE INPUT) --> 1 1 
TYPE PREFERRED CYLINDER AND PISTON-ROD DIAMETERS 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> 2.50000 1.25000 
THERE IS AN ANNULAR CLEARANCE OF .625 INCH (VENT-HOLE DIAM.* .1 
TYPE MAX. ACCEPTABLE VENT-HOLE DIAM. (TELETYPE INPUT) --> .25000 
THERE WILL BE 1 VENT-HOLES PER PISTON. OF APPROX. .115 INCH DIAM 
MIN. VENT LENGTH (I.E. PISTON THICKNESS) IS 1.721 INCH. 
TYPE PREFERRED VENT-HOLE LENGTH. 
(TELETYPE INPUT) —> 1.75000 
YOUR CHOICE OF VENT LENGTH GIVES AN L/D RATIO OF 15.3 OK OR NO? 
124. 
(TELETYPE INPU11 --> OK 
I-OU.0WINO IS THE POWtP OUTPUT OIViNQ 1HE ScAKCH HISTORY 
ITERATION u 
VARIABLES 
I. i47Z3soaaaa74E-oi 
I.4»«7»B7?e*OlDZ»01 
FUNCTIONS 
S.73C79S5360199E-02 
-7.6304844386101E-02 
,OE»00 
S CALLS OF CALFUN F" 
2.705736CB1796IE»00 
3.0077761I2S079E-0I 
4.07030833Z0080E-02 
I . 10376797729099E-OI 
I.S609D3303040SE»00 
4.6103780618790E-02 
-2.•77726666103BE-02 
ITERATION I 
VARIABLES 
I.1666197041I93E-01 
I.3384369046333E*O1 
FUNCTIONS 
6. 76«77809266S6e:-02 
-2.I892446B79302E-02 
.OE.00 
9 CALLS OF CALFUN F> 
2.4627706B094e6E»00 
I.416M364CS173E-0I 
-S. 10C;6393901244E-03 
4.S493667733S440E-02 
1.4£4306496I366E»00 
-3,0996770821737E-03 
t . 4233S29346340E-01 
VARIABLES 
I .2023378121911E-01 
I.12056I07S7871E*01 
FUNCTIONS 
2.41162I03S7424E-02 
t.42376S6777740E-O2 
,0E»00 
13 CALLS OF CALFUN 
.SSI74S7SS0748E«00 
3.0862300295I43E-02 
S.9S65089935402E-02 
I.48J603S8476776E-02 
1.3993605192731E»00 
6.4110027430963E-02 
7.36S9768239480E-02 
ITERATION 3 
VARIABLES 
1.2l2l0609337eOE-01 
1.089903eO6254IE»OI 
FUNCTIONS 
1.7860721250*17E-02 
3.5120986397713E-02 
,0E*00 
19 CALLS OF CALFUN F> 
1. 887<1409641909E*00 
1.2323130S33S38E-02 
9.2034444439341E-03 
1.99071497419373E-03 
1 .4-127773934496E»00 
1 .3836290094036E-02 
2.438S260S31330E-03 
VARIABLES 
1.212063S2207U2E.-01 
1.0904841152330E*01 
FUNCTIONS 
1 . 809982304SS2H3E-02 
3.SI733262C707SE-02 
.0E*00 
23 CALLS OF CALFUN 
I.S910582833490E*00 
1 . I 7399962EESE6E-02 
8.5714044966132E-03 
1.97992759327270E-03 
1.433639751015BE*00 
1.3205807758990E-02 
S.4386111U1SSSE-03 
ITERATION 9 
VARIABLES 
1.211760B30505l:E-01 
28 CALLS OF CALFUN F= 
1.5964206490979E»00 
1.92289383273286E-03 
1.4470133917959E+00 
J2S. 
I.09100E4I286I9E»0I 
FUNCTIONS 
1.S20I2S2672371E-02 3S?IOI88133234E-02 
.OE*00 
1.33ai063999443E-02 
8.83455097!0400E-03 
I.l2S2a3930aa3BE-02 
-1.4042944I31894E-03 
ITERATION 6 
VARIABLES 
I.209S63474B770E-0I 
t.090870B530632E*01 
FUNCTIONS 
I.8174I70772637E-02 
3.9340S42772S27E-O2 
.0E»00 
32 CALLS OF CALFUN F* 
I.S008831693909E«00 
I.28O1203228130E-02 
3,478053511O42BE-03 
1.849665174994B7E-03 
I.4349207298913E»00 
16*5000348219E-03 
9570B0939B441E-03 
ITERATION 7 
VARIABLES 
1.2053034S34305E-01 
1. P«62«9B038C2IE*0I 
FUNCTIONS 
I.7249900772421E-02 
3.8498029531602E-02 
.0E«00 
38 CALLS OF CALFUN F« 
1.5846263319001E*00 
1.22174330S971SE-02 
8.1B97477104794E-04 
1. 8Z442417557B68E-03 
1.42341B8971S99E«00 
8.3S784700S2B97E-03 
9.402I0B4910840E-03 
ITERATION 8 
VARIABLES 
1.2087876310256E-O1 
1.0912342571166E*01 
FUNCTIONS 
1.82468E1423322E-02 
3.5609430975970^-02 
.0E*00 
40 CALLS OF CALFUN F" 
1.607490B89B838E»00 
1.20515338445S1E-02 
3.29449743992B8E-04 
1.S1141668433B74E-03 
1.4294821692907E»00 
S.0345284129439E-03 
S.3042082420143E-03 
ITERATION 9 
VARIABLES 
1.2074246551172E-0I 
1.08836E4S38799E*01 
FUNCTIONS 
I.7673896775877E-02 S. 567411836E572E-02 
.0E»00 
44 CALLS OF CALFUN F« 
1 . 594a3/a358774E«00 
1.77393882S37988E-03 
1.4332478107346E*00 
4.8298B3301E234E-03 
4.S256389711B37E-04 
ITERATI ON 10 
VARIABLES 
1.2035534029901E-01 
1.0817Se62336B3E«01 
FUNCTIONS 
1 . 6357324673668E-02 
3.59193906B3676E-02 
,0E»00 
49 CALLS OF CALFUN 
1.5667356494543E+00 
t.7431956902751OE-03 
I.4273!1B473721E«00 
ITERATION 11 
VARIABLES 
1.2035534029B01E-01 
SB CALLS OF CALFUN F» 
1.5S67356494543E»00 
1 .74319S69027510E-03 
1.427311S473721E*00 
126. 
'. .csr/seezuJ-iariEKJ) 
FUNCTIONS 
1 .6397324673L68':-0' 
i. *01939065 1670:1-0,? 
.0E*0O 
1.25681I7239308E-02 
-B.7811SOSB02703E-04 
3. 884i»64S49301 7E-03 
-3.3P25B23854794E-03 
IlliSAVION 12 
VARIABLES 
1.202002382 194E-OI 
1 OB10<I<1BOOC043E*0! 
FUNCTIONS 
1 .620830120..'90?fc--.:'-' 
. . 539787464652J.. CI 
.0E+O0 
Ci CALl 3 OF CALFUN F= 
1.S6209H034$701E*00 
I.S0S09362699S4E-02 
4.00e3.'42240670E-05 
1.730719287261S5E-03 
1.4270546751032E*00 
4.8070397696167E-03 
8.6604192387312E-05 
ITERATION 13 6! 
VARIABLES 
I ?)Sa203C670£.i1l£-0l 
. .0aiS406S1«?04Et01 
CUNCTIUNS 
1 f 306136! IOl'Fl'f-02 
S . 5 773043146*. 11E - 02 
. OF. «-00 
CALLS OF CALFUN F« 
1 . 564530605! 928E>00 
1.72680887502532E-03 
1.425027392220IE*00 
.626716426I837E-03 
. 3970870415797E-04 
ITtiVHON 14 
VARIABLES 
I . •,0>*57/2?XS6l1E-0' 
1 .OSB6712670383n*0'. 
FUNCTIONS 
1 . 1934253u07603L-C.2 
3. * 013:5091 63619E-02 
.OEtOO 
70 OAL L.S OF CALFUN 
1.4366789983870E*00 
1.I563992960237E-02 
1.S021008E32667E-03 
1.62547980792550E-03 
1.4001820515074E+00 
6.7554266646953E-03 
1.7670481384615E-03 
ITE.1ATI6N IS 
VARIABLES 
I . 1S0CIS43964.^ 35I-0I 
1.0.024030!0y!0E-t01 
FUNCTIONS 
1 .29.<ei2027J19«1-0S 
3. <-0360871 0?.i\•> V.-02 
.)E*00 
?'5 OAU-S OF CALFUN 
1.46916826S4592E*00 
1.I563189553736E-02 
I.650973881P329E-03 
1.62333759486076E-03 
1.4015409970467E+00 
6.50451037I3839E-03 
6.5273633708712E-04 
llhK.iTION 16 
VARIABLES 
. U''13iaeiS8770E-OI 
. 0 6 u 2 ? 9 5 7 < 4 e 7 7 G E + 'M 
FUNCTIONS 
.?JH79I483CS14E-0S 
!. l>J30?92740SnO!; OS" 
,0J-»00 
(11 CALLS OF CALFUN 
1.469412U557I92E*00 
I . 623:st»967036432E-03 
1.4016672049711E+00 
6.4019020310882E-03 
5.3069672776619E-04 
ITU^ATION 17 
VARIABLES 
I.1 £003892/01 SSi--01 
65 CALLS OF CALFUN F= 
1 .473946 I233395E*00 
1.S21444193I3977E-03 
1 . 401 51 1 0466359E+00 
127. 
I.0B10276227277E»0I 
FUNCTIONS 
I.2208524B45543E-02 
3.6017S7BB07708E-02 
.0E»00 
1.184tt4972S7704E-02 
8.3738491762198E-04 
B.6948392714360E-03 
1.3426864283278E-03 
ITERATION 18 
VARIABLES 
1.19003892701S5E-01 
1.06I0276227277E*0I 
FUNCTIONS 
1 .220S524545543E-02 
3.60I7575807700E-02 
.0E»00 
91 CALLS OF CALFUN 
1.4739461233395E+00 
1.621444I9313977E-03 
1.40151I0468399E*00 
98 CALLS OF CALFUN ITERATION 19 
VARIABLES 
1.1903S2977902EE-01 
1.0813291684025E*01 
FUNCTIONS 
1.2265833680509E-02 
3.6062009741S72E-02 
.0E»00 
POWSQ 100 CALLS OF CALFUN 
1.47S3764044S39E+00 
1.62023644161241E-03 
1.4021122662789E«00 
5.5322092472634E-03 
2.3G37199009536E-04 
POWSQ FINAL VALUES OF FUNCTIONS AND VARIABLES 
101 HERAT ION 20 
VARIABLES 
1.19058B2123763E-01 
1 .06154S746SS12E»01 
FUNCTIONS 
1.2309949316243E-02 
3.6079795798B78E-02 
.OE+00 
CALLS OF CALFUN F= 
1,47632289617S0E»00 
1.62023644161241E-03 
1.4018544718167E*00 
5.4687894723087E-03 
2.7481764563709E-04 
REPORT ON THE FINAL DESIGN FOLLOWS: 
DESIGN COMPLETED 
1 CYLINDERS WITH 1 OAS GENERATORS EACH 
CYLINDER DIAMETER 2.5000 INCH, PISTON-ROD DIAMETER 1.2500 INCH 
HEAD CLEARANCE 1.4763 INCH, BUFFER LENGTH 20.4019 INCH 
PISTON 1.7S0 INCH THICK WITH 1 VENTS OF .1191 IN. DIAM. 
PROPELLANT LOADING: 10.615 GRAM PER GENERATOR 
PERFORMANCE! 
.0653 SEC. TO CROSS 19.0000 INCHES ( 1.036 OF TIME REQUIRED) 
VELOCITY OF ARRIVAL: 303.5 IPS (1.012 OF FINAL VELOCITY ALLOWED) 
MAXIMUM PISTON-ROD STRESS 20109.4 PSI (1.005 OF STRESS ALLOWED) 
128. 
MAXIMUM HEAD-SPACE PKH3SURE 5003.1 PSIA (P.itSSURE RATING SOOO.O PSIA) 
MAXIMUM BUFFER PRESSURE 5001.<1 PSIA IPRESSURE RATING 5000.0 PSIA) 
MAXIMUM GENERATOR PRESSURE 1915.1 PSIA (PRESSURE RATING 32000.0 PSIA) 
PROGRAM IS AGAIN INTERACTIVE WITH THE TELETYPE 
IS THE ABOVE DESIGN SATISFACTORY? TYPE YES ~0 EXIT, NO TO TRY AGAIN (TELETYPE INPUT) --> YES 
129. 
b. Complete History of Test Design B 
GIVE TITLE FOR THIS ACTUATOR DESIGN PROBLEM 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> 
18 X £ PERfORHANCE WITH MINIMUM PROPELI.ANT. WT(PW)=.05. ESCALE=5000. 
GIVE VALUES FOR WLB,STR,TR, VFAL,STAL,GPAL,CPAL (TELErYPE INPUT) -> 
3.035E+02 1.900E+01 6.300E-02 3.00OE+O2 2.000E+04 3.200E+04 5.000E+03 
DO YOU HAVE A REASONABLE FIRST GUESS? YES OR NO (TELETYPE INPUI') --> NO 
FOLLOWING IS THE POWSO OUTPUT GIVINS THE SEARCH HISTORY 
ITERATION 0 
VARIABLES 
1 ,277849239i589E-01 
2.333336363I464E+00 
FUNCTIONS 
1.S704066500698E-01 
6.6S976267S3183E-02 
.OE+OO 
7 CALLS OF CALFUN 
1.0254440327099E-02 
3.3548192386S90E-02 
I . 05477404856402E-01 
5.7196025057090E-02 
-2.64757105B26I4E-01 
ITERATION 1 
VARIABLES 
' . 2C856868'8S35!:-01 
2. 364271874S830E+00 
FUNCTIONS 
l.377177110e497E-r)1 
S.6041246333308E-02 
.OE+QO 
11 CALLS OF CALFUN 
2.1992104289064E+00 
1,1823551749710E+00 
S.52S39036319293E-02 
.3228094186436E+00 
.2754354221699E+01 
S. 80416 .'7976207E-02 
-2.5329024B30591E-01 
IIERATION 2 
VARIABLES 
1.1308827043007E-01 
*;. 38327101 15560E+00 
FUNCTIONS 
1.01J74732753966E-01 
4.4574297324662E-02 
.OE+OO 
17 CALLS OF CALFUN 2. 25232793871 223E-02 
ITERATION J 
VARIABLES 
1.1493I35417834E-01 
£.4860161805564E+00 
FUNCTIONS 
6.8242724767845E-02 
3.2699997512008E-02 
.OE+OO 
23 CALLS OF CALFUN 2.01876105321799E-02 
3.4596516069560E-02 
1 . 0731923108090E - 01 
130. 
VARIABLES 
1.0791300Z81077E-01 
2. 3964012624153E*00 
FUNCTIONS 
7.7979023367200E-02 
3.5095036482260E-02 
.OE+00 
26 CALLS OF CALFUN 
2.77568448S7S77E-02 
3. 82018432-74617E-02 
1.4S3860191646S1E-02 
.5048140549805E+00 
.I559580467344E+01 
4.020S618844222E-02 
5.7S21362308576E-02 
ITERATION 
VARIABLES 
1 . 0ii060319S3426E - 01 
i.SI»7O521al090E'O0 
FUHCTIONS 
3. 8844604451 925E-02 
1.77S729770S36BE-02 
.OE+00 
29 CALLS OF CALFUN 
. 9384365f.79275E-02 
.04eS31103l30lE-02 
6.62705S19330645E-03 
4.'874204376602E-02 
2.3362542271759E-02 
ITERATION 6 
VARIABLES 
1.0932151940575E-0I 
2 S22539373C122E*00 
FUNCTIONS 
3.7600422705097E-02 
1.7224287827173E-02 
.OE+OO 
33 CALLS OF CALFUN 
2.8I139B1548SS1E-02 
3.8920046834036E-02 
5.65714214208962E-03 
.0263056131325E-02 
. 3342050255392E-03 
ITERATION 7 
VARIABLES 
1 . 0S34557866020E-0I 
2.524005;379422E»00 
FUNCTIONS 
3.729S281550661E-02 
I.7124651720097E-02 
.0E*00 
41 CALLS OF CALFUN 
1 .384500008S442G*00 
1.2639528625641E*00 
5.S47379M316818E-03 
4.0193035668067E-02 
9.393043C716822E-03 
ITERATION 
VARIABLES 
1.0934557366020E-01 
•>. S2400Bi 379422£*00 
FUNCTIONS 
3.7293281550681E-02 
1.71246S1720697E-02 
.OE+00 
47 CALLS OF CALFUN 
1.3645000085442E+00 
1.2639528625641E'00 
2.71tS9280890eOE-02 
3.8887i'78l4341E-02 
5.84737911316818E-03 
1.3S8r000350601E*00 
1.0745905631014E*01 
ITERATION 9 
VARIABLES 
1.09345578G6020E-01 
2.5240051379422E*00 
FUNCTIONS 
3.72952E1SS0681E-02 
1 71246S1720S97E->2 
.0E*O0 
53 CALLS OF CALFUN S.54737911316818E-03 
131. 
ITERATION 10 
VARIABLES 
1.093455786S020E-01 
2.524005I379422E*00 
FUNCTIONS 
3 . 7 2 9 5 2 8 1 5 S 0 6 8 I E - 0 2 
1 . 7 1 2 4 S 5 1 7 2 0 e 9 7 E - 0 2 
.OE+OO 
69 CALLS OF CALFUN 
1.3845000085442E*00 
1 . 263952862SE41 E+00 
5.64737911316818E-03 
1.3889000350601E*00 
1.07459056310I4E+01 
4.0193695668067E-02 
9.8930436716622E-03 
11 
VARIABLES 
1.09345B7866020E-01 
2.5240051379422E*00 
FUNCTIONS 
3.7295281550681E-02 
1.7124651720897E-02 
.0E*00 
65 CALLS OF CALFUN 
1 .3845000085442E1-00 
1. 263952862S641E+00 
5 . 6 4 7 3 7 9 1 1 3 1 6 8 1 8 E - 0 3 
.3889000350601E»00 
.0745905631014E+01 
ITERATION 12 
VARIABLES 
1 . 0 9 3 4 5 5 7 8 6 6 0 2 0 E - 0 1 
2 . 5 2 4 0 0 5 1 3 7 9 4 2 2 E * 0 0 
FUNCTIONS 
3 . 7295281550661E - 02 
1 . 7 1 2 4 6 5 1 7 2 0 8 9 7 E - 0 2 
. OE-tOO 
71 CALLS OF CALI-UN 
2 . 7 1 8 6 9 2 8 0 8 9 0 8 0 E - 0 2 
3 . 8 8 6 7 1 1 7 8 1 4 3 4 1 E - 0 2 
5 . 6 4 7 3 7 9 1 1 3 1 6 8 1 8 E - 0 3 
1 . 3889000350601E+00 
1 .0743905631014E+01 
4 . 0 1 9 3 E 9 5 6 6 6 0 6 7 E - 0 2 
S . 8 9 3 0 4 3 6 7 1 6 8 2 2 E - 0 3 
ITERATION 13 
VARIABLES 
1.0934555127700E-01 
2.5240039971064E*00 
FUNCTIONS 
3.729553555I479E-02 
1.7124757667231E-02 
.OE'OO 
77 CALLS OF CALFUN 
1.3845030537127E*00 
1.2639522929716E*00 
2.7167173028772E-02 
3. B6668S49742S4E -02 
5.64732717924302E-03 
1.3889014246446E»00 
1.074S910711030E+01 
4.0193453399S7SE-02 
9.8906214624527E-03 
POWSO FINAL VALUES OF FUNCTIONS AND VARIABLES 
ITERATION 13 
VARIABLES 
1.0934355127700E-01 
2.5240039971064E+00 
FUNCTIONS 
3.7295535551479E-02 
1.7I24757667231E-02 
.0E*00 
77 CALLS OF CALFUN 
1.3845030537127E+00 
1.2639522929716E+00 
2.7187173028772E-02 
3.0866U549742B4E-02 
5.64732717924302E-03 
38S901424644SE«00 
0745910711030Et0l 
4.0193453399878E-02 
9.8906214624527E-03 
132. 
FIRST lrJY: 1 CYLINDER, I GAS GENERATORS S 1 VENT: 
PERFORMANCE 
TIME FOR FULL STROKE 
MAX.ROD STRESS 
MAX. HEAD CYL, PRESS. 
6.40BE-02 SEC. 
2.060E+04 PS1 
5.I94E*03 PS1A 
FINAL VELOCITY 
MAX.GEN.PRESS. 
MAX. BUFFER PR. 
3.082E*02 IPS 
5.095E+03 PSIA 
S.049E*03 PSIA 
ACTUATOR SPECS: 
WEIGHT OF PROPELLANT 
HEAD CLEARANCE 
CYLINDER DIAMETER 
10.7459 GRAM 
1.3845 INCH 
2.5240 INCH 
VENT-HOLE DIAM. .1093 INCH 
BUFFER LENGTH 20.3889 INCH 
PISTON-ROD DIA. 1.2640 INCH 
TOTAL GEN. 
1 
CHARGE(GRAM )/GEN. 
10.746 
CYL.DIA. P.ROD DIA. 
2.524 1.264 
RECORD OF INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS WITH TELETYPE 
SELECT OPTION - TYPE NO. 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> 
TYPE PREFEKRED CYLINDER AND PISTON-ROD DIAMETERS 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> 2.S0000 1.25000 
THfcRF. IS Art ANNULAR CLEARANCE OF .625 INCH (VENT-HOLE 01AM.= .10 
TYPE MAX. ACCEPTABLE VEN1-HOLE DIAM. (TELETYPE INPUT) --> .25000 
THERE WILL BE 1 VENT-HOLES PER PISTON, OF APPROX. .109 INCH DIAM. 
MIN. VENT LENGTH (I.E. PISTON THICKNESS) IS 1.640 INCH. 
TYPE PKEFERRLD VENT-HOLE LENGTH. 
(TELE1YPE INPUT) --> 1.75000 
YOWi CHOKE OF ',ENT I ENL-TH GIVES AN L/D RATIO OF 16.0 OK OR NO? 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> OK 
FOLLOWING IS THE POWSG OUTPUT GIVING THE SEARCH HISTORY 
ITERATION 0 
VARIABLES 
1.09C;353127700fc-0! 
1 0/<iS8107l 10'JOEtOI 
1-' UNCTIONS 
•J. 7299555551 479E-02 
-4.80322809068 14E-03 
.OE+00 
5 CALLS OF CALFUII F= 
1.41I217577S549E+00 
2.4976907212S120E-02 
1.4I42411432786E+00 
133. 
ITERATION 1 
VARIABLES 
1.0941948098266E-01 
I.0695536903062E+01 
FUNCTIONS 
3.47768452S3100E-02 
-2.8148908926101E-03 
.OE+00 
10 CALLS OF CALFUN 
.3955046062157E+00 
1.927e055B645806E-02 
1.3729615127104E+00 
VARIABLES 
t094194809S266E-01 
1 . 0693536905C62E+01 
FUNCTIONS 
3.4776845253100E-02 
-2.0146906326101E-OS 
.OE+00 
16 CALLS OF CALFUN 
1 . 3955046082157E+00 
.1351215253864E-01 
.7664436051075E-02 
1.927805566458066-02 
1.372961B127104E+00 
5.3401800225419E-02 
7.2141376S94841E-03 
ITERATION 3 
VARIABLES 
1 .0941948098266E-01 
'. . 0595536905062E+01 
FUNCTIONS 
3.47768452531OOE-02 
-2.6146906926101E-03 
. OE+00 
22 CALLS OF CALFUN F= 
1.3955046082157E+00 
1.927805S8645806E-02 
1.3729615127I04E+00 
ITERATION 4 
VARIABLES 
1.0941948098265E-01 
1.0695536905062E+01 
FUNCTIONS 
3.4776845253100E-02 
-?.8148908926101E-03 
.OE+00 
28 CALLS OF CALFUN F= 
1.39550460S2157E+00 
1 .92780558645B06E-02 
1.3729615127104E+00 
5. 3401800225419E-02 
7.2141376994641E-03 
ITERATION 5 
VARIABLES 
1.0941948098273E-01 
1.0695536905062E+01 
FUNCTIONS 
3.47768452S3120E-02 
-2.0148908925B?OE-03 
. OE+00 
30 CALLS OF CALFUN F= 
1.3955046082149E+00 
1.9278055864S739E-02 
1.3729615127141E+00 
5.340180022558SE-02 
7.2141376963B75E-03 
POWSQ FINAL VALUES OF FUNCTIONS AND VARIABLES 
ITERATION 5 
VARIABLES 
I.094194B098273E-01 
1 .0695536905062E+01 
30 CALLS OF CALFUN F= 
1 .3955046082149E+00 
1 .92780558645739E-02 
1.3729615127141E+00 
134. 
FUNCTIONS 
3.4776ed5253120E-02 1 . 135121 525386511 -01 5. 3fl0ie002255e6E-02 
-2.8143908S23620£-03 4. 7664436051255E-02 7.21413769S387SE-03 
.0E*00 
REPORT ON THE FINAL DESIGN FOLLOWS: 
DES1GI-: COMPLETED 
1 CYLINDERS WITH 1 SAS GENERATORS EACH 
CYliNOER ,)JAI1ETER 2.5000 INCH, PISTON-ROD DIAMETER t . 2500 INCH 
HEAi" CLEARANCE l . 3955 INCH. BUFFER LENGTH 20.3730 INCH 
PISTON I.75D INCH THICK WITH l VENTS OF .1094 IN. DIAM. 
PROPEI.LANT LOADING- 10.636 ORAM PER GENERATOR 
PFRFORIUNCE: 
.0628 SEC. TO CROSS 1S.0C00 INCHES 1 .997 OF TIME REQUIRED) 
VELOCITY OF ARRIVAL: 334.1 IPS 11.114 OF FINAL VELOCt" ALLOWED) 
MAXIMUM p;STOK-R0D STRESS 21068.0 PSI (1.053 OF STRESS OWED) 
MAXIMUM HEAD-SPACE PRESSURE 3238.3 PSIA (PRESSURE RATllv 5000.0 PSIA) 
MAXIMUM BUFFER PRESSURE 5030.1 PSIA (PRESSURE RATING 5000.0 PSIA) 
MAX.MUM GENERATOR PRESSURE 5331.2 PSIA (PRESSURE RATINE 32000.0 PSIA) 
PROGRAM IS AGAIN INTERACTIVE WITH THE TELETYPE 
IS THE ABOVE DESIGN SATISFACTORY? TYPE YES TO EXIT, NO TO TRY AGAIN 
(TELETYPE H'PUT) --> YES 
135. 
a. Teletype 
b. Teletype 
c. Teletype 
d. Teletype 
APPENDIX VI 
printout for 
printout for 
printout for 
printout for 
Test Design A 
Test Design B 
Test Design C 
Test Design D 
Test Design A 136. 
14 
3 
2 
,8679 
,8767 
,0836 
SRAM VENT-HOLE D1AM. 
INCH BUFFER LENGTH 21 
INCH PISTON-ROD D1A. 1 
.1147 INCH 
.3930 INCH 
.0454 INCH 
TOTAL SEN. CHARGE(GRAM)/BEN. CYL.DIA. P.rtOD DIA 
1 14.668 2.089 1 .045 
DESAC / 8 4 
GIVE TITLE FOR THIS ACTUATOR DESIGN PROBLEM 
WEIGHT ON EXCESS-OVER-MINIMUM PROFELLANT = 0.02 
GIVE VALUES FOR WLB,STR,TR,VFAL,STAL,GPAL, CPAL 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> 
3.565E+02 1.900E+01 6.300E-02 3.000E+02 2.000E+O4 3.200E+04 5.000E+03 
DO YOU HAVE A REASONABLE FIRST GUESS? YES OR NO (TELETYPE INPUT) --> NO 
FIRST TRY: 1 CYLINDER, 1 GAS GENERATORS S 1 VENT: 
PEKFLRMANCE 
TIME FOR FULL STROKE 6.922E-02 SEC. FINAL VELOCITY 3.055E*02 IPS 
MAX.ROD STRESS 2.104E»04 PSI MAX.GEN.PRESS. 5.33SE«03 PSIA 
MAX. HEAD CYL. PRESS. S.232F403 PSIA MAX. BUFFER PR. 4.627E+03 PSIA 
ACTUATOR SPECS: 
WEIGHT OF PROPELLANT 
HEAD CLEARANCE 
CYLINDER DIAMETER 
OPTIONS AVAILABLE: 
CYLINDERS GEN./CYL. 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> YES 
SELECT OPTION - TYPE NO. OF CYL. AND GEN./CYL. 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> 1 1 
TYPE PREFERRED CYLINDER AND PISTON-ROD DIAMETERS 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> 2.50000 1.25000 
THERE IS AN ANNULA" CLEARANCE OF .625 INCH (VENT-HOLE DIAM.= .115 
TYPE MAX. ACCEPTABLE VENT-HOLE DIAM. (TELETYPE INPUT) --> .25000 
THERE WILL BE 1 VENT-HOLES PER PISTON, OF APPROX. .115 INCH DIAM. 
MIN. VENT LENGTH (I.E. PISTON THICKNESS) IS 1.721 INCH. 
TYPE PREFERRED VENT-HOLE LENGTH. 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> 1.75000 
YOUR CHOICE OF VENT LENGTH GIVES AM L/D RATIO OF 15.3 OK OR NO? (TELETYPE INPUT) --> OK 
DESIGN COMPLETED 
1 CYLINDERS WITH 1 GAS GENERATORS EACH 
CYLINDER DIAMETER 2.5000 INCH, P1ST0N-R00 DIAMETER 1.2500 INCH 
HEAD CLEARANCE 1.4763 INCH BUFFER LENGTH . ,20.4019 INCH 
PISTON 1.750 INCH THICK WITH 1 VENTS OF .1191 IN, DIAM. 
PROPELLANT LOADING: 10.615 GRAM PER GENERATOR 
.0S&3 SEC. TO CROSS 19.0000 INCHES ( 1.036 OF TIME REQUIRED) 
VELOCITY OF ARRIVAL: 303.5 IPS (1.012 OF FINAL VELOCITY ALLOWED) 
MAXIMUM PISTON-ROD STRESS 20109.4 PSI (1.005 OF STRESS ALLOWED) 
MAXIMUM HEAD-SPACE PRESSURE 5003.1 PSIA (PRESSURE RATING 5000.0 PSIA) 
MAXIMUM BUFFER PRESSURE 5001.4 PSIA (PRESSURE RATING 5000.0 PSIA) 
MAXIMUM GENERATOR PRESSURE 5115.1 PSIA (PRESSURE RATING 32000.0 PSIA) 
IS THE ABOVE DESIGN SATISFACTORY? TYPE YES TO EXIT, NO TO TRY AGAIN 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> YES 
Test Design B 
137. 
DESAC / 6 4 
OIVE TITLE FOR THIS ACTUATOR DESIGN PROBLEM 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> 
IS X 2 PERFORMANCE. WEIGHT ON EXCESS-OVER-MINIMUM PROPELLANT • O.OS 
GIVE VALUES FOR WLB.STR,TR,VFAL,STAL,GPAL,CPAL 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> 
3.5E5E+02 1.900E+0I 6.300E-02 3.000E+02 2.00OE»O4 3.200E*04 5.000E*03 
00 YOU HAVE A REASONABLE FIRST GUESS? YES OR NO 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> NO 
1 CYLINDER, 1 GAS GENERATORS 4 1 VENT: 
PERFORMANCE 
TIME FOR FULL STROKE 
MAX. ROD STRESS 
MAX. HEAD CYL. PRESS. 
6.408E-02 SEC. 
2.080E»04 PSI 
5.194E»03 PSIA 
FINAL VELOCITY 
MAX.GEN.PRESS. 
MAX. BUFFER PR. 
3.082E»02 IPS 
S.291E»03 PSIA 
5.049E»03 PSIA 
ACTUATOR SPECS: 
WEIGHT OF PROPELLANT 
HEAD CLEARANCE 
CYLINDER DIAMETER 
10.7459 GRAM 
1.3845 INCH 
2.5240 INCH 
VENT-HOLE DIAM. .1093 INCH 
BUFFER LENGTH 20.3889 INCH 
PISTON-ROD DIA. 1.2640 INCH 
OPTIONS AVAILABLE: 
CYLINDERS GEN./CYL. TOTAL GEN. CHARGE(GRAM)/GEN. CYL.DIA. P.ROD DIA. 
I 10.746 2.S24 1.264 
IS ONE OF THE ABOVE OPTIONS ACCEPTABLE? YES OR NO 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> YES 
SELECT OPTION - TYPE NO. OF CYL. AND GEN./CYL. (TELETYPE INPUT) --> 1 I 
TYPE PREFERRED CYLINDER AND PISTON-ROD DIAMETERS 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> 2.60000 1.25000 
THERE IS AN ANNULAR CLEARANCE OF .625 INCH (VENT-HOLE DIAM.' .109) 
TYPE MAX. ACCEPTABLE VENT-HOLE DIAM. 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> .25000 
THERE WILL BE 1 VENT-HOLES PER PISTON. OF APPROX. .109 INCH DIAM. 
MIN. VENT LENGTH (I.E. PISTON THICKNESS) IS 1.640 INCH. 
TYPE PREFERRED VENT-HOLE LENGTH. (TELETYPE INPUT) --> 1.75000 
YOUR CHOICE OF VENT LENGTH GIVES AN L/D RATIO OF 16.0 OK OR NO? (TELETYPE INPUT) --> OK 
DESIGN COMPLETED 
1 CYLINDERS WITH 1 GAS GENERATORS EACH 
CYLINDER DIAMETER 2,5000 INCH, PISTON-ROD DIAMETER 1.2500 INCH 
HEAD CLEARANCE 1.3958 INCH BUFFER LENGTH 20.3730 INCH 
PISTON 1.750 INCH THICK WITH I VENTS OF .1094 IN. DIAM. 
PROPELLANT LOADING: 10.696 GRAM PER GENERATOR 
PERFORMANCE: 
.0628 SEC. TO CROSS 19.0000 INCHES ( .997 OF TIME REQUIRED) 
VELOCITY OF ARRIVAL: 334.1 IPS (1.114 OF FINAL VELOCITY ALLOWED) 
MAXIMUM PISTON-ROD STRESS 21068.0 PSI (1.053 OF STRESS ALLOWED) 
MAXIMUM HEAD-SPACE PRESSURE 5238.3 PSIA (PRESSURE RATING 5000.0 PSIA) 
MAXIMUM BUFFER PRESSURE 5036.1 PSIA (PRESSURE RATING 8000.O PSIA) 
MAKIMUM GENERATOR PRESSURE 5331.2 PSIA (PRESSURE RATINQ 32000.0 PSIA) 
IS THE ABOVE DESIGN SATISFACTORY? TYPE YES TO EXIT, 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> YES 
NO TO TRY AGAIN 
138. 
Test Design C 
DES->C / S O 
G I V I T I T L E roR T H I S ACIUATOK DESIGN "Roeten 
REVERSING IMPROVF.tlE.'IT IN FINAL A DESIGN 
GIVE VALUES FOR WL«, STR. TR, VFAL, STAL, FPAL, CPAL (TELETYPE IHPLT) - - > 
3 . y 6 0 E > 0 ? 1.900C<01 S .WOE-OE 3 . 0 0 0 i ; > 0 2 2.OOC.FM0-1 3 .2 i )0E<04 5 . 0 0 0 6 * 0 3 
DO YOU HAVE t, REASONABLE FIRST GUcSS? YES OR NO 
I T E L E i / P E I l tPUT) - - > YES 
GIVE VALUEf OF HD, HL. IM., F'WBR, CD, PRO, PT ( T E L t l i P E INPUT) - - > 
1 . 1 0 - t r - O ! 3 .S-SSK10' ^ . O 9 4 E » 0 l 1 . 3 I 2 E < 0 1 2.5OOE..00 I . ^ l i E + O O 1 . 7 5 0 E * 0 0 
GIVC W t L ' l ' S K IR NC.N 'X-CNH ( T l L l X r r t INPUT) - - > 1 1 1 
DEo I CM « . l IPLETf 0 
I CYl I r M R S WITH 1 CAS rjLKERATORS EACH 
CYi INPKH D'AIIETE-: u ' 0 0 0 'IVJK, PISTC.i-ROD OlAI ' iL lFR 1 .2500 INCH 
H f v . i V FAMMCE 1.SJS8 ' N S I , BCJFFE'' LENGTH 2 0 . 3 5 2 8 INCH 
P, •; Oil I . / S O INCH ' H I U ' . W TH 1 VENiS OF . 1 0 5 4 I N , 01 AM. 
Pl.0 :. MIT LOAD I NO-• 10 . \5L GR.J1 PF^ GCNEIIATOR 
Puf iF lX l lANCE: 
O o f - SEC TO C*. • ? 1 ' . O P o " INCHES < 1 . 0 « O f TIME RL'UUIhED) 
v r . ' j 'C -Y e i - A f< i * i v \L ^ o i . 9 I P S M . O Q S o;~ r'K>\. V E L O C I T Y A L L O W E D ) 
M ) . X . I \ J I . P l f 0N-."<0.- ' • . - • . ! 2 U 1 1 7 . 5 PS1 ( l . ' . *0(5 r,|: STU'-oS ALLOWED) 
MA i V M l . M - P A V i .'JURE & 0 7 U . 0 PC1A . r RtC.SJRE RA I " WS 3 0 0 0 . 0 P31A) 
Mr.,*. '/!• '::. I t . . F.:-.' - SOi ' .?. l I 'SIA I Pfc1-.-. tfLUE flATI'!<3 5 0 0 0 . 0 PSIA) 
M.V. ' i|. f-.' J i ' V . 1 M ; ;•' - ' HL 5 1 0 9 . P P' . IA ( I F ESSU'IL" Rr.l"|:'J'> U 2 0 0 0 . 0 P S I A ) 
IS T i l t APi. ' . r | - E < ' U ' vAMSFACTORY? TYPE VITS TO f i jCIT, NO TO TRY AGAIN 
139. 
Test Design D 
DESAC / 6 3 
GIVE TITLE FOR THIS ACTUATOR DESIGN PROBLEM 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> 
REDESIGN OF 4 CYL. 18 INCH VALVE TO ELIMINATE GREASE-PACX OECELERATSR 
GIVE VALUES FOR WLB.STR,TR,VFAL,STAL,GPAL,CPAL 
[TELETYPE INPUT) --> 
3.745E+02 1.900E+01 3.000E-02 2.000E+02 2.000E«04 3.200E+04 7.500E+03 
DO YOU HAVE A REASONABLE FIRST GUESS? YES OR NO 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> YES 
GIVE VALUES OF HD,HL.BL,PWGR,CD,PRD,PT 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> 
2.500E-0I 1.500E+00 1.925E+01 2.000E+01 3.OOOE+OO I.688E«00 4.000E«00 
GIVE VALUES F3R NC.NOGC.NH 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> 4 1 I 
DESIGN COMPLETED 
4 CYLINDERS WITH 1 GAS GENERATORS EACH 
CYLINDER DIAMETER 3.0000 INCH, PISTON-ROD DIAMETER I.6875 INCH 
HEAD CLEARANCE 2.1573 INCH, BUFFER LENGTH IS.1725 INCH 
PISTON 4.000 INCH THICK WITH 1 VENTS OF .2809 IN. DIAM. 
PROPELLANT LOADING: 22.460 GRAM PER GENERATOR 
PERFORMANCE: 
.0285 SEC. TO CROSS 19.0000 INCHES ( .949 OF TIME REQUIRED) 
VELOCITY OF ARRIVAL: 210.7 IPS (1.053 OF FINAL VELOCITY ALLOWED) 
MAXIMUM PISTON-ROD STRESS 20705.5 PSI (1.035 OF STRESS ALLOWED) 
MAXIMUM HEAD-SPACE PRESSURE 6705.4 PSIA (PRESSURE RATING 7500.0 PSIA) 
MAXIMUM BUFFER PRESSURE 11782.0 PSIA (PRESSURE RATING 7500.0 PSIA) 
MAXIMUM GENERATOR PRESSURE 7754.4 PSIA 'PRESSURE RATING 32000.0 PSIA) 
IS THE ABOVE DESIGN SATISFACTORY? TYPE YES TO EXIT, NO TO TRY AGAIN 
(TELETYPE INPUT) --> YES 
